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INTRODUCTION 

1. The United Nations Interregional Workshop on Textile IiK.ui.arii-  in  iVvei>|inr 
Countries was held in Lodz, Poland  from 6«,7 September bkô. 

2. The Workshop was organized by the  Centre  i'or Industrial Development  111 
co-operation with the Bureau of Technical Assistance Operations oi  the DeparLmout 
of Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat,  and  th-> 
Government of Poland. 

3. The Workshop v,as attended by: 

(a) Participants invited from the  following developing countries;    Aiy.pntitui, 
Brazil, Colombia,  Hong Kong, India,  Iran,  Israel, Mexico,  Poland and the United 
Arab Republic; 

(b) Experts from industry, universities and research institutes  from tin 
following countries:    Czechoslovakia,  France,  Japan,  Switzerland and the United 
Kingdom; 

(c) A representative cf the united Nations Economic Commission for Latin 
America ^ECLA); 

(d) Observers from the International Wool Secretariat;    and 

(e) Observers from textile research institutes and textile mills in Poland. 

A list of participante, experts,  officers of the Workshop und observers  is 
included in annex III of this summary report. 

k.     The Workshop was opened with an address by Dr. I.H. Abdel-Bahn« a, United 
Nations Commissioner for Industrial Development, and a message was reo i  irom 
Dr. Victor Hoo, United Nations Commissioner for Technical Assistance. 

5. Welcome addresses were given by Mr.  K. GJozewski, Mirri rster,  Head of the 
Committee for Co-operation with Foreign Countries, Government    f Poland; 
Mr. Z. Wo^tkowski, Vice Minister of Light Industries;    and Mr. li. Kazmierczek, 
Mayor of the City of Lodz.    Addresses were also given by Dr. T. Jedryka,  Chai tiran 
of the Workshop, and by the Director of the Workshop,  Dr. N. Beredjick. 

6. Dr. T. Jedryka  (Poland) and Dr. J.L. Juvet  (Switzerland) were unanimously 
elected Chairman and General Rapporteur,   respectively.    Dr. N. Beredjick and 
Mr. V. Saxl served as Director and Technical Consultant of the Workshop. 

7. The Workshop had before it a working paper entitled The Textile Industry in 
Developing Countries by Mr.  /. Saxl, and  thirty-three backcround documents  in 
the field of textiles prepared by,  or for,  the Centre  for Industrial Levoloji^nt. 
A list of the papers  is included as &nnex II and the programme of the Workshop 
as annex I. 
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e.      Hie Workshop eljborated a  set of recommendations and the report on the 
textile industries in developing countries which follows hereafter.    The 
recommendations and  report were unanimously adopted at the concluding session of 
the Workshop. 

'J.     As part of the Workshop Programme,  thu participants took part in field trips 
to textile mills and textile machinery plants in the vicinity of Lodz, 
Bialsko-Biala, Cracow, Warsaw and to the Bast Fibres Research Institute in Poznan. 
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. . Ulli; 

I.    RJiCOM-iüNrATIONó 

10.    The following recommendations were adopted Vy the '..orkuhoj»: 

(a) The Workshop,  taking into consideration the ^reut need   iw uetei .., 
appropriate policies in the textile industry of the studies made by Uiited ¡iiti :u 
bodies in certain developing regions, recommends that the Governments <n' dcvdopin,- 
countries, in co-operation with the national associations of textile munuiy^tutvi'.., 
request from the Centre for Industrial Development and the regional economic 
commissions the extension of such studies to their respective countries und red on s 
with e view to assisting them in determining the economic and technolod al ¡ispéete 
of an optimum policy for their textile industries. 

(b) The Workshop, having noted the firw desires of the developing countries 
to create or expand their textile industry as an essential part of their 
industrialization process, considered that the high costs of modern machinery way 
accentuate the difficulties in the balance of payments of these countries and, 
in such cases vhere outside financing is necessary, recommends that it be ^iven 
in such a way so as to be advantageous to the developing country and avoid 
possible practices in the export of textile goods which are not in conformity vith 
the rules of international trade. 

(c) The Workshop, having considered the increasing variety of textile 
machinery offered» by manufacturers to developing countries, and having noted 
some of the difficulties in making adequate selection of appropriate equipment 
for the expansion or modernization of the textile industry in developing countries, 
recommends that the United Nations Centre for Industrial Development meet dth a 
group of textile machinery experts with a view to formulating a set of euiddin«u 
on the selection of textile machinery.    The Workshop, having noted with 
satisfaction that the Centre for industrial Development will, in any case, convene 
a group of experts to consider the problems of utilizing second-hand machinery in 
all industrial sectors in developing countries, further recommends thnt the group 
of textile experts consider, in collaboration with the above body, the problems 
of utilizing second-hand textile machinery in the textile industry of developing 
countries. 

(d) The Workshop recommends that Ooverr^aents of developing countries tute 
fuU advantage of the aselstance which the United Mations may render through it 
Centre for Industriel Development, regional economic commissions, the Expanded 
Programme and regular programme of technical assistance and the ¡¿pedal Fun<:. 
Such assistance should not be limited to basic surveys of the textile industry 
in these countries, but should include follow-up assistance for the solution or 
specific problems in the industry adequately identified and pin-pointed through 
such or other surveys and studies.    The Workshop furtner recommends that nu*-h 
assistance include both economic and technical aspects of the textile industry, 
and be designed according to the nature of the problems of the respective countries, 
ranging from short-term missions of individual experts, to collaboration in the 
establishment of local institutions which may serve the textil: industry io 
longer-range assistance through missions of croup 3 0f expertr, uad  in collabo• ti or. 
with local counterpart personnel. 



(e) The W>rholi^,  reccmuends that developing countries consider the  creation 
of ü tody   to dual rpeci Really with the problems en  production and trade of 
textile::   in  tne:.:e  'jo-iutries,  vit:. 3  view  to: 

(¡)     Rationalizing  their production and assistine  in determining anj 
possible  unes oí.   specialization  for individual countries  or 
sub-regions or regions; 

(ii)     Liberalizing to a   further extent trade  in textiles among the 
developing countries. 

To this effect, the Workshop recommends that the Committee for Industrial 
Development consider the establishment of a  special sub-committee to formulate 
the terms of reference of the above-mentioned body. 

(f) The Workshop,  having taken into account the -aluable experience gained 
and the  fruitful exchange of vlev/s among the participants at the United Nations 
Interregional Workshop on Textile L.^ustries in Developing Countries,  recommends 
that the appropriate organs oí  the United Nations make all necessary provisions 
for the convening, at periodic interval:   of two or three years, workshops or 
seminars of similar nature in the field of textiles.    Arrangements should be mede 
to hole1 these uieetings in different regions in countries willing to extend 
invita v.  ons and provide host facilities. 

(g) The Workshop, having considered the importance of productivity for textile 
industries in developing countries, recommends that the United nations and its 
specialized agencies undertake all necessary steps to assist in the formation of 
regional or national centres of productivity where such do not exist, with a view 
to improving the efficiency of textile industry management, disseminating new 
techniques of organization and management and nev or improved methods of training 
of personnel at all levels and carrying out productivity measurements and inter- 
firm com]« ri sons.    The Workshop further recommends that the United Natio* s and its 
specialised agencies call on developing countries with established experience in 
this field to provide experts,   scholarships and training facilities for the 
implementation of this recommendation. 

(h)    The Workshop, having considered the background documentation submitted 
by the Centre for Industrial Development recommends the utilization of this 
material,  together with any additional information to be collected by the United 
Nations with a view  to preparing a general survey of trends and prospects for 
the textile industry in developing countries, and further recommends that this 
survey be submitted for consideration to the International Symposium for 
Industrial Development,  to be held in 1967. 

(i)    The Workshop, having considered the acute shortage of skilled manpower 
for the efficient operation of the textile industry in developing countries, and 
having elaborated  for this purpose a draft programme for group in-plant training 
oi engineers and technicians  from textile plants in developing countries, 
recommendc that the United Nations Centre  for Industrial Development take all 
step- necessary for the early implementation , i  the group in-plant training 
programmo in textiles and to this purpore initiate, as  soon as possible, 
negotiations with Governments  of countries willing and able to provide the 
iie'..!c..-i?ary Training  facilities  and personnel,  and having a viable textile industry. 



(.' )     f ;ié   •••'!'..òiii'ì    rc.\ ï ,. .  i,,!.:    t   .    , 

Lhe   re/;i( nul  ecori< : i c   .•<:::..;.is./.o:..-   i :    •        ,.'.;• • 
studies  0,1 toe  i:¡üi • mu  ,. «.rnes-'i   . .•• •, _,•..," 
.ormulnte , o.ioiiil   ^ si,ici líe.;  ,      . ., a ; .• ,.    ,, 0 , : 
recci.-.mondc  that  t:.ese   .-tuo ite;   -    v. s, • ,< ¡ 
includili;- spinning ,   -.covin,',     ::n,\.i:. ;.•••..      •        •••• 
should   include as   i un,   ¡ un<ioi.v ut v L   •:• -t   .-.-     ..-   ,   .:. ¡( ¡. 
better ;.-j^   the   oonccj t  tu'   < conomios   c.   .•••   i...     >•,, t¡      -.," 
technical  L-vu.ors,   su-:v -JS equ.j n< ::t   -.a,,   jjKir  ;,   M ; ,, ¡ A • <    ,   ;  .        ,'. 
elements oc   the  quiIU.;    of  raw   ::ateri-L-   •;...,   , i„.¡ i \ t-~ ^,,'\,\ '_ '.   ,       ...../,,.. 
of  factor cv.ots  ir.   the various   count rus,    un o   « >ve siicnu   .• -ct •',   •••.•, , .:' 
administrative and   ïîxtrketiu,;.     Tin- i.or .su  i    .urtuer   ,•*.•«••;•-••';   't   •'. 
defino a policy on   textile industry,   devl.-rj:,-  .M,nitr¡--    •     ,.¡V •   ; "' ' 
the  findings  of  the  above  recenx;endcd   sui.iie.   aun   n -,    t   '..      •'•',.. ';'.', 
the additional modifications and neja, o.>,;:.) ••   ^ iUircu   h.   !••      -.,:".',,' . 
of each developing  country. 

(];)    The Workshop  reccnrniends   >.hat   ii,  , jd.-r  ¡        •••;]!:•.»..  • n,        v , 
modernization of the  textile  industry   in dovuti:;      ..unir:-.-,   n,   !,Vt.  i s • t' 
briny to the attention ot th- Governments  of  rest cetiv\   l,u..l-'-r    '.'••t..>s. ' ' n*  
necessity of adopting adequate ¡ruosures  to   tacili t.n t«   a,v    :. ¡v  ti,.'   '|,'v   f    ¡ 
countries to modern  technolu, ,ir*-;i  precesse.-  und  :-.nov; •h^'.- :.t. 'i.-'ñ -, aM L       .t, t. ' " .. 
fees and royalties. 

(l)    The Workshop recommends that the United Notion;,   ihr. una   ¡t.    .,•••   », > ! 
economic commissions and the Centre for Industrial Devel<,jr;enf ,   ¡,' ¡ t iô ; '   ,.,'• ""' 
continue studies  in developing countries at the national .-.ml  ,••' •-i.,¡i:i 1.' t ."vol     :•• 
order to establish adequate standards of productivity   f..,- th- u- i ij.-   1;i,r": ',• 
these countries and   regions.    The studies suould  include- - i-n -t.-i   '-t     •.'    i'-,¡..'"',..' 
productivity,  technical productivity,  oork   to. u; and  -..or.   <ss o t¡< .aits  o'tt.i..  •,.'. 
rriJls  of each country,   and  should,   in  so  ear as  rorsibte,   i.i.-iu.k   =•.'•:,! ür i :'.. ¿ •' '" 
with the standards  of  developed  countries. 

(ra)    The Workshop,  having considered  tne jroriemo  . :   ¡rm.-lur ..,    lo.tu- 
technology and moM-hcA-i to develoiiinn countries,   tef un-md.-  ¡„ni   i¡-   Uuü.n ,;•,!, 
Centre for Industrial Development take ail appropriati.' ;:to|,s to ,niiot 'tu ' 
participation of textile resenro,: ano development   'ontre/ <•••  inst, i fit-«-.;  ï„ 
industrialized countries  in co-operative projects with -¡.ilar in.-.t : Lutii'iir  i„ 
developinc countries vitn a viev  to imiu^vin- tiieir  tecimi.-ni  .'„riiiti.-; ,','w  tV.* 
skills of their personnel. 

11.    The report oí   the Workshop Uiieu follows norea iter deals -„iti,   u,e  u:M¡- 
substantive items which were discussed  in detail uurin/-  tne dei ibem t i'nn -.f i ¡,. 
Workshop from 6 to 2? September ï')Grj  in Lodz,   Poland. 



II.     THE Li i     .ATIüNáL LiETTIHG 

1; .     LurLir   '-Àie nineteenth  century,   industrial development in Europe vas  influenced 
•.•oiiSlderabiy  by the  évolution of the textile industry,  which was  the  first  factory- 
type   industry  to appear.    After the First World War,   difficulties arose in Europe, 
and especially in the United Kingdom,   resulting iron changes which occurred in 
the  structure of world  production and trade.     It shoulu be mentioned that the 
ditficulties  íaced by the  textile induetry,  particularly the cotton industry, 
have chanced  in character durine  the present  century.    1'etveen the two wars, they 
-.¿ere mainly the result,   on the one harr5,   .i  the emergence of new producers and, 
on the other,  of the markets which were decreasing in size partly due to the 
world  crisis.    The problems were therefore mainly commercial and  social,    oince 
the end  of the L>ec">nd World War,   however,  these difficulties have become 
increasingly cumple;;,   largely owing to political and technological factors, the 
iniluence*oi which has been felt in the development of the textile industry in 
a  number o£ developing countries. 

13.    The Workshop took note of the slow increase in world demand for textiles in 
recent years.    On the whole,  per capita consumption rose by nearly 30 per cent 
between 195O and iy60 (in terms of weight), based on statistics of the Food and 
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO).    However, there were marked 
differences between the rates of growth in different regions of the vor Id.    In 
the highly developed countries of North America and Oceania, the level of 
consumption remained virtually stable, while in Western Europe a   substantial 
increase was registered,  particularly considering the already hi¿h level of 
consumption existing in these regions.    This increase was even more pronounced 
in Eastern Europe,  including the USSR. 

Ik.    On the other hand,  in the developing regions where textile consumption may be 
expected to increase rapidly because of the low level of consumption prevailing so 
for»  per capita growth of consumption showed rather disappointing results.    for 
example,   in Latin America  it was only 2 per cent higher in i960 than in 1950; 
in Africa  it increased by about 20 per cent, and in the Far East  (not including 
Japan), by 25 per cent.    Among the developing regions, only the Middle East shoved 
0 substantial growth, which amounted to over 70 per cent during the decade 
I950-iy6o. 

V).    Thus, with the exception of the Middle East,  the growth of per capita* 
consumption in developing regions was less than that of the world as a whole, and, 
in consequence,  the gap between tha developed and developing countries as regards 
consumption of textiles was apparently widening. 

16.    This phenomenon is not limited to textiles only, but would seem to reflect the 
general trend of economic growth in the respective regions.    In so far as textiles 
were concerned,  the Workshop agreed that measures should be sought to narrow this 
gap  by r/.eans   of stimulating textile consumption in developing countries through 
appropriate policies. 

-o- 



17«    It was pointed out that consumption fXDresswi ir  to,- -    ,f .    <   •* 
necessarily £he .est accurate indicStor^^Kr^i1^^^ ^t^^ Ííi.V'but 
that due to the lack of statistical raterial and the difficulty  in obt-iri« - oth-r 
indicators    this measure was still taken as the basic indien tor.     !• o tr.'t(> 
tcvards  uant  synthetic  libres und higher   'ount, of \ .1.   L runy   . 'h,       T    •     , 
make the product lighter with the consequence that expenditure  in textile   •'•'' 
in fact    be rising more rapidly than is indicated by consumption expro^od  i„" 
terms of .eight      In fact,  this is veil borne out in countries whore a¿\I  W 
data are available.    Nevertheless,  it was pointed out that tho influence «„• 
synthetics in developing countries was still small, although inerbino-  raridlv 
HB shown in table 1,  the consumption of apparel fibre indicate, that cotton •In 
in a leading position, accounting for about two thirds of the total c'nnRumptior " 
despite a decline in its relative share.    The consumption of wool,  about   U 'nrr' 

ÜÜÜ    °í    ÏK °tal haS remained rather st*ble during the last few ^nPB.     A> on    th, 
man-made fibres, rayon has recovered in recent years after ,cme yeare of «í^tion 
and even decline.    The most rapid growth has occurred with synthetic litre 

£nt°ïî\ïï ! r°fld-^ide basis thelr sha^ of the market is  still less tunn'm per 
cent of the total and an even smaller proportion in developing regions. 

18.    The most recent infornatici available to the Workshop, although referring to 
production rather thanconsumption data, is shown in table ^    Ti>e producen 
figures relating to 196k indicate that the afore-mentioned trends have no     L-ed 

STÏ2A S íS^ST- tm tables l mà 2 do *ot contail a- • 
of t^W^** eïî1TÎÎ* Pï!TÎ!Î at the Workeh°P' *he to^l world production 
îî î ^Îtî ^ï"8' I**»«»« b»st fibres such as jute and flax, in i960 vat» 
i!;l!Î^rJ0n,le8 "ï ín í970 l8 exï*cted *° weeh 26.8 million tonnes,  with an 
increase of 58 per cent during the decade.    Maturai fibres accounted for 
15.1 million tonnes in i960 and could reach 20 million tonnes in 1970   whereas 
man-made fibres, the production of which was 3.3 million tonnes in i960    ñiv 
expected to reach 6.8 million tonnes in 1970.    The growth of ran-made fibres in 
the decade is expected to be about 106 per cent, while the growth of natural 
fibres, only about 2k per cent. 

20. Among natural fibres,  cotton is expected to show the highest rate of increase 
iü^Leent *n the âecade of 19&-1970 with bast fibres next (23 per cent).    The 
production of wool is expected to retrain almost constant at about 1.5 million 
tonnes each year. 

21. Oellulosic fibres constitute the largest proportion of man-made fibres 
produced and their production is expected to increase by about 30 per cent during 
the same decade.    On the other hand, the production of synthetics may ris** 
significantly in the decade I96O-I970, reaching about 3.2 million tonnes In 1970, 
i.e. almost equal to cellulosic fibres. 

22. As a result of these different rates,  the proportion of natural fibrin will 
tend tu drop from 83 per cent of total consumption in i960 to 75 per ^nt in I970. 
According to seme estimates,  cotton will drop from 52 per cent to kS per cent, tost 
fibres from 2k per cent to 21 per cent, an'l wool frcm 7 per cent to 6 per cent. 
The proportion of cellulosics will be more or less constant (about I3 or Ik per 
cent), but synthetics will rise from k per cent in 1950 to about 1? per cent in 
I970.    These figures portray the definite trend of the increasing importance of 
synthetic fibres as raw  material for the textile industry. 

-7- 



T"ble  1 

Jc.-ri'l consumption •¡i nppnrel fibre,  19r)'J-196.J 

Itei:. 195c> 1959 i960 1961 1962 

Availability  for Immp use 

Vir 

9,501 
1,279 
2,280 

1*18 

i thousand metric tons ) 

1C,096      10,280      10,285 
1,1*55      1,1*61      1,1*76 
2,501      2,616      2,725 

581          716          837 

ic,116 
1,1*88 
2,671 
l,C65 

15,550 

70 
10 

14,613     15,073 

(in per cent) 

69            66 
10             10 

15,325 

67 
10 

15,51*0 

65 
10 

80 79 78 77 75 

17 
5 

17 
1* 

17 
5 

18 
5 

18 
Synthetics     ...... 7 

Tota], man-made fibres  20 21 22 23 25 

IOC 100 10c ICC loo 

a/ 
Conoumption per caplta- 

5-59 
0.47 
0.85 
0.17 

{in kilogrammes) 

3.1*2        5.1+6 
0.1*8        0.1*9 
O.85        0.88 
0,20         0.21* 

3.39 
0.1*9 
0.91 
0.29 

_ 
» 
. 

¿*.88 fc.95 5.07 5.08 m 

a        Three-y^ar moving averages. 
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,'crld  rrxìuctior. cl   i\ rtnr.  ! Il r 

Raw cotton 

Raw wool 

Raw silk 

Rayon and acetate 

Non-cellulosic (synthetic) 

ii i.iieiu'   . I 
 pounds 

(h 

¡   ¡-   •  t.' 

>V/TJ ii« 

Source :   Textile Organon, June 1965, 

23,    There will also be modifications in the ¿eographico1 distribut i en of textile 
products.    For instance, the main producers of cotton will tend to dccr«ni t   UH ir 
proportions, even though production will increase because of higher yield per unit 
area.    The smaller producers are also extending the cultivated nrvn,   md ih.-ir 
production will increase even more rapidly than that of the big producen*.. 

2k,    Wool will continu» to toe a product of extensive international trade na the 
principal producers (Argentina, Australia, Rew Zealand, South Africa, Union of 
Soviet Socialist Republics, Uruguay) are not the t»jor consumers (Finnce, Jnçnn, 
United Kingdom, United States). 

25. At present, the textile industry, catering to basic human need«,  i.i one uf 
the first to take root in developing countries, which M re often the producers of 
the necessary raw materials.    Accordingly, the distribution of textile equlr^-nt 
installed in the world has changed, as seen in table 3> which dealt with cotton 
and allied industries, the most ioportant brandi of the textile industry. 

26. Many participants declared that when authorities in a developing country 
attempted to establish a mill, they were often faced with difficulties, owinr. ti- 
the wide selection of machinery available.    For thece reasons,  it wae recommended 
by the Workshop that a panel of experts of international stature be established 
under the auspices of the United Nations to advise new producer» in developing 
areas.    In this connexion, the assistance activities already undertaken by nrme 
developed countries were considered eownendable by some participante 

27. It was pointed out that due to the present nature of the industry  ind it; 
present capital intensity, eon« reassessment of plans for the more rapid 
establishment and expansion of the textile industry in sou.« developing countries; 
was necessary.    There often exists a fairly dependable dome Sì tie desymd nr, an outlet 
for mills that could be installed, but it was also, notf-d lh«t it prêtent,  tt<- 
return on capital invf sted in the textile industry war: nth« r lew in th<- vorld 
in general. 
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Tnblo y) 

Distribution of textile  equipment 

Í1!? F( ?r cent of total) * 

Cotton system:     World distribution oí active spindles 

Ai rica 
!2Sä 

i 
1963 

2 

N jrth America 18 18 

Couth America k 5 
Aria ond Oceania 21 26 

Jrpan 7 9 
Europe k9 

100 

ko 

100 

Cotton system:    world distribution of active looms 

Africa l 2 

North America 16 Ik 
South America ? 6 
Asia 16 26 
Jnpan 12 lit 

Europe UÔ 

100 

58 

100 

Source :    International Federation of Cotton and Allied Textile Industries (IFCATI) 

26.    Along with the more recent problem of the capital intensity of the textile 
industry, some participants emphasized the fact that problems of industrialization 
in other basic fields have also cropped up in developing countries.    The result has 
been that Governments in many developing countries have undertaken a planned 
development based on certain priorities and national objectives.    Consequently, the 
question arises as to how to go about installing or expanding the textile 
industries in these regions and to what extent this should be undertaken.    It was 
recognized that countries having the benefit of an established industry, as for 
instance, India, could expand on the existing structure, especially if they have 
a very large home market.    The problem, however, appears more complex for most 
developing countries because the extremely rapid technical progress has 
progressively altered the traditional structure of the sector.    As already stated, 
the textile industry is changing from a labour intensive to a capital intensive 
industry.    Consequently, the transition from a single to a double or triple shift 
system, rendered necessary by the demand to set aside reserves for depreciation, 
has resulted in the appearance of surplus production capacity in some countries 
of Europe. 
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¿9«     '-iti-, the  introduction   .1  n..-\.   industri, r  ir.  ..iov-'-lepii. ••   •  ,.,-   r¡ ¡-   . 
thought necessary ur.d very -.tdvicable   b¿   ;\;t..o p >rtioip"ta.   t    • xp'-r   ' : o.    uà 
export rœrkets,  -iter meeting donatio re luiiv.:.. r.u-.'   i.;e . x >ort.  .    f¡ ' t Ï  •' •,! i  ><,> 
found on a  regional basis within thf   iro^.w^rk m   an  into-rot, d   n    u'i-i   h-du-tn 
or,   in seme  cases,   in overseas markets.    Juch ... -isurct- v.vr«   Miád,r.j   i,;   ù r!   v'iti- 
the efforts  of the developing countries to awlioraU- tivir b-ilan^ 
difficulties. 

ot   po : . i;t 

30. As regards the regional integration of indui-tri-r-,  it uao  ielt that  d.-\, LM>ìH* 
countries in a particular region should strive,  wherever posible,  t(   :nt   ir 
industries complementary to each other. 

31. Some participants stated that it would be advisable for such count.ri.-o-.  t., 
establish economical industries without the protective barrio rr.  of hi.-h tariff 
vails and without attempting to manufacture a wide range 01  products',"especially 
in plants below the minimum economic size.    It was considered likely'thit ; otm- 
countries, after attaining a degree  of industrial development,   could vontun   into 
the field of specialized fabrics and products and enter the world market for ruch 
goods.    In suca instances, it would not be impossible for them to export by taking 
advantage of their traditional skills and existing equipment.    However,  for goedr, 
in general detcand, it may be necessary for such countries to acquire certain 
advanced types of equipment or highly developed machinery with which to foco the 
competition in the world export tcarkets.    In these instances,  seme participante. 
stated, governmental authorities in such developing countries could fix come 
positive export obligations for any interested parties, in urder to avoid th* 
burden of their foreign exchange reserves.    It was pointed out,  however, that such 
exports should be made, as far as possible, in accordance with general rul-r 
applied in international trade.    In this context,  it was considered necessary for 
developed countries supplying machinery to accept a part of ouch export obligations 
and find ways and means to supply the machines needed, thereby eliminating any 
further burden on the balance of payments of developing countries.    The channel}; 
of multilateral aid were considered one desirable solution to such problems. 

32. It was strongly emphasized that the developed countries with a superior 
knowledge of manufacture and with a capacity to supply plants and machinery .T.ight 
be of immense assistance to the developing countries.    Reference wae onde to 
bilateral agreements between certain industrialized countries and some developing 
countries, dealing not only with the supply of plants and machinery, but also with 
technical assistance.    These were considered to be steps in the right direction as 
long as the advice given was impartial and in the best interests of thn developing 
countries. 
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LU.    -ú^ü¿ùV.-.Kï u- :;¿írG 

v>.     r      .orKonop  r-e<  jiizr-.j  that tho  -io.,   growth i.f textile  consumption, 
p-irt anulari;,   ir. tur.- developing  countri  ^  or relions,  wnc  hardly  occasioned  by 
incut Tifi' r.oy  oí oupply.     'i: tt.f   ,:< ntrory,   on -t  global basis  there existí; 
;;uil iooL Tit,   il   not  exoeG;;ive,   producti /e capneity  which could satisfy the present 
d<.u.-ii.d.     il .v.i:VM       no of tuo i.o.jor obstacles  to be overcome by developing 
cour tri".-'  vachili;-   , o • vu il ihomselve:.-    •!' this supply  ie  the shortage of foreign 
o'xehnnge  l'or th<;   import of tiiese goods,     lì  some developing countries where the 
domestic   industry  :ilre;.Jy   supplies the  home  market to a greater or  lesser degree, 
the low level of  income  âoec not yet  permit   Ilio acquisition of  larger quantities 
of textiles from the United  total disposable family income available. 

7jk.    In this connexion, the Workshop discussed the interrelationship between 
absolute level:;  of income and the level of textile consumption,  the growth of 
incomes nnd the growth of textile consumption, as well as the  level of prices of 
textiles and the consequent effect upon den.and.    It was agreed  that this question 
should be carefully analysed in assessing the needs of the textile industry and 
that while come general principles regarding these  interrelationships might be 
derived from the hirtorical experience of other countries, it would be necessary 
to tiìake a separate evaluation for each particular country. 

35. The consumption of textiles is influenced by a number of factors, some of 
which are related to frenerai economic policy at the government lev«!, particularly 
as regarde the growth of per capita income,  whereas others are centred around the 
mill level where industrialists through a policy of prices, quality and type of 
product may influence and stimulate the demand for textiles. 

36. It becomes evident, therefore,  that the assessment of needs and the 
formulation of policies regarding the textile industry requires a joint effort at 
the national level --md at the mill level.    At the national level,  governmental 
agencies which have over-all responsibility for industrial development policies 
it,   :eneral nnd those relating to the textile industry in particular, should work 
together in assessing the needs on which a policy and an eventual programme or plan 
could be based.    International agencies,  such as the United Notions, could also 
assist Governments and industrialists in certain stages of this task. 

37»    The participants agreed that a special study should be made on the 
relationship between prices and detraed, as  it was pointed out that in soine cases 
the demand did not follow the same trends PS the income.    Special reference was 
made to the monetary policies and inflation which in some Latin American countries 
distort the price structure and tend towards an artificial demand by increased 
accumulation of stocks by wholesalers. 

30.    ihe Workshop noted with interest the report on the work undertaken by the 
United Nations Economic Commission for Lotin America (ECLA), with respect to the 
textile industry  in the countries of that region.    These surveys comprise a  first- 
hand collection of basic data  regarding production, installed capacity and its 
utilization,  degree  of obsolescence of equipment,  output per maehine and labour 
productivity,   together with some tentative  cost calculations.     If such data are 
normally   not avail:.)bio   in developing countries efforts  shculd be  made to collect, 



ii.f   iV'i" 

analyse and maintain them en a permanent basis,   since they  constitute -in ess et.t 1 
element  for the  formulation of adequate development policies  for this  industry. 
The 2CLA surveys referred to above also include an assessment of the probable 
evolution of v market in these courtricr  and a  confrontation   >f the mippiy -.nd 
demand situation for a given future data.    These surveys are undertaken witti«. ut 
disclosing the identity of individual firms,  in order to ensure an ample 
participation of the enterprises.     They provide a stimulus for act 1er. to cornu-t 
the problems identified and permit the formulation of a co-ordinated prc-:i 
the development and rationalization of that industry. 

39«    Market studies and forecasts  for various countries are also undertaken by the 
International Cotton Advisory Committee and surveys concerning installed capacity 
and its utilization are undertaken by the International Federation of Cotton and 
Allied Textile Industries (IFCATI). 

kC.    The general conclusions to be drawn, at least from the Latin American 
experience, shows that under the umbrella of high tariff protection and limited 
internal competition, the textile industry has grown over the years with operating 
conditions which, except for very few instances, are far below accepted standards.' 
fhis situation may account for the relatively high price of textiles and,  in turn 
for the slow growth in consumption. 

kl»    It vas noted by the participants that Colombia and Paraguay were exceptional 
in that their industry operates at high efficiency, and their relatively low level 
of textile prices has contributed to a very fast increase in consumption. 
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IV.  FORMULATION OF POLICIES 

k2.    The Workshop agreed to differentiate between the situations prevailing in 
developing countries by classifying the latter in two broad categories, 

(a) Countries which already have developed a significant textile industry; 

(b) Countries which are in the beginning of their industrialization process 
and have plans to set up a textile industry. 

1+3. The economic systems of the countries, whether free market economy or 
centrally planned, are also to be taken into consideration, mainly as regards 
the methods of elaborating policies for the development and the operation of the 
textile industry in developing countries. 

A.  Classifications 

hk.    It has been recognized that the problems of the textile industry in 
developing countries might be pragmatically classified as follows: 

1. Oldest among developing countries 

U5. In this category, typically represented by Latin America, some countries 
of the Far East such as India, and some countries of Central Africa, a textile 
industry has been in existence for a long time. The industry has frequently 
undergone considerable expansion during and immediately after the Second World 
War. In many instances, the industry was established by merchants who began 
by importing clothing materials and later went into industrial production. 

U6. After the Second World War, because of the existence of a seller's market, 
adequate industrial policy was not pursued. As a consequence, profits were 
in many cases reinvested outside the mill. The main problems in many of these 
countries appear to be surplus of equipment, obsolescence of machinery and often, 
lack of administrative and technical personnel. Broadly, these problems are 
seen to arise from the trend towards switching from a labour-intensive to a 
capital-intensive industry. 

47. Exceptions to the above situation are countries where the textile industry 
has developed rationally, with constant modernization and sound expansion. 
The industry, in these few exceptions, can be considered at present as competing 
with that of the most advanced countries, and as a possible competitor to the 
textile industry of countries exporting textiles. The problem in these instances 
is the necessity of expanding production to provide exportable surpluses, as 
development has proceeded rationally oruy with respect to the internal market. 

2. Newly developing countries with incipient industries 

U8. These are countries most of which have become independent since the Second 
World War. They are essentially producers of primary and agricultural products, 
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without any significant industrial activities, since their ,- -r. • .,,:.<• r ,,'<,. v,•>-, 
supplied by the metropolis.  Such countries are mosti-' thoce ct : 1 <• Nc;,r {•• :-.t 
Asia and Africa. Their moin problem in to start a co-ordinnt o>: i,v i ; -e :u i ; er : 
industry, each unit beint~ of an economic size and the technical U-v. I l-.-h,, m 

accordance with the conditions prevailing locali,v. The tnnin :u;pivt c if i i.t- 
policies to be ado¡ted mifht be summed up ns follows: 

(a) Promoting the textile industry; 

(b) Finding sources of financing; 

(c) Planning the structure of the industry; 

(d) Formulating general policies to promote the most efficient, operation; 

(e) Initiating measures and institutions designed to ensure hirher level:-. 
of productivity; 

(f ) Training of manpower at all levels; 

(g) Formulating price and marketing policies. 

B#  Promotion of the textile industry in developing countries 

^9, Any decision to pronote a textile industry should be ba .ed on the three 
following considerations: 

(a) Satisfaction of the country's domestic market; 

(b) Wien the domestic market is not sufficient, the satisfaction of n 
regional market should be the principal goal, provided that political and 
economic conditions of several neighbourly countries suggest the feasibility of 
regional economic intégrât leaf 

(c) If manufacturing conditions are favourable for competitive production, 
policies might be establishûd with a view to exporting on the international 
market, after the domestic demand has been fully satisfied. 

In this connexion, the unique position of Hong Kong was noted, where a fully 
successful textile industry has been set up principally to supply the world market. 
Exports from some countries producing raw materials such as extra lonr, cotton 
fibres, special animal hair such as alpaca, vicuna, etc., can nlso be the obj*»et 
of development policies, if adequate manufacturing conditions can be obtained, 
in order to keep in these countries a substantial added value, and to counteract 
the effects of fluctuations in the international prices of raw materiali;. Hue h 
is the case of the United Arab Republic and might alao apply to Peru, Bolivia, 
and north-eastern Brazil. 

50. Special mention was also made of the interest in developing the <>Kport of 
sophisticated handicraft products made in certain developing countries. Thlo 
has been the experience of some countries such as India, Guatemala and Mexico, 
where the traditional ability of the population to produce elaborate und highly 
artistic fabrics have met with success in developed countries. .ïpeeia'i 
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inter Tint ior^l   trvle condii ion:;  .  .  ul :  te  c^nte!\pla ted   in order  to  ease  the  exports 
of  such  products. 

',1.     The purticit »uits  considered  that the  textile  industry  should  develop  by 
iiuprovinp   the quality of the  coeds produced, and   by observing  the best  balance 
between ciunntity,   punlity and  price. 

lj2.     Ail  the factors  involved   in the establishment of production have to  be 
considered  very carefully,   euch os machines, organization and  labour.     Since  the 
productivity of the mill will aepend more on the ability of the people to  run 
the industry, than on  the quality end decree of the mechanization of their 
machinery,  there  snould be coed management and trained workers.    The vocational 
trainine oí' personne]   at all  levels  should be provided at a national level and 
the cost of necessary training in the enterprise  should be included in the budget. 

53.    In this respect,  the participants recommended following the precedents 
created in some countries where technical assistance has been given to the 
management of   the new industries,  through agreements between certain 
industrialized and developing countries. 

'4.    Some ptrticipants also pointed out the advantage of decentralizing industry 
by installing production units in various less industrialized locations, but 
within the over-all plan for the industry. 

Y).    In the case of some countries,  reorganisation and re-equipment of the textile 
industry is beine realized through a system of programming which gives incentives 
to the mills participating in the programme.    Such a programme must be as 
integrated as possible, and must fit into the scope of the general development 
of the country's economy so that the reorganization of the textile industry will 
develop along with the rest of the industry, as well as with other sectors,  such 
as agriculture and stock-breeding. 

'j6.    In some other countries, the establishment or the development of the textile 
industry is promoted through an over-all programme embracing all activities 
related to it within the framework of the general development of the country's 
economy.    Where a textile industry already exists but has to change or modify 
its structure, the programme should provide adequate measures for solving the 
problems created by such a change or modification. 

C.      purees of financing 

57. Regarding the means of financing such programmes, the Workshop recognized 
that difficulties might arise in some countries,  in particular with regard to 
three main adverse factors which are often interrelated: 

(a) [»capitalization of the mills due to the lack of an industrial policy; 
(b) Devaluation of national currencies observed in many developing countries; 
(e)    'Rie high rates of capital interest. 

58. Measures, such as fiscal incentive*,, should be taken by the Governments to 
encourage reinvestment in the mills.    Exchange insurance schemes in developing 
countries importing machinery would facilitate the use of credits offered by 
machinery makers o»- by Governments of industrialized countries.    Credits at low 
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interest  rotes, could   it  souoht   i'ro:;;   ini wiv t \, .tr.   ¡ ;>¡:   in.    i no r i • •..* :  •••.   •   • • 
financing a  programme ol'  re-equipment,   n'oiv'iri.'/iU.Mi,  -M- » xv;u;.-¡.u:  .1;   ''^ 
textile industry. 

59. In certain  countries  the over-all  rinntx-iu     0!   tho   :ovelo"; ,<-n'   ; :• •. •••!•..:•.,-. 
is often included   in the development  ninne.     In .onor.il,   ¡iunnoLno   io   -.¡r  , n. I. • 
by the fact that  lone-term credit  is often  available  t'roi:i :a;<oli ino  onni.i ;io: o ro>, , 
Governments,  or  international  banking  institutions  throur.h  bi Intorni   or 
multilateral schemes. 

D.      The structure of the textile industry  in developing countrLoo 

60. The participants agreed that it was  impossible to  recommend  n  sin,;le r.t.ruoiure 
for the industry which could  be adopted in every developing count,ry.    Many  fnot.ur:, 
pertaining to each country must be taken into consideration,  ns  they mny hnvo ,n 
direct influence on the optimum structure to be adoptee)  for a  particular' mill. 
However, a generalized adequate structure snould realize the quickest possible 
rotation of working capital tc avoid paying heavy interest on capital borrowed, 
and should incorporate the most integrated possible production line, which may 
be several mills of an economical size placed under a common administrative 
organization. 

61. Apart from these general principles,  the participants felt that a number 
of technical, administrative, and commercial rules should covern the choice ol 
a structure.    These rules should include the following: 

(a) A sound market study to define a programme of production; 

(b) The best technical balance of production; 

(c) An investigation of the minimum economical size; 

(d) The optimum use of personnel; 

(e) The elaboration of a  layout   which would allow future extension 
of mills without undue alteration of the production flow or extensive movement 
of machinery; 

(f) The maximum use of the equipment production capacity, especially 
finishing equipment; 

(g) The adequate employment of available raw materials; 

(h)    The establishment of complementary industries, such as chemicals and 
man-made fibres; 

(i)   The application of modern methods of production controls; 

(j)    The choice of capable mill management; 

(k)    The regrouping and consolidation of several mills under one« 
administration, wherever feasible and advisable,  In order to improve the 
efficiency of the operation; 
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(l)    The  investi ;aticn of  the most  C".orici::ical method of cltaining túe largest 
pcssible distribution of the produce,   possibly through adequate  sales  organizations 
placed under the  sane administration as the  production activity,  or closely 
co-operatiti^ with  the latter; 

(rr.J    The development of markets  for the  best use of products; 

(n)    The co-operation with the garment and clothing industry in order to 
improve tue   quality of their products. 

E. General policies for promoting the most  efficient operations 

62. Regarding general policies,  the Workshop agreed that two different  cases 
should be considered: 

1.      Developing countries with an existing textile industry 

63. This was considered the most difficult case as  it is more difficult to change 
routine practices than to promote efficient measures frca the beginning.    In 
general, it has been observed that operational deficiencies observed in some 
developing countries are due to the insufficient skill of management. 

(M.    Under these circumstances,  promotion is basically a matter of educating the 
administrators of the mills in order to adopt modern methods, to investigate the 
best iu,e of raw materials they desire to process, to improve the qualifications of 
the workers and to proceed with sound modernization of the equipment when necessary. 
Emphasis should be placed on the adequate assessment of the re-equipment plan and 
industrialists should supply proof that their administrative organisation is 
adequate enough to ensure the realization of the maximum efficiency fro» new 
equipment• 

'-•      Enveloping countries with a newly established textile industry 

65. In such countries, promotion is normally included in the national economic 
development programme and is connected with the development of all activities 
related to the textile industry.    Due preparation of the future staff of the mill 
must also be included in the general programme so that, after possible temporary 
help from external management, the mill can be operated entirely by nationals. 
Preparation and training of labour may be arranged through special schools or 
technological institutes if the size of the industry justifies their establishment. 
The United Nations and the International Labour Organisation or the specialised 
agencies can in such cases contribute to such programmai.    In addition,  in-plAnt 
training should supplement this broader vocational training. 

F. Measures and institutions to ensure higher levels of productivity 

66. Although it is definitely established that programming should be the basis 
for obtaining higher levels of productivity, participants were of the opinion that 
a distinction should be made between countries with free market economies and those 
with centrally planned economies, as the programming methods differ. 
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-1.     In  seme  countries,   a   ¡r     r:s:j:.e  ci.euld  be e-tublijheJ   t :.]•• -uru • i';'i c :.-, I    •;• 
semi-official  planning beard::,   in \;hicu  tao   stute,   the   inuustri;¡ i i st s.   ine   !it->ur 
anions and   responsible   representatives   , i t-e  economie so.-U-rs   ¿vf.iteJ   te t:;.- 
textile  industry  should   participate. 

66.     The  programming may be undertaken   in  such a  \.ny tiiut  nil  a.-tivitie.   related 
to the textile industry  could  develop,   together \;ith t!io   industry  itself. 
Incentives  should be given to  induce manufacturer?  to ;icecpt  tue'pregian.me.     /.urli 
incentives  could  include credit policy,  e.g.   loans   ter re~equif meut,   fiscal   peli.-y 
encouraging consolidation of the industry,   and possibly,   customs  tu riffs protection 
to help newly created mills make the adequate depreciation of  their investments. 
However,   it was the opinion of participants   that such an  incentive should be 
handled carefully  in order not to stifle competition.    The   purpose of these 
measures  should be directed so as to encourage the nev  industry  to make the 
necessary efforts to produce at the lowest costs and keep sales  prices at the 
lowest possible level.     Complementary to programing, institutions for the promotion 
of productivity should be created when these do not already exist.    The purpose 
would be to disseminate information and provide training courses,  seminars and 
conferences with a view to improving operational conditions.    These institutions 
should also engage in periodic productivity measurements within enterprises und, 
from time to time,  sectoral studies to examine the development of the industry and 
to assess whether such development conforms with the established programme. 

69. It was strongly emphasized that quality control laboratories should form part 
of every textile mill.    Pesearch laboratories and pilot plants  should be established 
whenever the size of the industry justifies such installations,     üueh establishments 
may help to show ways of prceoting higher productivity. 

70. In other countries, planning should be provided in a  similar manner; however, 
it is customarily included in the general programme of economic development. 

71. All actions taken to increase the productivity and the efficiency of the 
industry are directed towards two main objectives:    the reduction of the production 
costs and the improvement of quality. 

G»      Price policies and markets 

72. The participants agreed that the first and main objective  for the textile 
industry in any developing country was to satisfy the basic need for clothing for 
the mass consumer, followed by exports.    Since standards of living are usually low, 
it is imperative that clothing be produced at the lowest possible prices, but with 
consistently adequate quality.    Potential markets are generally considerable, and 
are limited only by buying power.    It is therefore in the interest of, as well as 
the duty of, manufacturers to sell at low cost and in large quantities in order to 
ensure quick returns.    High-clss   and fancy goods may also be produced when markets 
are important enough to justify an economic size of production.    Dales of such 
goods are influenced by consumer taste,  fashion and price.    Adequate margins of 
profits can be included in the sales prices since the volume of sales will be 
lover than mass consumption sales.    Slower returns, which mean heavier interest 
charges, are to be expected, and cost price or even below cost price sales of 
after-season remnants may considerably reduce profits.    In addition, the complexity 
of designing and manufacturing such products may also discourage many producers. 
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V.     RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF DOMESTIC MANUFACTURES VERSUS  IMPORTS 

'['). Tre V.orkshop endorsed the need for general industrial development in the 
rievelouinr countries as o basic requirement for their progrese. It vas recalled 
that in response to the interest expressed by developing countries, the United 
Nations established the Centre for Industrial Development, vhich, as part of its 
activities and in addition to this Workshop on textiles, also organizes seminars 
on other aspects of industrialization and assists Governments in the solution of 
»roblems in this field. 

Jk.    The reasons for supporting accelerated industrialization as a normal 
objective of the developing countries were specified as follows: 

(a) The transfer of economic activity from the primary to the secondary 
sectors increases the value added to production and permits a better utilization 
of the natural resources of the develops countries, thus raising the standard of 
living of the population; 

(b) The need to create new employment opportunities required by the rapid 
growth of the population and aggravated by the increasing displacement of 
agricultural labour due to the progressive mechanization of agriculture may be 
solved expeditiously by rapid industrialization; 

(c) There is need in developing countries to remedy the chronic 
disequilibrium of the balance of payments.    In general, developing countries do 
not earn sufficient foreign exchange for their requirements,  sometimes not even 
sufficient for the raw materials required to keep their industries operating. 
This is due to the fact that the exports of their traditional products - mainly 
raw materials and basic commodities - are not sufficient to compensate for the 
imports needed. 

75. It was recognized that the demand for primary products grew slowly on the 
world market and that their prices were subject to frequent oscillations. 
Increasing the production and export of such primary products in order to 
compensate for diminishing foreign exchange receipts would only aggravate this 
situation, since prices on the world market would tend to fall with the additional 
supply. 

76. On the other hand, the developing countries' demand for manufactured products 
increases very rapidly, with the result that the need for foreign exchange is 
substantially higher than the earnings from exports, which are also needed to 
service amortizations and interest on the financial obligations assumed by the 
developing countries. 

77. Consequently,  the Governments of developing countries are faced with the 
urgency of'promoting industrialization to substitute for imports.    To achieve 
this objective, some measures are being taken to protect the industry.    Evidently, 
under the circumstances prevailing, the industry   does not necessarily operate 
under the most competitive conditions.     Nevertheless, the social aspects are of 
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íir.  over)-!-* in -  i-TO-fii.c-,     -'won   t   ,<   \,    i w ¡   • ••       ••. 
e;;i;>l3y r.ent   end  tho    -r -.oti ;n   n'   :t lt-i'   i :.dv t >• ¡. • •   •    , , _ 
relationsnior.     Th.-  fato"   npi'ii. ..f-ivi:.    it1  ti:,   •••••, I, --i. ; 
'entrai  i¡.   tne dev».ionie •   c >'int:-y. 

78.     TI.e  ' orkchoo  noted  t':¡nt n   cui..- tanti', i  : ivi- .ft i <i.     :     .,..'• 
on textiles   and  that i'.ost  regions   . i'  toe \  << Li v<   <     ,> -    i      . , 1   -     •    ; • 
shov/n   in  table U.     The  tv o mador  i^apti >i..-   w  ,\"¡ --   -vu.     ; •    ! 
and  Oceania,   the  lattei- nein: a   co-eci-il   -'LI-   l-r>-rvv;     •;•  *   ,    .•> .; ,    .., [.,. 
with  the United Kingdom. 

79-     Tiie trend towards the  substitution    u' import."     r  textile:-   tv   L-•• •• i 1 
was  bound to o^cur for trie  reasons  pointed out  r.h v-.      {\   \-. >v¿L.t   ¡.    ¡ .:, 
the developing countries to supply the  needs  of th»- ' ••  ! v iv   ,- MK ',-;CI- O 

by means of imports.    To illustrate the mnrmtude    !   iv-  vnlu« 
pointed out  that,  according to estimates  by the 
America,  the  production of textiles in  that rerion hnd 
$3,7CO million. 

'•;(>!'     ;'»••    : ; I -'I    : !   l'I 

I'V'   I Vi d ,      i I     \ •',' 

¿conomic   i'-Mfmir. i   1,  f v   LH. 
m  ,)    -i     V" 

80. The Workshop pointed out that international or.-nnizntiwnr. .ov: n.   tu»   Uni 
iti   «•  fitlf f i» ;•   e ¡ ( ¡;     li Nations assisted Governments in the establishment of indue try 

any as yet,  having taken as a starting point tne size of tin«' int. mal mn.k.f vim 
view to providing an economic basis to this new activity. 

81. It vas  pointed out that the establishment n4  ,t nev textile   mduntry ou M  i,» 
carried out by stages, followed by a   jradual process of vertical   interrati-n,.     p>•• 
exarple, loans could be installed first, then basic finishing equipment,  to he 
followed eventually by the installation of a spinning mill. 

82, The question was also raised concerning the nbility to pr.y r *r import e i 
equipment when establishing the textile industry in developing • --»unir h v.    it Vrm 
considered that this problem could be approached either through M-M 1 tilut,»- -n\ 
international financial assistance or through the export of    fot   >!' tu   n, v 
production. 

t eyt. j I «     ;.-••• >d»i ' 

'••'tri IT:;  -,!VT 

83.    The Workshop also examined the question of the hi-fi ..rices 
in an industry protected by high tariffs.    The  -rodu.nl reduction 
a period of adjustment for the industry »ould  be on efficient  in.-,trient 
promoting production at progressively lover,  and therefore more cmp. t.j t. ¡ V(. ,,ri.-,v.. 
The possible alternative of installing other industries vnich muy be -n...   nr'.fltnt.i. 
than the textile industry was examined.     It was considered  thrst f • ere •„•*»;   no 
alternative choice available, due  to the- very nature of the  ft/UK  «tetivity ¡ink».! 
as it is to a basic human necessity.     The existence of thin   Industry  in d<*vH .*>iec 
countries therefore becomes imperative.    The discussion:; lei  to H ¿renerai 'lonneiiru : 
that it would not be viable to prevent the developing countries  frvm r,'Uin,* <i;, 
their ovn textile industry for purely economical reasons.    H<A/f-v«-r,   it UM:: j, <\t\u-<i 
out that International agencies could play a useful role in orient in.' tne 
establishment of this industry on the most rational banis p o:;cit»Lo.    V-*- r rk:ov 
stressed the need for complete and general surveys In avery country   >u t»,e 
subjects of production, rav materials,  and marketing,  prior to in»   eHni li-H» nt   »r 
nev textile  industries.    These surveys should  be carried ->ut  in   >n^-v t-< n ¡i< •(• t* 
the basic problems likely to be encountered «noi to ectatliv ,.  eri o-H 
development. 

-jl- 
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T.'M.!..- 

( >r:: --J;-L\ !  i A.,    ' rji-i.ion,   on':   net   i,riront,  of  textiles   by  region' 

T V-: 

P'.-r    'J1:!   i tn    COM/Dllil  t ¡Ml 

A'/.'dJnlilc   l'or ho r;u  ua^ 
Knnufncturf*d 
Net   i mi >ort.', 

Net   iriportc, OB   percentaje of 
rj va i labilities for home use 

l-">7 r V 195'. ' ?6o 

16.0 

5,052 
2,9^7 

^5 

1.5 

( in ;.ilo,',rammes) 

15.1 15.1 15.1 

(in thousand metric tons) 

2,.°f,£J 2,7^1 
2,f72 2,705 

16 36 

(in per cent) 

1.3 

3,1^7 3,03^ 
3,091 2,966 

96 &• 

3.0 2.2 

WEÍ3TEWI EUROPE 

Fer capita consumption 

Available for homo use 
Manufactured 
Net  imports 

Net exports au H  percentage 
of manufactured 

2,661 
3,170 

509 

(in kilogrammes) 

G.7 8.8 6.9 

(in thousand metric tons) 

2,930 2,67*4 2,8fc6 
3,377        3,109        3,308 

UU7 1+35 i+62 

(in per cent) 

5,0^9 
3,567 

16. k 13.2 lU.O 13.5 12.6 

OCEANIA 

Per corito consumption 

Available for home use 
Manu facture i 
Net   imi ort s 

Ni't.   Imports ris  per%'f*nt'ire of 
•:vii l'>bili tier,  l'or hc;\i-.-  une 

fì.5 

119 
57 
62 

51. t 

(in kilogrammes) 

8.0 e.l 8.8 

(in thousand metric tons) 

111 125 131 1A8 
61 61 66 69 
50     6k 65     79 

(in per cent) 

hk.i 57.5    ^9.9    53.2 



Item 

IM'!" •• ( ,'oni iii'.ic ) 

LATIN SIERICA 

Per capiti, consumption 

Available for home use 
Manufactured 
Net imports 

Net imports as percentage of 
availabilities for home use 

h.U 

j III    'il'-   l'i! !. i     ) 

( in   t!lOi..":Il :    ':;*>'. fi.'    I -,'l 

f«0». Mi', '•'o • 

73? 75P 
72 111 <"•               ( 

( in per  ct tit ) 

XJ, '. > 

NEAR EAoT 

Per capita consumption 

Available for hon» use 
Manufactured 
Ret imports 

Net imports as percentage of 
availabilities for home use 

(in k i lorraituiif:;:) 

3.0    ;.o     5.2 

( in Ui.mr.a nt '•  me t r- i c t - >i i ; • ) 

353 7,9; j noy 1.51 't.". 

273 m 557 Vi'i V »M 

80 !>3 72 Hp M 

(in nor ct nt ) 

20.5 2J*.0 17.- i '.'i 1'.. 

FAR EAST 

Per capita consumption 

Available for hoiae use 
Manufactured 
Net exports 

Net exports as percentage 
of manufactured 

(in kilo^rnnmfcii) 

2.6 2.7 2.7 <>.'( 

(in thou f. ti m J  me trie ton.,) 

2,373 
2,392 

19 

¿,3^5 
2,56i 

176 

'in 

2,07V 
2,165 

if-u 

por ce nt.) 

^ 15 ' 5 
l'.ò 

• • » 

ri 

<,(} 

o.<: fJ.V 7.: 



T"it> Lo   '   ( CDrit i riiOv. ) 

i-'A:'. ;-"A:;T  (</c'l   • ir.    Jnu-jn) 

1 or  c'ii'i ta   concumi t L in 

Available  l'or hoirie use 
Manufactured 
Net  importe 

Net  imports as  percentage 
oí" manufactured 

1   'J!              i;:-: - -'',9 

( in  i-ilo; rarrjnee) 

2.0 2.0 

(in  thousand metric bong) 

1,¿K:0 1,5^2 
1,217 1,397 

263 lU5 

( in \r.r cent) 

.»-(> 

'.0 

1,6'-* 7 
1,U2 

205 

22.0 10.0 lU.O 

AFRICA 

Fer capita consumption 

Ava liable for home use 
Manufactured 
Net imports 

Not  importe ae percentage of 
availabilities  for home uce 

( in kilogrammes) 

1.9 1.9 1.8 1.7 

(in thousand metric tons) 

3^5 Uo4 372 357 383 
55 59 70 78 76 

290 

(in 

302 

per cent) 

279 307 

84.2 85.0 ?0.5 78.2 eo.2 

Source:  Based on PAO statistics, 
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VI.     !V\W   UTliRIALo,,   i'Mií-.lilA   KOH ..¡•'¡.••.TI 'i: -VO:     . >.•.-, n,4m i i ¡-y 

'ok.     The  correct use  of textile   fibres   ..iorcTI.J:-    >n ¡..au     ,'u o  u;-,   •;,<    •    .-;    ¡          • 
of which are: 

(a) h'earin;; conditions  of  'cr.e  final   products; 

(b) Fibre properties; 

(c) Economic  factors  of the end  uses; 

(d) Availability of fibres; 

(e) Availability of necessary processing equipment; 

(f) Standard of living of the prospective consumer;-,. 

85. There are  no rules or principles  re-ardin-: the   Interrelationship of the 
above-mentioned factors.    There are also no criteria  for the assessment   >f  t h-- 
degree of their economic importance.     They enn he investigated  for any riv< u 
country with regard  to social conditions,   tradition and  technical possibilit, ¡e.:. 
An accurate analysis  based on scientific and technical aspects  should  have a 
decisive effect on the proportions of particular varieties  of fibres  selected   r,„. 
use. 

86. For the application and blending of particular  fibres,  economic  factors must 
be taken into consideration.     The appreciable differences  in  the prices <>f vari.»!.«; 
fibres and in the cost of their processing,  alone: with  the end uses,  are  the 
considerations governine selection. 

67.    Many countries  producing substantial quantities of natural  fibres av >id  the 
use of man-made fibres in spite of the fact that they often prove to he more 
economic  or more likely to improve  the quality of the   final material.     In countries 
with a large consumption of natural  fibres,  attention rmould  be -iven to  the  use 
of man-made fibres,  which make possible a  highly economic  Mending. 

¿B.    Cotton consumption,   it was stated,   increased ran idly   In Asia  (Pakistan), 
Africa  (United Arab Republic) and  Latin America (Colombia). 

Ö9.    &St fibres are an important part of the world textile  market, with a 
production of 3,230,000 tons in 1964.    The most important is jute,  followed by 
¿isal and other hard fibres.    Flax and hemp form tue third ,<;roup of this family. 

90.    After considering the general situation of the world market of fibres,   the- 
Workshop noted that some countries were usin^ the available raw materials 
incorrectly.    For example,  some natural fibres of hirn> quality are used  to 
manufacture low-grade plain r'oods.     Cotton  in 'youth ,'mirica  and Africa,  and   fine 
hairs  (e.g.  alpacn)  in Couth America were mentioned as f/.n -¡pies 
There are two alternat   /es  for dealing with this  aroble-ü. 

n'ai   : i tua t hm; 
">nr    is   to  adoro,   n 



• Li '       .'    t  -il'    Li.   T'i'-r   L>  <.•:•: rort   tac   ai "; -quo lity   raw  material  and   import  other 
i   •: ' i1 i- :    ;   •:-.-  > "ai. :\L":L1;.'  a'iapteci   ta  the   kind   of  products whicri are   locally 

-;...•.;:.(•'.      It;   t.i.Li. \.':,/  t, ¡c   —.Mntiy  (ould  cave  substantial sums  of foreign currency. 
'I   .    . •-   ;.-i    ...-.; it ¡ lit,;;  ii,   t.   a - ta blish planes which vili  produce the  high-quality 

• :.-.   \.-,i • ••.  '  AJM  I.'.- iranui'a'jt.uivd  v/ith this  rav/ material.     The  adoption of either 
r   t:ie_;e   ::.ctn •'!;;   jr <a' an uptimum  combination of  both depends,   of course,   on the 

i art i'MjJ a r  situation an'  nco>Js   of each country.     The Workshop  recommends  that every 
• •'>',rit.ì\7   make a  crirrPiL  atudy    >V fibres produced  locally and  try to use them in the 
h< : t,   ,cr-;;i tiLa   manner,   inclue! in,' also their  export. 

;1.      It  v-in  also noted that  one vool-^rowing country vas  producing only particular 
type;;   •>•' './noi suitable  for specific end uses.     The  ¿ame country may lack other 
wool;; v/ith  the qualities needed for tiie production of certain fabrics used 
dome;;tic-ally or required  for  export.     In such instances  it is  important to study 
such  situations carefully and   recommend which qualities are really needed  for the 
end  prod net which would be imported without endangering the domestic wool market. 
Thus,   it  may be advisable to  import some fibres  to improve the wool blends,   or 
import  coarser fibres for less  expensive fabrics,  leaving the  finer ones  for export. 

/ 
9: .       The Workshop took note  of the activities of the International Wool Secretariat, 
whose aim is to promote the use and usefulness of v/ool by carrying out fundamental 
and applied scientific research and by promoting woollen fabrics and products.    It 
was  further stated that the  International Wool Secretariat assists manufacturers in 
producing  more and better wool products at lower prices by advising on such items 
as the  best  technological methods for a specific product,  labour deployment, 
machinery and fashion trends  in womens' wear. 

9).     The Workshop took notice of the rapid development of new industries producing 
synthetic  fibres in developing countries.    Several participante explained the way 
in which these industries were developing in their countries  (e.g.  Brazil,  Argentina, 
Mexico,   Colombia), proceeding from the manufacture of yarn, to the polymer,  to the 
monomer,   and even in some cases to the raw materials for the monomers in 
petrochemical plants.    In this respect it was observed that the line of development 
of such  industries not only depends on economical and technical considerations,  but 
also or. the institutional conditions prevailing in each country. 

91*.     One of the reasons for the increasing consumption of synthetics is that they 
are more  suitable for a large  number of products.    The rate of growth of the staple 
variety of man-made fibres is  now higher than that of filaments.    From 19°0 to 196k, 
the production of cellulose staple fibres grew by 33 per cent and that of filaments, 
grew by 16 per cent, whereas production of synthetic,  staple fibres grew by 
1^7 per cent and for filamente    by I30 per cent.    This situation will change in 
the coming years, and it has  been calculated that in 1970 more than 70 per cent of 
the production will be in filament forra, mainly because of improvements in techniques 
of texturized yarns (200,000 tonnes in 196*+ ).    The biggest producers of man-made 
fibres are the United States,  Japun, the United Kingdom, the Union of Soviet 
Socialist  Republics, Italy and France, and there is a definite tendency towards the 
concentration of production in these countries.    Tn 1950, almost all man-made 
fibres were cellulosic (nearly 96 per cent of the total),  but in I96U they 
represented only two thirds of the total.    Also,  the importance of different 
synthetic  fibres has changed:    polyesters and polyacrylics have come into use more 
rapidly than poljnraides and  others.    Nevertheless,  polyamide,  polyacrylic and 
polypropylene fibres are likely to maintain an important position in the future 



necause or i,.;u pre ress mai'1 ir t ••:;{\¡í-'r. • ,- ;a,;,r. •.(..• ,.•-.,  •      • ¡ 
te new enu-prcducts (o.a. 1. ire eoa, anv';).  hi l, ¡ n : l 
elastomeri JJ offer interest in;-; pes.; L! ilrf u-s 'u. : v:il.!  r ..-    .. ¡-. • 
apply also ic . lass fibres. 

~J5.     The principal problems concernió/ • :ae-, .-oh- ;'U o .:   .n '   :<  -..-.• i . ¡ . 
excess installed capacity in the world, ..lainly ir. ti....' n.arsir; 'Ir a r, •;.,-, - 
countries, the large amounts ci' capital reeoed l'or pr< duot'i .   -.•.,• •. .,.<r. 
the lare« number of developing countries which aro be usuai  m it.-rao   •!' 
uneconomical plants to produce cellulosae ami synthetic ¡'LI,'-. a; M ;. -i :r . 

96. Considering all the problemi, involved, if such plant.; ar. u i-e era a. h.i. ¡ i;, 
developing countries, tie advanced countries should be request.-,i ti  iv< ic-mo-..! 
assistance. However, it was stressed repeatedly at the './or'., i i> thai th.-r-- ans . 
danger of over-prcduction of man-made fibres on a world-vide i a.¡is.  In any .-y i.t 
the satisfactory introduction of this industry should ¡e consideri-.i only in lar « 
markets. 

97« The Workshop noted with interest the recent développât of new kinds i f mmi- 
made fibres, such as polyvinylics and polyncsies, which are an.inr in iapi rt mee 
because their properties improve the quality of the products. Invivia, they •-.¡, 
sometimes be used as economical substitutes for cotton or other pitres, dach is 
the case in some developing countries where there is a scareii.y of land, or where 
the land could be diverted to more adequate crops, or in count,rit s where it is 
necessary but difficult to import cotton. 

9o. With regard to the substitution of natural fibres by ¡nan-nude fibres, it war. 
observed that there is a trend all over the world to product: mb:ed fabrics to suit, 
particular end use3. The developing countries could benefit from this experience 
and plan their production on the basis of consumption of some man-made libres 
right from the beginning. It is quite evident that taste, consumers preferences 
and the establishment of man-made fibre industries could stimulate the demand fr r 
¿hese fibres in developing countries. 

99. The Workshop took note of the importance of blend,- in fiie wer L industry. V/oo] 
has some excellent properties unequalled by any other fibres; for instance, it is 
warm and capable of absorbing moisture without feeling damp to the toucl . Hi.w»-vcr, 
the wool fibre is relatively weak and has other less desirable qualities, therefore 
blends are increasingly used to improve the strength of the wool products and add 
dimensional stability to fabrics. In the past years, many different types ( f 
blends have been tested and at present, two principal types of blends ar< lei-v 
uaedi wool with polyester fibres for worsted fabrics and wool with acrylic . i'.-n-s 
for goods incorporating woollen yarns. The wool-polyester blends have oaptur-d an 
important part of the worsted goods market, especially for the light-weight fabric;;. 
It was stated that the production and consumption of wool has increased by atout 
50 per cent over the past fifteen years,  and although wool-growers endeavour to 
produce a great quantity of this material from year to year, there would be a 
shortage of wool, if synthetic fibres were not employed in the woollen industry. 

100. Some participants stated that the prices of textile goods, which are greatly 
influenced by the prices of raw materials, depend largely on national policies 
for raw material prices. These policies differ greatly from one country 1.0 another. 
Consequently, in spite of relatively small differences in costs as re;ards the 
added value by the modern textile industries, it was pointed out tua», t|„. prl-.es 
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of l'ini ::>!(:••;   . JO:.:   oo^ì     • I í ' 1 "»-- • - vi'tly.    Thcrofore,   it   wa.s  recoinmeruìed  •"-hat 
apt ff,], •fiuti-   \,o-:ì':::,   ta/f.-  :r.'j;i:;u f e.",  t,    liberalize as  for   ss pocciule  access  to  raw 
mrjterL-il   ;n?jfrf-t..;,   ,/iUii.n   the   : rano /or'.' of an tv equate   price oolicy.    Such  steps 
'.•oui-.   : <j   <s,\ on ; ra-.ually,   for   in:;! 'jnrje, on a   re   ional   basis, attempting  to 
into-rn ft- ] roo vi.i on of   raw M J "lei-lalr;  (natural cv  :nan-macìe)  to the  nest advantage 
of tiur   consumir     in astries.     'Jncier ; resent circumstances,   it uac  pointed out  that 
i ht- oLove-.montionrH;  excede capacity of production,  as   foreseen in  the man-made 
libre  sector in developed  countries,  :noy hove undesirable future effects on the 
price:;   of natural   fibres. 

101. In concision,   it was  reeommendt.<-  that  the consumine countries study carefully 
the cituation of uorkets of natural enr  synthetic fibres which could be mutually 
substituted  in order to avoid   serious disturbances that might otherwise be brought 
about  in prices or availability. 

co. 



VII.     THE MILL LEVEL, METHOLV   )¥ «:::•. .'iPi.T    '   :;;:•;:     ,K; 
FORMJLATIOIJ  i F 0FTII-ÏÏT'   HIL'To 

102.  It is clear that  in developinr  countries  ;:u   :• ,-¡ \vu i  t.s  ••!••   i   !",••   . 
Government greatly influence actions  an.1  pdici  r,   • t   'i;.   n.ili   I. v. !.     !'•    ;   -.. >•• • , ¡ t 
may be programming the development,  expansiv   -r r. .dem i:-, M i -i      ••  iti , -i,---,-  • : t 

facilitating financing,   special, exchange  ratet;  for  • ou'pr.ct.t ,  *\r. !   rv :••.:.»•!:. 1.-. 
The Government may grant tax exemptions  f rdml  rii     :..•:< ¡i«-   i-i.iii. ; ri. .    ¡-',    .'.,,••>• 
or to induce manufacturers to establish mills in parMculnr re i  •!..•. 

10% The Workshop dealt with the specific polivit-c  .-it  tin  mill  1,-vH  ?-.n. >• *-:..\\:: 
considered regional as well as national aspects   >f  p di,7.    I   ü<-i«o   :¡t   ü:,   •ai I 
level start with planning mills through the proper utilir-aH-n . r roo n- t, riai, 
and equipment, to finished products.    This subject dual:; with m.  ion. r-..-: h. .L-. 
administration and other points enumerated hereafter.    In thin   ^nti   t   1,1 
Workshop considered the establishment of new plants,  the m« lerniz.nti  i¿ • o, 1 exp-m;;i ,n 
of plants and the improvement of operations at the mill It-v    . 

A*      Investment decisions regarding new textile mills in developing cair.t.rK-n 

1CU. The first important step in investigatine £He  feasibility   >r »>si -adishinr 
a primary textile plant (spinning, weaving end finishing) in a devi i piro o ur.try 
is to ascertain whether the following factors are available. 

(a)   Sufficient capital for the advantageous purchase    r ¡-nrA • mochint-rv at.-i 
other fixed assets without undue borrowing at high  interest rat c- » 

(b) Working capital in amounts sufficient to  cover needs with limit» i u.< 
of credit, the understanding in advance beine thai profits normally   • r.<-    r:l.„ 
after an extended period, sometimes as long as four years, especially in .'»rtojo 
where extensive labour training is needed; 

(c) Ample labour supply, unskilled and some skilled; 

(d) Raw materials available locally or imported at reasonable prieto;; 

(e) Duty protection against competition from foreign industries which .may 
be well developed and whose equipment may be already amortized; 

(f) A distinct need for a basic product now beim* imp rt<-ì  or voi      io r -, 
absent from the market; 

(g) Preliminary cost analysis shoving a possibility for mar.ui'i- turi,-, 
products within the range of mass consumption; 

(h)    Management with technical knowledge ani expert ir. mork'-t ir.¡ 

I05.  Once the availability of these  factors is established, •;   i'-t'.ii' 
the market should be mad,.    This can proceed alone   the foil -viro'   lin« 

c''J- 
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(•• )     ':_
i.-l-X'.t- i'  * r <.  market,,     oat .a  arc  required  on  population figures, per capita 

'••-•  rv   - v.'i ¡lablo 1'-r   tcotilc or ducts,   lx-ul uurtonc   aro1 living standards and the 
'  :\'.:•<<•" •••_•     f    ther i r.du;:'.ries  (oo'ern  or traditi \nal).     All these  factors determine 
t !:•    r.arkri    f >r the  nr-1.:   i nous try. 

(•' )     Typo of plant.     Orve  the  requirement3  of the  market are determine I,  as 
*     tyre     r   - .ods, price  range an'   volume,  a decision must be made as  to whether an 
i rit.f v.'ìf.<• i plant  (spinninr, vcaving,  and finishing)   is  desirable,  or,   if required by 
the  .-ir.',    d" ìrarkf't,   it   would be preferable to separate  spinning and weaving from 
fini ::'(.iii >     Kaoh ha;:   its   advantages  and disadvantages.     At this stage,   it  is 

•i.-'sirnl. le  t'> nsffrt dn whether costs will permit production for export and what 
typo o    if products can be  exported to other markets. 

(''•")    Type -f nroduct.    Based on studies of the market, climate  and seasons, 
il   will become evident  that certair   basic fabrics  should be produced.    These will 
full   ini.-» the following broad catee »rie s : 

(i)    Ctable fabrics  such as sheeting, poplins,  batistes, drills,  etc.; 

(ii) Fancy woven fabrics usually yarn-dyed and requiring dobbies and/or 
jacquard type  looms; 

(iii)    Prints on a variety of basic fabrics of three or four colours and or. 
high-class  fancy fabrics using eight and ten colours; 

(iv)    Industrial fabrics such as canvas, tyre cord, beltings, plush fabrics, 
etc.; 

(v)    Floor coverings and tapestries requiring special weaving and finishing 
equipment  such as tufting,   jacquard, etc.; 

(vi)    Marfinal products such as bedspreads, towellings, etc. 

(ii)    Type <>f machinery.    The type of spinning and weaving machinery to be 
purchased will depend   on the articles  to be produced and the basic  fibres  to be 
used.    Finishing plants  should be very flexible and able to handle all fibres, 
especially blends which varili continue to grow in importance.   The most modern 
machinery should be investigated, even if it initially seems unnecessary to bring 
in such machinery to developing countries.    With the great advances  in textile 
trchn'Lvy in recent  yoars,  the possibility of economically transferring old 
equipment to new markets has to be considered and evaluated very carefully.    Today, 
o unti*ion tend to develop rapidly and inefficient machinery may quickly require 
r< placement. 

(e)    Location of plants.    This will depend on the following factors: 

(i)    Labour availability and  skills; 

(ii) Climate and altitude determine the type of building required. The 
effect on machinery ^V climate, humidity, chemical reactions, etc. 
should  al;, >   ne   considered; 

(iii)    Water ava i lor i li ty ai.;   type; 
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(iv)    Availability    -f  el...'trinity  ani   ••   ."   '     r\:    ' 
It may be  necessary t    install   p• v.vr-.a U>V\: U 

(v) Accessibility t :> r.ari.et ana h rr.c l'i'i.' 
customer service. Available tre.nsn r; 
must be carefully studied; 

ire  •.•ur., 
. :   I'c'O : 

(vi)    Local tax assessments caí; influence   the  c s 
often waived for new mills; 

I'f-1": !    .       I'. 

(vii)    Market conditions  including   ietniled a nú c ret'ul   research   ho     .oho 
channels,   types   of customers   (cutters, wh'legaler:;,   rr s .-• i b iv Ì , 
customer's likes  and dislikes,   regimai preferences,  colour  tr-ids. 

B«     Plant modernization 

106. In addition to the question of establishing a new plant,  very   »ft en  the ta/ò. 
is to modernize and expand a mill, reorganize a factory in .<r)(-r t    be able t.. 
produce more fabrics and more diversified products, or improve mill   -perni i  t -. ir, 
general.    It -was generally agreed that modernizing 0 plant and st reami J nir : 
operations should precede any expansion programme.   The m..-dertii/.at i >n pr    v 
itself may enable the manufacturer to produce mure goods of better ouality, . r 
more diversified fabrics which may render an expansion unnecessary. 

107. Modernizing a plant may involve replacing individual machines wis hin a (',r<up 
of machines or within a department, replacing a "»oroplete production  line or 
modernizing one or more departments.   When replacing individual ma.-hine;;, nne Ins 
to consider the purpose of the replacement and see to it that the machine ties in 
with the preceding and subsequent operations.    Careful calculations must be rande 
before deciding on modernizing a factory by purchasing individual machines, 
especially when only small investments can be afforded and  it  is. essential t    ensure 
the selection of only the most profitable equipment. 

103. Very often, whole groups of machines are replaced by ru »re efficient   equipment. 
An example of such a case is the replacement of obsolete gill« boxes,  if, v.  rstet 
spinning with high-speed gills, perhaps equipped vith aut ,-levellinr devices.   This 
reduces the number of processes and substantially increases product! <n pir man-hour, 
while achieving an improvement in the quality of the product. 

109. It is sometimes necessary to modernize an entire department.;  f »r  irot'tn.»-,  in 
old "French-type" worsted spinning, eight  to ten  '.rawing steps can be rep J* e i by 
four to five; the installation of new spinning frames with high dreft:; and larre 
packages is mandatory in order to enable the mill to c mpete with    thi r 
establishments.    On a visit to a mill in Poland, the Worksh ,p noted that. ¡:u«-n a 
modernization programme was achieved in this mill by replacing the ft mohín»- 
department, having first determined that such an investment was    f the (r*ai.e:;f, 
over-all benefit.    Winding is one of the departments where moderni za tí on  is   d'ten 
necessary, Lut which does not always have the attention it -innerves -:jt,','.ut'h it   an 
contribute substantially to improving yarn quality and  faciiitotUnr  subso leent 
operations.    Substantial savings can be obtained by n smoothly    joraUnr *«ir,oir., 
department. 

110. The Workshrp agreed that the benefits of piar/, rr. derni -a* ; -, o i • r. : t< 
utilized to their fullest extent vithout improviso ••.per",: r..: i: ,".r/T,-:j, •-,,-. 
improvements  in supervision,  introduction   of r.ill   -uà lit;/   onO'  1;   •-. :   i.r<4-r  b ..   ,r 
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•. r-i i rar.,-;.    I'    .TI:,   o   ir.I.ci   ,ut   ir. this   ::r:r.e;:ion that  in a sturiy prepared by the 
.:-.. .A. rie C irmission  f r Lai ir. Amor ics analysing twenty-five  cotton-spinning mills 
,:'  tír     lic-.it tyre with Y/',rO(.) spindles,  it was  concluded that  one-third of the 

i, tül over-all •-•perational   lei'iciency vas »lue  to  obsolete equipment and two-thirds 
'./i-re due  I' the  fact  that the uni: output of   operating machinery vas  not  equal to 
the  roe i.TiiL'/'d standard::.    Thus,  modernization cf the equipment  of the twenty-five 
selected mills would reduce the  over-all operational deficiency by one-third, 
whereas it could be  reduced by two-thirds through administrative reforms, improved 
production fl;>ws,   better layouts, better manpower training and use  of better- 
quality cotton.    In other words, better management and production methods coulé 
improve operations  significantly without substantial investments. 

111. During the discussions, participants agreed that a serious problem of efficient 
management existed in developing countries.    It was stressed that modern machinery 
alone was not the solution; it is imperative that the men operating these machines 
are efficient.    Participants suggested that the importance of adopting management 
training programmes be brought to the attention of the United Nations and the 
specialized agencies as the basis for improving operations in developing countries. 

c«      Expansion of plants 

11?. The expansion of plants it generally a simpler task, as management usually has 
a clear idea aa  to whether to manufacture more of the same type of goods or 
diversify,    I-iachinery xs then acquired accordingly. 

115. One   f the more modern planning trends today is the construction of unit plants 
to facilitate expansion.    F r instance, a completely balanced spinning plant with a 
particular number of spindles may be constructed.    Adjacent to the plant, sufficient 
space is left in order to put up additional buildings and install an additional 
unit.    Ceperation walls can be removed and the factory can then operate as one 
larger and more efficient plant with l:wrr unit costs. 

llh.  In more   :lUfpjhi,>ned mills, expansion is feasible, but care  should U- taken to 
enuure that sufficient ¿pace is  available so that the additional installations do not 
become cramped,    otherwise, the firm might find itself fighting against shortage of 
space, especially of si. rare space for intermediate products, and thereby make 
material handling mere diff'eult. 

I',       Ir.proyli,,'1: CM-;rations ..at mill level 

lis. I i may happen that  iue GO circumstances and conditions • sometimes teyond the 
c 'titrol of management - a mill can no longer operate successfully and profitably. 
Reorganization of such a factory, purchase of new equipment, production 
modernizothen, change in salee policy, etc., may help to solve a large part of the 
problems. 

ilo.  Ti illustrate  these points,  it might be interesting to mention some of the basic 
problems which were  encounteree. during the reorganization of a spinning mill in a 
Latin American country.    The problems were deciding on the types of yarns to be 
produced mont economically, the redistribution of the labour force and problems in 
the  technological   fiel-'. 
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117.  A  psych:logical pi' -..•1er. eon/   unteiv •   ./.s   :-.L    :.<....•                : • ,     ;   ;    -..- 
an;'  plant  technicic.is     ;' ir.c  :ice      I'  r a  /P/n.-•"-.     'i" i/   v: s   o.        \ . :   i ;.        ir.:-'    . 
lectures and vici-s  t/ ci'.er plan;:',   '.he • /: O. I; : •'..; o 1/       ' •     :-,o >•   ,¡ ,   • ,. 
assistance of  consultine engineers  rcsponsil le   •'->• pr    iv-.-i:,; :.    ;/ •-!••':.•            :' 
the studies   on  the  prop:sel changes. 

113. Another problem vas to determine ••;:. i/h pr . uru   0 noi .  ;t   ::: . •   t /  ;. ¡/i./ll; 
producei in the  light of existing  conditions vi. hin   ti¡..   plani,   suor, -o:   î'u 
possibilities  of improving blends,  reduci n   >f yarn c unis nna/  r   •!..-. 1,: i-/   in   n-."!': 
organization. 

119. The third problem was to create conditions v;,i -h v osi ì result in in.pr. v./ 
production factors, such as the installation of new air-e niiii nini, unit., and 
overhead cleaners. 

120. Another aspect was the reduction of the number of "ends d \,n by" better 
selection cf raw materials and spinning controls.    A mill c >ntr >1  lab -rat >ry with 
strict quality controls was installed, and material handling ani  posi ti oniric vere 
simplified.    The size of cans in the drawing process was increased und new roving 
frames with larger bobbins were  installed.   Waste vas reduced by .strict waste 
control procedures. 

121. The problems relating to redistribution of labour were reduced by a better 
selection of production staff and the retraining of workers. 

122. One important point raised during the discussion dealt with the proper planning 
of the type of mill to suit the end product, e.g. a mill for standard goods   »r    ne 
for fancy products.    These require different types of equipment and different  kinds 
of organization.    Between the time of planning the mill and the time   ¡f starting 
operations, a period which can extend to two years,  changos may have    ceurred  in the 
market which,  in turn, could force the mill to produce different types    i' fnbries 
than those originally planned.    This could seriously unbalance, operations and cause 
the mill to operate uneconomically. 

I25. The consensus at the Workshop was that mills in   level ¡ping countries with small 
markets, which are not planning   the production of goods predominately i'.»r export, 
should provide for a certain degree of flexibility so as to DO less vulnerable t< 
market changes, or should add equipment at a later date which might increase their 
versatility. 

I2U. Cne of the participants mentioned the importance of plant location and p .inte i 
out that in the special case of woollen mills the scouring, combing,, dyeing, 
spinning and finishing operations should be located in one place where water Jr. 
available, whereas winding, twisting and weaving operations could be  at another 
location.   The yarn would be transported to the weaving mill and the woven piec-er 
back to the finishing mill.    This would    only be justified where there is a 
shortage of water and where the location of the complete plant at one site would be 
difficult. 

125. One of the participants commented on his country's experience  in establishing 
new mills.    He stressed the importance of a market study to;   let ermi ¡.f  the- pr ,   r es 
to le manufactured as a prerequisite to all further actions.    A 1 -r.o-rar.gf- vi en- 
should be taken and it should be  established vhe'.oor  the supply  -. •    no  h- r.•. rr.--r.--t 
alone is foreseen or whether there are export plans an:  'o w:,.v   e:tent.    I   r  l^r-.-r 
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•':1> .-.¡'il.' - ¡' ¡iTÌVip.:  r>   ,< dO ,-pir.dler and l,Cœ lo-ms, production can bo 
• ; /t.-iV i l'i " : '  t'i'..:'ire - ¡:t i:,u >uc operation. 

I. ••. 1' war; &L1L: . > pointed ou,, thai top management sh'juld be qualified and should have 
r • u ! ' i " i cien; bac'/.gr-.un i o..porietieu. Management srrrulò exercise over-all cant rei over 
the- pr> ject and direct a s )und economic labour policy. The purchase, sales and 
tPi'tmLoal ..perations should be under the supervision of top management; the sections 
¡i' pern -nnel training and quality control should operate under the over-all 
management. The sales department may secure orders in advance and set the 
production prgramme, in consultation with the other departments. A special costing 
department should guide the programme of production from the economic point of view. 

1?7- The technical department should be free to give advice regarding the quality 
and quantity of raw materials in terms of production and output. It should have 
the responsibility of keeping machinery in good condition, planning modernization 
and, in time, indicating the necessities for implementation. The flow of technical 
pers >nnel and skilled labour should be ensured by consultation with the personnel 
training department. 

Ili. The quality control section should be introduced with great caution and should 
be considered as complementary to the technical section rather than as a "fault 
finding" department. If introduced in a thoughtless manner, such a section could 
very well be a hindrance to technical operations. The technical personnel should 
co-operate with the quality control department. 

129. F rtunately, some developing countries have an industry already in operation 
and have obtained enough experience so that management can be considered from 
national sources. For countries where such personnel does not exist, it may be 
necessary to depend on experts from an industrialized country to initiate the 
project and train personnel for a limited time to ensure successful operation. 

1;>0. Another participant explained operations under centralized planning, where 
the general management is in the hands of an organisation which directs several 
independent economical units forming an integrated whole. The individual units 
usually specialize in certain types of fabrics and are composed of one or more 
mills, each one producing its optimum products. The technical part of programming 
for expansion or modernization is prepared by the units themselves. The evaluation 
of the projects and their financing is done by general management. Central research 
institutes, financed by the Ministry for Consumer Goods, are widely used. These 
institutes also have the final decision, in so far as the technical aspects are 
concerned, on centrally planned investments of national importance. 
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VIH.     TEXTILF  m.v;..\    e 

A.      Cotton spinning  system 

131. Approximately two-thirds  of the ^indice,  ii.d-lk.i  tali  < i • > : ¡   i- i.-  . :.,. o-:-. 
There  have been significant advances in thie  pr a.-.-:   f r e-.a;:.pl. ,   :.i  h   :!•••• 
large  packages,  high-speed spinning;, ao well ao   ; he u.-u    1' ;M.C i 1 Lar;/ ,• ,•, i p¡;:, ,,¡ , 
such as suction devices and overhead cleaners,  all    ;' -eoi.-h love  c  co-ino.      : 
the improvement. 

B«      Worsted spinning system 

132. Considerable improvement was also note I in    hin nyiden.    errici .•'•ne with 
very much higher production and better burr-renovinf devi o s ha-e iv,.n  ini r.-duee-i. 
High-speed gills,  some equipped with auto-levellers, have replaced the old <:ill 
boxes.    A type of ring frame drafting is available, capable of n uiie ranee   M* 
drafts, including very high drafts, and capable . f pr eecairo    b  th   «ilei and dry 
combed materials, twisted or untwisted.    The number of r.teps  in t .p pr ducti m line 
been reduced, still making possible the production    f a better and mort» oven t..p 
which,  in turn, permits a reduction in the subsequent drawing s tope.. 

I35. The Bradford system has been modernized so  that yarn car. be pr dur« I in rive 
steps instead of eight or nine.    The Ambler super draft, ¡system (rit>r>;spir.iiinf; 
frames) permits the use of a hundred or more drafts, 

I3H, The American spinning system with its pin-drufter    peral, i >ne  aid hi en draft 
roving frames is being used in practically ell the worsfo i ypino.i ne mark» to  in 
the United States and Canada. 

135. The French worsted system has regained a ereat part    r ite  I , :-, by th« 
introduction of high draft finishers instead of the porcupine- syr.t'.n.    T-.-n drawing. 
steps heve been reduced to four or five, and this syr.tem ir, new <•"•mpei.ii ivo with 
the other two spinning systems.    Production per man-hour has increased sub-tanfi ¡illy 
?n all systems. 

C.     Woollen system 

136. The Workshop reviewed the significant developments which have  taken plueo in 
woollen processing.    Progress has taken place not only in the use of raw materials 
and blends, but also in production technology and in the products  themnelven sn, 
for instance, the present trend towards lighter r^oeds.    Often the  now proc oe.oinr, 
techniques - higher speeds and higher drafts - require wools of a better und m^re 
uniform quality and wool-growers have been takine the necessary steps t . improve 
their products.    Better physical and chemical tessine: methods have been developed 
which help to predict the yield in scouring and combine;, and to determine 1 he- 
staple lengths of the top.    New scouring method:; are loiae  intr -.ducei.     The 
Workshop found that great progress has beer, mace  in - ombin^,  ao hooter a ci r.-o re- 
productive combers are being used. 
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L'Y.   Ti y.- '..'-.'jilt--!,   vari  .;yjîun hau   improve i v.'ith   che  introduction  of wider and  faster 
•aro;   'i(._, i:¡ ,re f: 1'i'ii"lent ring spinning with  anti-balloon devices.     Mules are 

yro lually neh.g  repli 'e . by ring  frames, whoce  spir.dles may carry very large 
pa'';'.a,;i-'.-, and,  by moan:-,    f special attachments,  production per spindle has increased 
i-y ab  ui   •>! per oont. 

1;, j.   L> m.; empi <ying  the traditional techniques,  including the  new fully automatic 
"pic'.-&ml-pjck"  types,  are prevailing, but lccms without shuttles are growing  in 
.importance, especially in the production of plain fabrics. 

139. Considerable  improvement  in the finishing processes of woollen goods has been 
achieved during the post ten years.    Some of the new finishing methods are minimizing 
the less desirable properties of woollen material, e.g.  susceptibility to attack by 
moths and carpet beetles and low resistance to mildew.    Furthermore, there are 
finishes which impart to woollen fabrics desirable properties otherwise achieved 
only through blends with synthetic fibres.    Some of these new finishing processes 
are methods for mothproofing and for producing permanent creases, pleats and flat 
setting, and a new process which gives to clothes the ability to retain a smooth 
appearance after washing. 

lHO. Processes designed to overcome felting and shrinkage have advanced greatly. 
Machine washable wool fabrics requiring little care are being produced.   Vast 
research programmes are under way in industrialized countries to develop better 
and more continuous processes for various finishing operations.    Because of all these 
improvements, large new markets for a variety of additional uses are coming into 
existence. 

lUl. Another development reported to the Workshop was fell aongering by a new 
Australian digestion technique, whereby the bacteria normally present on sheep-skins 
digest the skin without damaging the wool and without requiring the addition of any 
bacterial culture.    No loss of colour in the wool results from the treatment and 
there is seldom damage to the fibre.    This technique might be of interest for those 
countries where mutton is consumed in great quantities. 

D. Semi-worsted system 

IU2. A ne\. and improved semi-worsted spinning system is again being used, producing 
yarn which has an appearance similar to worsted yarn, but is spun without the 
combing process.    It has grown in importance due to improved equipment for the 
production of such yarns.    The preliminary processes consist of carding and gilling. 
The card sliver is gilled, usually in two operations, one of the gills being 
equipped with an auto-levelling device.    A special type of spinning frame produces 
a yarn which is quite even and suitable for carpets, hand-knitting yarn, woven 
felts, and other end uses. 

E. Tow to top system 

l'ñ.  Converters are  in use which convert continuous tow inte staple form, either by 
breaking or cutting.    This process, followed by gilling and spinning, produces a 
product of good quality, even without the combing operation.   Mention should also 
bo made   n' the use  of stretch break converterc to produce tow suitable for high- 
bulk yarns. 
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i .       Text uri "o Í  yarn;7:   •• : .\ L; 1 em 

l'íU. Fr censes have 1 ••(y. Level pe-i vie rely a >•:.;:• • • i:: a¡ , •• 
increate in the tuli: >r etreteh eharact er ir: ¡ •.• ;' • Mae e 
obtaino l Vy putting a permanent er imp, 1 >op * e il r ,arl i e 
filaments. Textured yarns, offer -.ne -.f io.e m et er <•: i r: ;., ••• 
filament r, of the c^llul 'Sie type, suer, as ae.tr.1c ai: ; iri-a- 
filaments are  most  sui i able  fer   l,e>:turizin¡;,  as   '::'•;/  .-:\:. i. 

tli \;   ei;.l-ur> ••::    ! i.    !'li  lé:   '    :<  (' IU5. These processes have pr >vided for a ¡-real nu.i-er 
spun yarns had previously been vised, such as kniii.ed e e,i;-, h.eln.i in, ut..'en,t:-.r. 
swimwear, men's and women's hosiery, as veil as n.,:s, carpets and •„• ven fabrics, 
upholstery, etc. There are many types of machinery available fw ttoil uri •: Lie-, m et 
of v/hich are highly specialized. 

G.  Cere-spun yarns system 

lk6.  These yarns are used mainly for foundation farmente. They may ! • ; >• dneee >n 
any conventional spinning frame, including the c.d,t>n, v;.rstei and wollen system. 
The procedure involves the spinning of a staple sheath ar• >und a cere >f elastic 
threat under tension. 

H.  Cotton stretch yarn systems' 

IU7. There are two principal methods now being developed f'ar ra-difyin,; the toxl.ure 
of cotton yarns. The first uses conventional machinery i,• >  produce a hiidiiy twisted 
yarn which is treated with a cross-linking anent, and then partly untwisted, in the 
second method, conventionally produced plied yarns are treated and then parsed 
thriupjh a false-twisting machine. 

lU3. A third method bein-j developed uses chemicals to modify the <• deten ro as t. > 
give plastic flow properties which permit heat-forming. 

I.  Dyeing and finishing methods 

149. The present textile market requires fabrics which are well-dyed and 
appropriately finished. Recently, many new techniques have been devel >pt;d. F r 
example, a new group of dye-stuffs, namely, reactive lyes, have been widely 
accepted throughout the industry. These reactive dyes d^ n^t act by abs ¡rpti,-n, 
but by chemical union between cellulose and the dye in/3 chemicals. 
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IX.     TEXTILE PRODUCTS 

1/).   There are rêverai rr.r.in catee riec of l'air ice, vhich are  listed in the 
1'ollowir.f paragraphs. 

A. Woven fabriefa 

151.  Woven fabrics Inelude all the traditional products made of wool,  cotton, 
synthetic  spun yarns find  filament yarns.     These well-known fabrics have  preserved 
their market  Importance ana have achieved  a greater variety by incorporating 
different blends and applying new finishes.    Poth blenaing and new finishing 
techniques will be discussed  in the  subsequent  pages. 

15P. There are a number of new typea of woven fabrics,  such as stretch wovens, 
produced of texturized fi lament yarns, or elastoraeric yarns in their core-spun 
foro.    A new field has emerged with this development and is growing in importance. 
Another significant development i8 the use of wider looms, many of the 
shuttleless type, for the weaving of fabrics which are cut into one-half or 
one-third width during finishing.    This development permits more metres of 
filling yam to he inserted at each pick,  resulting in reduced weaving costa. 

B. Knitted fabrics 

153. Woven fabrics are »till the most expensive fabrics being produced.    Capital 
turnover is very slow due to the length of time required for production, from 
spinning to the emergence of finished fabrics.    For this reason,  considerable 
inroads into the woven piece goods market are being made by knitted fabrics. 
The knitting industry ts becoming increasingly important to the leisure and 
sportswear market, because it gives elasticity, easy-wear and easy-care properties 
to garments.    The following knitting techniques were reviewed by the Workshop. 

(i)    Straight bar and flat knitting 

154. The straight bar and flat bed knitting methods are the most elosely linked 
with the original knitting technique.    The straight bar machine, known as the 
full-fashioned frame, produces full-fashioned outer weir of which the most common 
type is the sweater.    Flat bed machines [jive greater patterning scope, and 
Jacquard constructions are more easily produced by flat bed knitting than by 
straight bar knitting. 

( ti- )    Circular knittrng 

l*j% A  laroe proportion of men's underwear is produced by circular knitting.    In 
ladies'  underwear, circuir and warp knitted fabrics hold, by far, the largest 
share. 

ir)6.  Perhaps the greatest and mos4:,  spectacular growth rate within the knitting 
trade,   which has had a marked  influence on weaving,  has been the development of 
double   jersey,  which  is a generic term covering a multitude of constructions 
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prouucea  on two  sets   r>\   neeiileò wh L .•!•   r MT   * he  \-\-.:\.-   •:   •>. . .   :u¡<     .-'?••;•!..:•... 
Double  jersey  fabrics   are   used  lor :mn.v  en:   USK;:,   .--u •!:  a>;   lu:;.'-'    :r< ;;;•<.•    ::. 
suits,  children's clothes,   curtain«,   sport  <• nta an¡:  SIü.V.P,     ïh>-   ! it.-;;- 
developments  indicate  the  possibility  that  ther-e   fabrics  will   ev. n enervi ••,     ¡i 
the men'8  suiting field.     A  continuine expnci -u   in the .r-uhle   ,'u tau \    irn.'Uiv 
occurred when textured   filaments vere   put    m  the  market   p. r    jvi::iwe-ir,   .-. ¡ • t >•••,;;,  « t • 
The  introduction of elastorr.eric yarns may  further enhance .rvpl prient    m   'he 
stretch field. 

(i i i)    Warp knitting 

157. The development of the warp knitting industry has been e lonely   linked  with 
the development and increasing use of man-made filaments.    The  knitt inr,  inuustr.y 
has achieved higher production figures by establ ishin^ outlets  f >r fabric;-  ,>t 
acetate,  tri-acetate,  nylon and polyester yarns,  and  it« mo G*   recent   influence 
on the weaving  industry  is the sudden  increase  in the une  of warp knitted  shirtr. 

C*      Knit-stretch and knit-bonded fabrics 

158. These newly developed techniques represent only a small part, of the   industry. 
Warp and weft threads are employed,  sometimes with a filler, and the fabric  1» 
secured by stitching. 

D»      Stretch fabrics 

159- A little more than a decade ago,  stretch fabrics were   ¡sed only for lad leu1 

foundation garments,  swimwear and some other limited unea.    The .stretch property 
was imparted by natural rubber yarns.    At present,  synthetic fibre firma are 
producing elastomeric polyurethane fibres which  ire used at; a dir* -t uuLntituU 
for the natural rubber yarns. 

160.   In the field of stretch fabrics produced from cotton,   the emphasis at  \>n ,-tsent. 
is being placed upon three basic developments:    (a) slack mecerlzati >n;  (b) the 
use of croeslinking agents to set crimp;  and  (c) crimping and  heat sett ine 
thermoplastic cottons. 

E.      Hon-woven fabrics 

loi. The term "non-woven fabrics"  is used to describe materials made primarily 
of textile fibres which are not processed on conventional cpindles,   loom« or 
knitting machines, and which are held together by an applica bonding a^ent or by 
the use of self-contained thermoplastic fibres.    Needled fritta are generally 
excluded from this definition, since they do not contain any bonding mater lai. 
Essentially a thick mat or batt of fibres is form   i, using conventional card 
webs or special machinery.    The fibres  in the mat are usually dispersed at 
random, and are held together by a bonding agent,   often a latex.    The bonding 
together of the fibres may be achieved by causing barbed needles tu penetrate H.e 
mat,  or by a third method whereby the fibres are suspended in water and are 
blended with small fibrous elements.    The mat  so produced  is tear-roe i stani and 
may replace both textiles and paper for certain technical  usen. 

7¡'J 
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y.        Flocked  f abri cf. 

J/L'.    vncthcr process which falls in th* category  cf unconventional fabric- 
oanufHcturin^ is  flocking.    Ac mechanical flocking had many limitations,  prêtent 
f.-inphasiB nnd'interest in flocking is based on a development whereby an over-all 
fabric  can b* flccned by means of an electrostatic procerus.    The basic principle 
involved is that the flocked fibre  is projected into the bace adhesive by means 
of electrostatic attraction. 

I65.   The end use of the fabric determines the flock to be used and the speed of 
production.    Carpets require fibres of longer length, denser pile and longer drying 
time,  while fabrics similar to velveteen or suede fabrics use short fibres and 
require less time to dry. 

G.      Tufted fabrics 

164. Tufted fabrics are essentially a pile fabric in which the tuft of pile fibres 
are i*auerted into a base fabric in a manner which is essentially e stitching 
action.    Tufting is a more efficient process than weaving and,  therefore,  cheaper 
fabrics can be produced.    However,  better quality is in demand today.    In the 
United States, tufted carpeting dominâtes the floor-covering field and only about 
20 per cent of carpets sold today are of the woven type.    New, finer-gauge and 
more sophisticated machines are broadening still further the range of fabrics 
produced by tufting techniques, 

¡I.      Multl«oopflpn*«*- *»«***» structures 

165. All multi-component fabrics have, as a common feature, an adhesive which is 
rarely visible in the finished product.    The adhesive bonds fibres, flock,  foam, 
sheet, and fabric into numerous combinations cf different weight and style.    While 
winy of these novel structures are replacing traditional fabrics, others are 
opening new markets and opportunities for firms which pioneered textile structures. 

166. In a number of countries fabric laminates are being used in the shoe industry. 
It was not until polyurethane foam was developed as a thermal insulating material 
that designers started to engineer multi-component fabrics. 
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X.     TEXTILE PLAKT SIZK Áh'J  "CíKCMi-..-; vP CALF 

I67.  The 'Workshop stressed the necessity   for mills to te t'-ohr.icnlly  t;> 1-it.f« • i, 
both within and between departments..  The  test utilization oi   labour M.euM   ¡l:» 
be taken into account when designing new thills.    However,  technical ami   !•?I « ut* 
balance will not necessarily ensure maximum productivity bocaux of  t Ik- 
considerable investments involved.     Fine** capitnl is difficult to   obtain  ! r. 
developing countries,   it is important to determine the minimum investii., nt  r<  \u\r 
to establish a balanced mill with the aim of producing ut the  lowest possible ••<• 

168. In order to investigate the above problem,  the  Fccncmic Commission  for I-'tin 
America ¡submitted an outline of a methodology used tc assess the minimum 
economical size of a  spinring mill.    This methodology has be^n established for the 
carded cotton spinning industry,  but it can also be applied to other sectors of 
the textile industry  in developing countries.    In this ti.othrdolo.-y,  the capital 
raw material costs and labeur costs are assessed for alternative balanced 
production units.    These units consist of a scutcher operating with the appropriate' 
conventional but modern machinery,  so as to produce a standard count of,  perhaps 
Ne » 20.    If the total cost and financial cost are plotted in a graph, it is seen 
trat optimum operating conditions are obtained for a mill sise of around K/Cf 
spindles.    An increase in the number of spindles may not justify the substantial 
increase in investment; below this number, for a given optimum production of 
machines, seme machinery, such as the ring frames, would have to operate three 
shifts, while other machines would only be working one or two shifts, whien would 
result in idle capacity and, thus, increased costs. 

169. As the rates of change in yarn count are greater for the finer counts, the 
economies of scale for such yarns are more important.    However, the actual 
magnitude of the optimum number of spindles is not greatly affected.    This can be 
seen from further studies made by the Economic Commission for Latin America, which 
are summarized in tables 5 and 6 for yarn counts and He« 8 and kC, 

170. It was noted that the aspects of economic size were studied in detail for 
cotton spinning only.    Other stages of the cotton process, and other complet» 
processes, such as worsted spinning and weaving, will also require investigation. 

I?!. During the deliberations of the Workshop, it became clear that an 
economically-sized spinning plant for a mill not Integrated with weaving van »bout 
1C,0CC spindles, whereas for an integrated mill it was about 3c,(ff spindle«.    It 
was also found that there was an upper economic size limit determined by 
operational, commercial and administrative, rather than technical, couFid^rfttlyna. 
At a certain level, management becomes complicated, capital requirements increase, 
and skilled labour may be difficult to obtain.    Today, a unit of i?5#CCi spindle», 
which will cost about $2.5 million for machinery only, may be regarded as the 
optimum size which is economical from the point of view of capital Investment 
and working capital required, management ability, requiremente of skilled workers, 
welfare and housing, economic production and return en capital. 
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Tibie 

n( mpa riser, of indi cee of preduo tion, in\ •estaient and costs 
vith calculations of idle capacity of Ckichinery 

Yarn ccunt Ne 8 

opindles Size leems 

Index of 
investment 
y?r unit 

Index of 
COfcît 

per unit 

2,OCC 90 ICC 1er 

6,occ 27c Qk 83 

10,CGC U50 81 81 

18,500 830 79 80 

2t>,oco 1,170 78 79 

37,occ l,66o 77 79 
60,orr 2,7CO 76 79 

100,000 4,500 76 78 

Table 6 

Comparison of Indices of production, investaents and coats 
with calculation of idle opacity of machinery 

Yarn count Me to combed 

Spinales Sise loóme 

Index of 
investment 
per unit 

Index of 
cost 

per unit 

2,000 

6,occ 

10,000 

18,500 

26,000 

37,CC( 

6c,<xc 
in ,crr 

*3 100 

130 72 

214 63 

396 60 

56O 60 

8CC 59 
l,28c 56 
2,1U0 58 

ICC 

69 

6k 

60 

60 

59 

58 

57 
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17-'.  However,   it was noted tnat although he.jir.r.ir.;; at al-rut    ',   (»    .OLIAU-;;    t..I 
increasing up te approximately ^,CiC  spindles,   investment and   oroduot h t.  '^-u; 
per unit  of output became progressively  lower,  the difference   tends   U   he 
relatively  sciali.    It was  borne in ~.ird thnt in core « r the cU v .• Vq.in.' e antri 
with limited markets,  smaller-sized units  mi¡;ht b^ of particular interest,  .-.iti 
they would avoid the need for large-scale  capital investments,   and reduce 
management and technical protletns.     Thus,  mills smaller than th*> abovr-t¡.er.tior.o<t 
minimum size may be installed,  with future expansion adequately   provided U'V,  -'tul 
may achieve a better balance  of equipment, utilization ani réduction of coots.     It 
was stressed however,  that very ¿mall installations (less than k,ccc   spindJosi 
would give rise to disproportionate increases in costs. 

I73. It vas unanimously suggested by the Workshop that the process of growth of a 
textile mill in a developing country proceed gradually.    At each step, tin 
alternatives of modernization, re-organization and expansion should be studied and 
the decisions reached should be the result of careful evaluation of the existing, 
situation.    Attention should also be paid to the kind of product, i.e. countr., 
grey or fancy - and to whether the mill should be integrated or not.    í'otr.e 
participants indicated that modernization might be preferable  in order to increase 
productivity and to avoid many problems associated with obtaining spare parts. 

17**» Much attention was given to the question of the economic size of finishing 
plants.    It was generally agreed that this economic size was very difficult to 
define, because of the variety of production and the diversity and technical 
complexity of the processes involved.    It was, however, agreed that this stage of 
textile processing implied an advanced stage of expansion in spinning and weaving 
operations*    A finishing plant may be installed as part of an integrated mill, or 
as an independent unit serving s versi weaving plants, whereby one economic plant 
can cater    for a large number of looms.    The practice of installing complete and 
modern finishing equipment for cne weaving mill with a small number of looms should 
be avoided.    It was mentioned that in some countries, plans are in progrese for 
establishing finishing plants on a co-operative basis, similar to plants already 
operating in other countries, such as India. 

175» The determination of minimum or optimum economic size involved studies of a 
large number of economic, as well as institutional, variables.    The Workshop 
suggested that such regional Institutions as the Economic Commission for Latin 
America (rCIa), the Economic Commission for Asia and the Por East (¿CAPE), the 
Economic Commission for Africa  (ECA), the Organisation lor L'eri omic Co-operation 
and Cevelojcent (rüCD), the Latin American Free Trudu i.¡.-cecia tlcn (LUTA) und 
others,  should  initiate or err.tinue thece studies ts iar as. ¡e«tibie. 



XI.     MILL BALANCE,   INTÉGRATE!. AND NC N- INTEGRAT EL MILLS 

A. Mill balance 

176. A balance of production should exist not only within,  but also between, the 
various mill departments.    With a department there may be a shortage of capacity 
in carding or roving or even spinning, and individual machines may have to operate 
either longer hours,  wherever possible,  or under forced conditions,  such as 
excessive 3peeds or too heavy slivers or royings, etc.    These conditions may be 
detrimental to the quality of the product and to machine performance. 

177. Between departments, the weaving department should operate fully and must, 
therefore, be supplied with a sufficient quantity of yarn.    Changes in cloth 
weight or style may create difficulties which should be, as far as possible, 
predicted and calculated to minimize the imbalance between the spinning and the 
weaving departments. 

178. Consideration should also be given to the correct use of labour and to 
machine lay-out so that changes in the spinning departments may be carried out 
with minimum interference. 

B. Effect of Integration 

179. The participants considered the advisability of vertical and horizontal 
integration. The following possible advantages of vertical Integration were 
discussedt 

(a) The introduction or the improvement of quality control, using modern 
statistical techniques; 

(b) The reduction of product ion costa; 

(c) The possibility of creating conditions for the better training of 
personnel; 

(d) The possibility of reducing the fluctuations in demand, which are most 
marked in the spinning process. 

lot). In certain countries, integration is encouraged by the tax structure, which 
say be applied -t each stage of sale, 

1Ô1. It was pointed out that in some developing countries, particularly let 
countries with a tradition of woven handicraft fabrics, commission weaving might 
be carried out.   Often this weaving operation le controlled and financed by the 
spinners who supply yarn or yarn beams.    Por developing countries, such a practice 
constitutes an effective form of vertical integration employing existing skills 
and avoiding the problems of management encountered in larger integrated 
establishments. 
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1Ô2. In thi:í context, it was Htn.n.yly r.tivr-n ¡i thit -uc.... -, ,,_ ¡,. , • 
presupposed tne existence o I' highly i^lifi-.i -i.u .¡iii.j.;, • r ¡:. ! :. - r.¡,r 
The integration of firms scattered ever \ district 
the lack of  suitable-   transport nnd  con.muni c-it/i op.:;. 

t'ï'     \ Ul.t fV    '"l'..     !        •   ; I, 1    r     1    t 

183. For economical rer.conc,   it war  f;u;--o¡-t>:d tr.-t  inte yr-t L t.  t «. tv. . n .¡n • -ri :.. ;;t 
in an enterprise should not cover more tb<n th«   production rt', ? :•,   .   -,vii. ' 
marketing to an appropriate body,  which should have close  U-iism with  produci ¡or:, 
although new trends  in industrial countries are  moving in ilio direction n' v> ft li- 
integration,   including appropriate distribution organiza tior.n.    Tin   principi.-.-. ,i 
vertical integration seem generally valid  for the textile industry ;i¡; .•>. who!.* , 
particularly for the manufacture of standard f^eds.    It war, noted",  h«\>w.<r,  thnt 
vertical integration might  not  be advisable in the ense of firn:; producing  hi-.hly 
elaborate goods or goods influenced by style and fashion such ns fum«   knitw.-r 
and worsted articles. 

184. The vertical integration of production is economically possible only   it  •• 
certain degree of horizontal integration exists.    This lends  to tu.« study  i.f ti„ 
magnitude of grouping.    In aorae cases, where vertical integrntion seoim; 'm-rcr-i-my 
in order to co-ordinate production,  horizontal integration should probably priced« 
such vertical regrouping. 

185. The Workshop made it clear that the problem of the economic sise of a ^roup 
was not to be approached only from the technical point of viev, but alno from n 
œore general aspect, with due attention to economic and financial conditiono.    It 
vas strongly recooBended that the specialized agencies of the United N-itionK and 
the regional economic commissions undertake a study of this problem in depth, üB 
a follov-up of the present Workshop. 
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XII.     'ñXTIlE MILL CONTROIS 

IM    1, 
L" *   :' ..U"^:C!.^'^ J",;•;; ^f'.^^^^-^l-.adrainiStr^t.iVe progresa  has been achieved 

-n     :,p,uvKa  und working methods  have  become more efficient.    Traini• 
"•«ri  int.'i.ísili.-j •ind  wnricir^ria ,,.„.-. i     •*.._...,      , , "  '     training 

!l;kr
L1;dUT> s *' the  industrialized countries.    The organisation 

11 ' t ; ; 

.'•/:tt 
-  int.,.3li-i..a and  workloads ,ave been  ,tera¡^ T3 'ap        ? 

••iTi"L VÖvlV^r:Vr,r COntr0lli^ thP ^^y of Pronte,  improving S " 
r -lu.".in      anularIt.^T^  plating waste,   selecting correct raw materials, 
, ^ <M   • '-•? í    Í     , !       • ^proving the yield per worker.     It has therefore 

luUu7';jlllt io ^ermine «d correct most  causes contributing tc   low        ^^ 
prouuctivity,  dative  quality and wastage of resources. 

L>>r.  Careful planning alone is not sufficient in a modern textile  factory in 
Sloping countries particularly, effective controls and the ertabîiîSit of 

:^tj^iT:Zr^Tir ?hese shouid be ba-d - ^ "* - ,,Lai"'  Whlcii   *re  understood and applied at each mill. 

iU      Mill control programme 

188. An efficient mill control programme should include the following: 

(a)    The establishment of tests and controls at strategic pointa in th# 

pomz any deiiciency at each stage of production! 

und effLJncvewS^ati
S«f ¿* °^^^^^ *vli,  combining maxima speed 

t^ulnl       +ïy satisfactory quality, as well as of.precise standards 

^^t^^T^V^rWaT:    ThU WiU «**"«» main^L of adequate statistics,  so that immediate discovery can b#» r nA* nf o«« A^..*^*        *_ 
the fixed standards which could cause vro^ZìnZìl^l l^ìi^T *"* 

ounuïl\rTh^e8t!SliSiment 0f standar*s f°r the control of the quantity and 
quality of allowable waste.    The expected amount of waste should ¿Tc^lLlaid m* 
each stage of the process and actual values compared with ££ s^nda^ * 

«*, J?i   The establishment of a machinery maintenance programme, which would 
necesaitate the setting up of a machine inventory, an ¿Jetton plan wiïh tL 
tablée and a program for cleaning and maintenant Z*TÀ f^pSveUJvT 
maintenance programtue was stressed.       The Workshop also dïïÏÏiîïï ttaTEbäT 
of the availability of spare parts and the need for a proper ordering svs^L 

P^iSls! Pliability of spare parts   might depend on adequate governata! 

10% In order to carry out the required tests and thus effectively control 

SÄ   oVtt^ îf =y thdt Th S" 8et «» ^SffSu control „n^4 Î purpose of correctly assessing the quality of products at 

n KUat.tTbvath Pr0raPtly r:P°rtinß ita findin«8'  S0 tha* thí, rîS£2 action cm i « taken by the management as quickly as possible. 
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X       Cuality control   r-roflraiUK 

191'.   This  programme,  which should  be carri >.ù  , ut   i,y the ,\:itr   l   ;•/:. r ¡i   iv     : ¡,   ,¡ • 
include: 

(a) A description of the tests to be  carriol .Ait,   tlu i r   <vo¡r  at :  t h-    !  v.tir.f 
methods to be employed; 

(b) A description of the materials to  be touted,   c.f ...   raw i,,Mt< ria];-.     wa..t 
products and machine outputs at various stapes  in th<   ¡rev-;-:;; 

(c) Frequency and number of tests to be made; 

(d) The reporting of test results in accordance with ¡ rot or n.at ¡:;ticnl 
techniques. 

However,  mill control programmes should be introduced very carefully and judiehnu.iy 
in order to avoid further difficulties in production, and fr? -tionr, between 
production and control departments. 

1911 the achievements of effective mill controls can be summed up as follows: 

(a) Better and more uniform over-all quality of the products; 

(b) educed costs by operating under conditions of optimum efficiency of both 
equipment and labour; 

(c) Reduction of vaste. 

k{. 



XIII.    PRfDUCTIVITY ML'AIiURfKI NTS II! THE TI XTILL INDUSTRY 

Yj2.  The main objective of plans for increasinc productivity is to raise the 
standard of living by improving the relationship between output and the corresponding 
input of the factors of production.    The Workshop agreed that this concept must be 
considered in a broad scope and must be inspired by the sustained effort towards 
the better use of men, equipment and materials.    All these objectives should be 
examined by a firm, when taking decisions on investment plans and directing their 
operation.    The improvement of some partial aspects of efficiency often has a 
negligible effect if these aspects are not integrated with the productivity plans 
of the entire mill and also with the over-all productivity of the country. 

193.  In this context, it was pointed out that it would probably be useless to 
increase productivity if this would cause unemployment.    Such a situation could 
result in difficulties from representatives of labour who might be opposed to 
productivity measures when new Jobs are not created. 

19^. Productivity measurements have been one of the most important instruments used 
to indicate when and where decisions for improving operations should be taken.    Such 
measurements have been particularly useful to the textile industry, and specifically 
in the cotton spinning mills.    The latter were among the first to demonstrate the 
good results obtained by the application of the modern techniques of measurement. 

195. It is necessary to be aware of the purposes of making measurements,  in order 
to select the best possible methods for implementation.    It must be remembered that 
these measurements are the tools of productivity planning and are not themselves an 
objective.    Productivity measurements can bo examined at two main levels:    the 
factory level and the country level. 

A.      Factory level measurements 

196. One of the first systematic studies at the factory level of the textile industry 
was undertaken by the Textile Committee of the Organisation for European and Economic 
Co-operation, in accordance with the methodol«->gy presented by Van den Abeele, in 
which labour productivity was selected as the main index to show plant operation 
efficiency by comparing the actual labour output to three standards: 

(a) Expected productivity, which is defined es the best possible labour 
out-put with existing machinery lay-out and plant conditions; 

(b) Improved productivity, which is define»" as the best possible man out-put 
with the improvements which can be effected, but with the sane machinery; 

(c) Optimum productivity, which is defined as the best possible man out-put 
with the best machinery available for the specific mill. 

197. It was pointed out that the level of productivity itself, measured in "hours 
worked by operatives per 100 kg" (HOK) will not reflect accurately the different 
positions of m<lls, in that the proper requirements to be considei d for this 
purpose are the relationship between: 

(a)    The ratio of the present HOK to the expected HOK (organizational index); 
••1*8- 
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(b) The ratio of the  present Hi K to the   improved Hi K (e; erat L'V.n 1   inuex); 

(c) The  ratio oi  the   improved H: K tc  the   ojtimum lk'K  (< bsolesccnct    in lex). 

198. This  methodology was  followed in Iurope during the fifties and war  al se  ree. id ly 
adopted by  the Argentine Productivity Centre.     The latter siudy determine i  tlu 
organizational index only,  which was considered  to    be the most  useful  t(<>l  tor 
managers. 

199. In the case of Western Luropean countries    the measurement:; new cover mere than 
500 mills,   but refer not only to the production of an optimum mill    but to a mill 
selected for the whole croup as the most efficient mill for the zone    relating 
productivity to size.    This particular mill is referred to as the "usine [atren". 

200. There are other systems of inter-firm comparisons»  such as the system u:;ed by 
the Shirley Institute.    However,  before selectine a system, due consideration muet 
be given to the receptivity of the mill management,  the cost of tin.     urvy and tin 
methods of its financing.     The experience in Latin America shows that the 

i Van den Abeele methodology may be the most useful for similar developing countries 
î The participants made it clear that it was not possible to apply ar.y of the 
I available methods without considering a comprehensive study, taking into account 

the particular conditions of each area, to determine the exact purposes envisaged 
by the proposed programe oí productivity measurements. 

B.     Country-level measurements 

201. The objective of measurements at the country level is to provide guidelines for 
the policy to be adopted for the industrial development of the country. 

202. Ihe Van den Abeele system must be sponsored by an institutional organization 
which can prepare the questionnaires, provide the necessary follow-un and assist 
mill managers in the preparation of the data needed to determine the HOK of the mill 
and the indices of organization. 

203. Similarly, for country surveys undertaken by international bodies,  such as 
ECLA, the collaboration of local industrial ae well as governmental organizations 
is required with regard to the questionnaires,  the mill visits and the follow-up 
action required to correct the problems identified in these surveys. 

C     Prerequisites of increase in productivity 

20k, It vaa agreed that the textile industry had four basic areas where better 
performance could be obtained: 

1.      I'iMMWPffP* TOlWat^f 

205. The importance of good management for the correct operation of industry was 
well illustrated by those countries with an outstanding level of productivity within 
their regions, mainly as a result of an efficient and well-organ i zed administration 
of mills and firms.    On the other hand,  it has been demonstrated that in many 
countries a major part of the deficiencies of operation are due to poor management. 
Therefore,   it was recommenced that all developing countries give high priority to 
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if) i" vir.,.   Hu   qualification:-, of administrative personnel and undertake prograinmes 
f-r trai hin/; arid  retraining at all  levels of management. 

standardiza ti on and quality control of production 

;"/>. Adequate  standards defining the mill requirements for raw materials,  for the 
textile machinery industries and for spare parts and finished textile goods are 
esr.cnt.ial to productivity measurements at the mill level.    In addition, an 
effective programme of quality control should be undertaken.    The programme should 
be designed to provide centinuouo and reliable information to top management about 
specifications and conditions of goods, and should be conducted in such a way so 
as not to interrupt the normal processes of production. 

*• •      Job description and .job rationalization 

L'i-7.   iome participants remarked that there was great diversity in the descriptions 
of jobs in different plants in many countries, and they advocated a moie technical 
and sound description of jobs, which would lead to higher productivity and also 
provide a basis for evaluating such jobs and establishing salary incentives. 

b*     Adequate maintenance 

208. Maintenance was considered to be a crucial element in productivity 
considérations.    U»e Workshop also agreed that ôoverimeiéta should facilitate the 
import of spare parts by adopting adequate policies. 

D*      Institutional instruments 

2i 9. The Workshop took note of the institutional ln-ti-uiieHis being established in 
seme countries for promoting and spreading technical and industrial knowledge as a 
means of increasing productivity in enterprises.    Special institutions have Been 
created which are tier working on various aspects» such as problem surveys ana 
étudies, training, insulting activities, etc.    1ht spécifie tasks to be accomplished 
by these institutions depend   to a large extent, on the particular conditi ens of 
each country. 

210. The Workshop agreed to reconmend that all countries consider the establishment 
of i nst i tutee for the development of productivity.    Basically, these institutes 
should conduct the necessary studies for the application of the general principles 
of productivity to local conditions; they should else »et standards for production 
and efficiency,   impart the informi,«on concerní«« thee« topics and promote the 
integration of these concepts wit»   both management and labour,   the Workshop stressed 
the need for these institutes to establish and maintain cloae co-operation in order 
to ; Jiare their experiences and acquired knowledge ani In order to accomplish a 
universal distribution of the results of their activities. 

.''il.  me dissémination of information is of paramount and increasing importance to 
the promotion of higher productivity.   Very few countries have created special 
orfanizations to deal with the question of compilation and distribution of documents, 
technical  literature,  books,  scientific and technical papers and other informative 
material.    Ihe ' orkshop took note with interest of the ver* of the Lodt Centre for 
IVxtile !:¡H".«montât ion   which collects and makes avr liable an increasing number of 
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documents on subjects of interest to the textile industry.    Ir-, vi-..- . f tin   :..•<:  to 
have easy access to this kind of information and since important  ;;ourci.    V 
information nay not be easily accessible,  the \.orkshop agreed to tmpl;a¡ iz<   th.- 
necessity of making available, without unnecessary limitation   all material am 
infornation of common interest to the textile industry throughout  the world. 

212. During the Workshop's discussions of the subject of productivity    it war 
pointed out that the work of the United îations Fcor.omic LCEmiimdon for latin 
America in this field was in line with the trend towards modernization and 
rationalization upon which Latin America's textile industry is new ««larking.    The 
same process took place in Europe after the Second World lar.    It is consistent 
with the realization that conditions existing in this industry will bring it to a 
standstill unless drastic measures are taken to remedy them.    The industry's 
stagnation was reflected in the slow growth of consumption during the 1950'G, and 
it was not until the early I960»s that it appeared to take a »ore favourable turn 
as a direct result of the Innovations made in tooth products ami technology. 

215« It was pointed out by the participants from Latin America that on© of the stoat 
pressing requirements of Latin America's textile industry was the rat tonal i tat ion 
of Ita structure of production.    It Is considered that the output BO far attained 
is far from satisfactory, and is also far below that which could in »any cases t« 
obtained wit» existing equipment,    ft» general, the data give« ir, table T reveal 
that, considering its degré« of "up-to-dateness", y   the machinery is uwter« 
ut 11 i red, both in terms of the total number of hours of operation and the unit, 
output obtained.   Likewise, labour productivity indexes are very low, the main 
reasons for this being inadequate training and deficient organisation of the 
enterprises.    These factor«, together with excessive wastage of raw material« and 
the unsatisfactory dispersal of production owing to the »Mai six« of the market, 
haw raised costs wer and atoóte the limits which the region could afford, 

214. It was pointed out by some participants that defective operations, although 
attributable mainly to the organisation of the enterprises concerned   are alno 
irfluenced by the degree of up-to-dateness of the available machinery.   Accordingly, 
wherever there Is a substantial amount of obsolete machinery,  internal 
re-orgmnisatlon must be accompanied by selective re-equijiwnt.   The process of 
moderni tat Ion should be in keeping with the specific technical and economic criteria 
of a given investment policy. 

215. The eleven Latin American countries in which operatine conditio«« in cotton 
and wool-spinning and weaving aille were studied, can be classified into four 
vell-dafined groups which reflect the over-all position. 

He, In countries of the first group, & well-balanced situation of a ¡lidi degrwt of 
up-to-dateness was observed to be coupled «lth a high level of operating efficiency, 
reflected in the productivity levels of the Industry.    This ideal situation esista 
In a few countries, such as in the cotton-«plnnlng ar.d weaving alile in Colombia und 
Paraguay and the vool-epinning mills In Colcatii. 

¡J     Oie definition of an "up-to-date machine'* taker: into account thr machine age, 
the degree of automation, production capacity,  size of spindles ani loom 
speed.    Ulis definition of "up-to-dateness** is also implicit in the Mandarli 
of unit output of aachirery and labour productivity. 
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r'í'f.  The second group includes countries where a high degree of up-to-dateness of 
tquijment is not accompanied by equivalent efficiency,  e.g.   as manifested in an 
a ¡equate use of capital.    This imbalance may be corrected by organizational changes 
without additional investment in machinery.    These characteristics of medium or 
1 v i rouuctivtty were observed in cotton-spinning and weaving mills in Argentina, 
Chile    Uruguay and Venezuela despite the existence of modem machinery. 

i-'lb. Countries maintaining an intermediate level of "up-to-dateness" and operating 
efficiency const. • ute a third group,  in which both organisational changes and 
re-equipment on a moderately intensive scale are required,   This situation applies 
to wool-spinning mills in Argentina,  Brasil and Ecuador, wool-weaving »ills in 
Colombia and Venezuela, and eotton-aplnning Bills in Ecuador and Mexico. 

i'19. The fourth and largest group covers situations where little of the equipment 
ir, up-to-date and operating efficiency is low.    It Includes eight of the eleven 
countries studies and involved one or »ore of the processes considered. 

ivu. The main Indicators relating to operatine conditions i» a number of eountrtts 
in latin America were outlined both fro« the standpoint of the fibres processed, 
whether cotton or wool, and of the process used, whether spinning or weaving.   These 
data cover the degree of up-to-datonees of the equipment, iti utiliimtion in relation 
to the number of working hours, labour productivity and unit output of machinery. %j 

¿fi.  In connexion with the aforementioned grouping, the standard adopted for 
utilization of textile machinery was three dally shifts (two eight-hour shifts tM 
one *ix-hour night shift) in ?0ü working days per yev. i.i., a total of 6,600 
ra^hine-hourr. per year.    Labour productivity was defined as the phycical output of 

>n<   operator in one hour.    In order to facilitate a comparison between mills or 
between countries, the ncmir.i»l labour productivity value« obtained are converted to, 
Mr weighted In terftK of   un equivalent product. 

¿X*. As a point of reference, a flo-eall«d "standard for latin America" has been 
ent»Mished, which Is considered to be a feasible level under prevailing Latin 
Aterirán conditions of manpower training» conventional up-to-date machinery and . 
Available raw materials.    It should be noted that this standard is far below the 
level of productivity in the United States and i a miào considerably lower than the 
Kuropean level. 

2?*>, Lastly, unit output, which is defined as the ratio jetween the physical voluae 
of t utput and the number of machine-^ours required to achieve it» also relates to a 
stmn-ard for latin America   which is the production capacity of equipment regarded 

me», m mW-fiê %*mil # AfffTt«, MIM*    X.    CMk (tfciteâ Nations 
publication, Sales Ito.: 1963.II.0.3T.' H. Praz 11 (United Hationa publication, 
Sales Mo.: 1964.11.0.2),  III. Colombia. IV. Uruguay. V. Peru, VT. Bolivia 
(United Nations publications, Gales tea.: 1964.IÎ.G/MW/2,?,4,5), 
VII#  *"arar,uoy, VIII. Argentina  (United Nations publication, 
Sales Mo.:    l96>.II.G/KlM/7), IX. jjeuc¿c-rt X.  Venezuela, XI. Mexico (United 
Tuticcc publlcetlcn, ¿ales iîo.:    îglëTllTo/MIlVl), and The Textile Industry 
in La   in Araerica. ' 
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as modern.    The figures,  reduced to indexes or percentages,  refer to the average for 
the industry in each of the countries studied.    It was pointed out that these 
averages logically conceal the variations from the mean in all eountriec. 
Accordingly, the relative position of the indicators concerned provides a preliminary 
assessment of the situation in every country.    At the same time,  an analysis of the 
highest level reached in each mill makes it possible to draw conclusions on the 
country's actual and potential competitive position with regard to a specific group 
of dynamic enterprises in the world market. 

22fc. If the maximum productivity recorded in each country is considered separately. 
{ It is seen that in practically all countries   the productivity of the most 
! successful mills is above standard.    The implications of this fact for a 

rationalisation policy are very clear and open up wide prospects for an improvement 
] in the textile industry's operating conditions.   Conversely, the productivity levels 
! of some enterprises are far below the average for the country and are therefore only 
| a fraction of the standard.   Ulis situation also deserves to be thoroughly examined 
} with a view to offering practical solutions to such enterprises which might be of 
| benefit to the textile industry as a whole.    The  coexistence, in the same country, 
| of enterprises whose ratio   of productivity is 5 to 1, 10 to 1 and even 12 to 1, 
I also raises the question of how far costs are influenced by market forces and how 
i far by institutional and operational factors. 

I 225. Ike V'orkshop recommended unanimously that studies similar to those outlined 
above for tatto America be undertaken by the United Nations Centre for Industrial 
Development.   These should extend the above methodology to developing countries in 
Africa, Aal« and the Far Blast ana allow the responsible authorities in every 
developing country to assess accurately the progress of their textile industry. 
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TBL 

Imiexej c • Í operating ccn.iitic-fi.- i.. cotton-spinning mills 

Up- to- Product- Utiliza- Unit 
Country uu tene s a 

a/ 
ivity 

y 
tion 

100.0 

e ut put 

È/ 

Standard for Latin 
America 100.0 iCO ICO 

Venezuela 96.0 7?* 87.6 82 

Uruguay 95.6 i,; 76.3 itf 

Colombia 90.6 12'» lOè.6 86 

Argentina 07.7 66 56.1 86 

Chile Ô1.5 l»5 72.6 86 

Mexico C'>.2 n 92.9 63 

Ecuador 60.1 53 63*0 66 

Paraguay 57.3 03 90.7 93 

Peru 3A.3 55 Tt.O •òl 

Bolivia 26.5 26 6*».5 n 
Brazil 20.8 «6 Ô5.5 6# 

United States 290 

Europe 126 

Source:    ICLA. La ind 

Salea M©.:    19à,II.0.2),  III.  Colombia, IV. 
Bolivia (United Nations publications, Salts 1 

m» 3, **, 5), VII. Hmmx, Vili. ArgtntJM 
Salea «0.:    im.líWm/l).  IX. lewder, k 

United Nations publication, Oalce No.:    I960,: 

vitad Hâtions 
publication, 
publication. 
V» Perut VI» 
i9^Tl!.a/Mi 
publication, 
XI. Mexico ( 

.te tiona 

toa.; 
(united Hation» 

. Venasnait. «Mí 
[I.Ô/MB-V'I). 

Note: 

â/ 

Ê/ 

£/' 

These flg-rea a *• subject to revision in tí«? racional report o« tìm 
textile Industry in Latin Anarica. 

Completely modern machinery • 100 par cent. 

Grammes per man/hour;   standard for Latin America  * k.^CO. 

Utilization:    6,600 hours per year • IOC per cent. 

Grammes per spindle/hour;   standard for Latin America » 22. 
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XIV.     TRAINING IK THI  TINTILI-,  INDK'THÏ 

226. The problems of training were discussed extensively.    It vas agreed that   th. 
most urgent need is for on-the-job training, especially at the level of   ;upervit i  t; 
and medium-level direction of the Bills.    The T.U.I.  (Trainine Within I mí ur. try) 
method e were considered the most suitable for this purpose. 

22T. So«e participants pointed out the necessity of training technicians who eouU 
fill the gap between the engineering staff and the skilled workers.    In nearly ¡»11 
developing countries there Is a serious lack of this kind of personnel and  it was 
considered necessary to increase the facilities for filling this gap.    Inert at -i ng 
th« number of technical schools and colleges which prepare such technicians could 
solve this problem, but such expansion cannot take place very rapidly. 

228. On the engineering level several problems were analysed.   Almost everywhere. 
there is a need to Implement methods to bring the colleges and universities in 
closer contact with the industry.    Such contact would make the passage from the 
university to the mill easier and «ore efficient.    In some countries there are no 
textile engineering schools, whereas a developing textile industry requires the , 
services of graduates fron auch institutions.                                                                          I 

229. In* participants agreed that In addition to the technological knowledge and 
skill considered necessary for the senior medium-level and supervicory «anage»ent, 
attention shall be given to improving skills according to the requirements indicated 
by Job evaluation and productivity achievements. 

230. The Workshop considered that vocational training for the skilled worker has to 
ba given by means of an apprenticeship system in which the textile industry could 
participate. 

251. It «as pointed out that tome of the Latin American countries had independent 
systems auch M those created m Brasil, Colombia, Peru and Venezuela.    The pattern 
Mas sat by Brasil some years ago.    Between 1 per cent and 2 per cent of the wages 
of a plant arm paid by the industry to an apprenticeship fund, whose board 
administers these fund« to pay expanses and to finance investments in schools and 
for equipment.    Industrial representatives are also members of this board. 

232. Th* best solution must fee carefully evaluated in e^rery country.    The above 
solution s simad to offer good results in some countries, but in other caees there 
seemed to be a need for a more advanced technical education, and this system may 
limit the expected expansion of technical schools. 

233. O» Workshop pointed out that the greatest nvuber of workers in the textile 
industry %mm seal-skilled and they usually learnt   on the Job by observing other 
workers, 

23*# The Workshop considered that the more improved methodologies of trainine may 
provide an excellent tool for management to prepare workers or to improvo their 
ability to perform their tasks.    In-plant vocational training has often hem   4' 
great help both for the mill and ior the labourers involved. 
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'¿ft. Consideration should be given to the organization,  implementation and follov-up 
of all training activities of the mill through a training department,  reporting to 
tor management. 

A.      Group in-plant training 

2%, The 'orkshop noted that,  in contrast with other agencies and organisations of 
the United Nations,  the Centre for Industrial Development deals only with one aspect 
of training of technical personnel for developing countries, namely, with group 
in-plant training of engineers and technicians.    This field of training activity 
nelpe to solve the problem of how to bridge the gap between the fundamental knowledge 
gained at the university and its application in industrial practice.    In addition, 
it emphasizes the   development of the graduate engineers' and technicians' abilities 
to acquire skills and to exercise Judgement in concrete cases, rather than the 
addition to technical knowledge.   It also makes it possible tc ascertain the 
suitability of individual graduate engineers and technicians for particular 
occupations.   Actual experience In the various technological departments of the 
plant, although for short periods of six to twelve months, provides the trainee with 
the necessary practical background and framework for assuming responsibility quickly 
and efficiently. 

237. It was brought to the attention of the Workshop that the Committee for Industrial 
Development, In its fourth session, had recommended that the Centre for Industrial 
Development promote "arrangements for carrying out Joint or participation projects" 
with the member countries. ¿/   the group training programmes bring the Industrial 
experience and the wide knowledge of a national Industry together with the United 
Nations industrial and technical assistance machinery to establish a necessary 
project in u field of recognised Importance.   Subject to detailed agreements, a 
co-operating Government is Invited to contribute towards the preparation of the 
training material and to the local costs of the trainees, while the IMI ted Nations 
assumes other costs. 

238. It was emphasised during the discussions of the Workshop that the primary 
objective of group training programmes was to give engineers and technicians who 
were already working in industrial establishments of developing countries the 
benefits of modem in-plant practices.   This aspect was emphasised in the 
Secretary-General's report on training of national technical personnel for 
accelerated industrialization of developing countries (E/3901, Add.l and 2), in the 
reports of the Committee for Industrial Development, as well as during the recent 
session of the Economic and Social Council.    Such training programmes possess 
several distinct advantages over the individual fellowship programmes in industry. 
Group training programmes in industry are also amenable to the promotion of training 
projects at the country level and can be systematically planned In advance, thus 
providing adequate training facilities to suit the needs of the developing countries. 
The costly procedure of dealing with individual cases in terms of both time and 
money can be substantially eliminated by organising such programmes for a homogeneous 
group of qualified engineers and technical personnel for a few months In the 
industrialized countries.   As experience and teaching material accumulate, these 
training programmes can be repeated without additional laige costs depending on 
the interest of the countries.    They may also be utilise i to establish training 
activities in the developing countries, in co-operation with the regional economic 
commissions. 

V     Pi'fjrinl Pecord".  r>r the Economic nnd Sodpl Council. Thirty-seve nth Session. 
?i vvhivf  TI ,  fr,   rrr.n.   M  (f). —•——*————. 
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259.  The approximate size of a group is estimated at twenty-fiv-.' t- thirty 1 or.. M  . 
The duration of the training period is expected to be about fc t.r to .ix rtvr.U . 
depending upon the nature of the training and the level of the jartici]art; . 
Training may be conducted through lectures,  discussions, demonstrations-, at;! vl^lt, 
to exhibitions and industrial centres.    However    in-plant trainine ana 
familiarization with actual problems and practices should be the  predominant  fVntur- 
of the programme.    It was noted with satisfaction by the rorkshop that tho Centre 
for Industrial Development had already made arrangements for orcanizlnc Rro>.»r 
training programmes in some industrialized countries    such as Sweden (for elect ri >ul 
machinery and equipment), the Federal Republic of Germany (for machine-teola), 
France (for the prevention of corrosion and fertilizers), the Icr.R (for iron amj 
steel), and Yugoslavia (for non-ferrous metals industries). 

2^0. The following programme was considered and endorsed by the Workshop for ¡-rouf- 
in-plant training in the textile Industry for engineers and technieianr» fro» 
developing countries. 

1.    krnlM, fHfelf 

(a) Graduates vith an academic degree in textile engineering technology, with 
or without previous work experience in toe textile industry; 

(b) Graduates of pre-college level» «itti work experience in %tm textil«» 
industry of not less than four to five years, this may itivolve practical experience 
in any of the major production or testing departments, or in the technical 
administrative departments of a textile »ill; 

(c) Practitioners in textile engineering without any university training« but 
with practical expérience of at least five years In the textile Industry in any of 
the activities mentioned in (b). 

2-   .fo-flftn^fritot« OTCTrm 

2fcl. The prograane vili provide practical ln-plant instituaion in laboratories of 
technological or textile institute«, and will include the f« blowing subjects: 

(a) Batr materials. This subject will deal vith traditional raw materiali and 
never fibres, especially synthetics, the various blends for the beat end-use, 
criteria for selection of nar materials and the various testing method« available, 
as well as a prediction of the processing properties and end-use. 

(b) Modern § tinning methods. Instruction in this subject vili úml  tdth th«* 
conventional and modern spinning methods rf the cot tor. sy stesi, the spinning uf 
synthetics, the Bradford. French, and Amer.can worsted spinning gysttms (incidiin« 
preparation of wool tops), the woollen carded spinning system, c*te.f nr well m  thy 
Importance of proper mill operating conditions, selection of raw materiale ar.d 
determination of work-loads. New trends in automation will also be J*alt with, na 
well as an analysis of the advantages and disadvantages which »ay be facd in thi.% 
connexion In devrloping countries. 
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(e)   i-.'cdern preparation and weaving methods. Modem winding methods, including 
aut ' Ta tic winding and up-to-date warping and slashing are to be dealt with uMçr 
thi    hradir.g.      f special importance will be the investigation of modern looms, 
includine the shuttleless type,  their advantages and disadvantages,  problems of 
maintenance, etc.    This section of the training programme will pin-point the optimum 
fpcrnting   :cnditicns and wrk-loads. 

(0   Modem dyeing and finishing techniques.    Inasmuch as dyeing ard finishing 
arr a more ypecialited aspect of the textile industry, modern dyeing and finishing 
methods inclining the new continuous techniques will be reviewed in this section to 
a if gre*  sufficient to give plant engineers and plant manager« a working knowledge 
of there mthods.    A special course for trainees primarily Interested in dyeing and 
finishing may be planned in the future. 

(')   Modem «ill management methods.   This subject will deal with mill 
organisation, production planning, co-ordination between production and distribution, 
cost controls, labour controls and mill and quality contro].«.   Special importance 
will Le attached to mill controls, which will includa a complete mill control and 
quality control programme, the settinr uf quality standards of in-proces$ and 
finished products, production standards, a testing   programme» waste control, and 
m machinery maintenance programme. 
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XV.  EQUIPMENT AND MACHINERY FOR ThXTILE INDUSTRI! ;' TN iv vi loEIEV, 
COUNTRIES AND DEC-HE! OF MACHINERY . TEC JAL Ii'ATIoN 

A. Equipment and machinery for textile industry in developing countri*-s 

2^2. The creation and formation of p. new textile industry is apparently 1M pro,:rc:»r. 
The traditional techniques of producing yarn have been modified and extended. 
Completely new methods of producing fabrics and other textile product*; have icon 
introduced, 

2^3. In the chapter dealing with textile processes, it was noted that improvements- 
have alni mi zed the traditional processes to such an extent that in the cotton and 
worsted systems, the number of operations have been out in half. 

2W*. This redaction in operations has been accompanied by a great increase in the 
production rate of individual machines. During the last decade, the production 
rate of a cotton card increased by a factor of four, the draw frame by a factor of 
tlgl't, gills by a factor of two and certain types of looms by a factor of three. 

2k$.  1-iany of these improvementi have been brought about by a better understanding 
of the function of the individual machines and by improved design and engineering* 
In some instances, particularly in weaving, new principles are facing applied. 

2k6,  Tili« dynamic rate of change tends to confuse those responsible for the purchase 
of textile machinery. However, the situation can be rationalized to a eerto 1n 
extent if consideration is given to the factors which may limit a particular 
machine performance. 

B. Liaits to the production rate of textile machinery 

2kf,  In some instances, the performance of a machine »ay be limited by mechanical 
considerations, but in many cases the limits imposed are due to the properties of 
the material being processed and also to the inevitable interference and interaction 
between process elements. Soase of these problems are fundamental, «rid unless there 
is a total change in the process, methods or material ui»od. an ultimate performance 
liait, independent of the problems peculiar to developinr countries, would probably 
be established. 

2fc8. The production of a textile machine operating at KO per cent effif-i'rey is 
obtalned by multiplying the output linear speed by the weight per unit length of 
the delivered material multiplied by the number of production units per machine. 
Actual production is the product of this quantity and the efficiency of th< 
machine. 

C. Production at 100 per cent efficiency 

2^9. Production can be increased by increasing the value of any ~>r all thf throe 
factors mentioned above. 
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i.       lacreas inr the  linear spec--'    ,r  the machine 

f>ü. Considerable increase:- have  u..en observed  in the linear  speeds  of certain 
machines.    Problems may   ^ccur due  tj the disturban-e of fibres moving in an air 
stream,  or certain  other mechanical problems may be encountered.    By implication, 
increasing  the linear speed of a rucchine which is  inserting  tv;ist means higher 
spinello speedu.    In the  case of  the speed frame,  limits are  being reached due  to 
the centrifugal burs tine 'f packages.    In ring spinning,  higher spindle  speeds 
necessitate higher spinning tensions and thus a limit, imposed by yarn strength, 
is reached.     It is also necessary that a careful choice be made of spinning 
package dimensions for any particular yarn count and strength. 

Increasing weight per unit length 

251. This action can only be carried out for intermediate products.    Care should be 
taken in employing this method, since in some instances quality may fall off as, 
for example,  in the case of the card or the cotton process where more complex and 
expensive drafting systems may be required on the ring frame. 

Increasing the number of production units per machine 

252, Textile machinery can b? classified into tiro classes:    class A, where action 
on one position does not affi ct the neighbouring positions, and class 8, where 
action on one position affects neighbouring positions. 

(a) Class A machines,   typical of this class are machines whose individual 
ends can be pieced together without affecting the remainder of the machine.   The 
doffing and creeling actions will generally affect the entire machine; however, 
the stoppele time is a small proportion of the total cycle* 

(b) Class B machines.   These machines often reach a lirait In performance due 
to interference between the production units.    Thus, draw frames are now produced 
as either single or double-headed machines to Increase the working efficiency. 

*•     Efficiency 

253. Machine efficiency determines the actual production of a machine and Is 
affected by the following factors; 

(a) Whether the machine falls in class A or class B; 

(b) Size of creel package and tine element to creel; 

(c) Size of produced package and time element to doff; 

(d) Down time for cleaning, maintenance and to allow for poorly trained 
labour. 

25^. If the machinf falls in Class A, e.g. the ring frame, then the size of the 
individual raschine is determined,by limits imposed by the machine-maker and 
considerations of layout.    If it is in class B, e.g. the speed frame, the size of 
the individual machine will be determined mainly by considerations of machine 
interference. 
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^55.   In recent years,   oizes  co paoioveo,   caí-*, i .••.:!• -ly  .:.-•.      • 
considerably increased  t" sue!: £ :.  cotcrr   + o  i    o . ;. -,  ...../.. :. (    . .,.   ' '..|, '. , 
~nce per shift.     Clearly, under   'hese ci rcon. o -o.   v,   v.-rv :'::;1--'.:•.•• 1   ••;','• 
be  achieve 1 if the  size 13 further  increase ì. 

256. The   output package of  wie machine bec mes   ¡lie  input   pn.'ko-.      r <'..   • . • ¡     - 
the space available  ir. the creel  of the  sub 00-puent rrn'-hi;..^ .-,;,     t,• ' -    •'-nM '.,"•., ; ; 
Thus,  the  sizes   of cans f-r a  cotton fan! sru \oprcvir:! ly -ronun-  {/••„  t !-'••!   ••','. • ' 
draw frame  feeding a  speed frame. 

257. It must be  recognized that  down time   is  essentiel   V n- präventiv.- vi: < n¡ ,-> •-,-...,. 
for which a proper schedule should be lai-1  cut. 

I 25Ò.  The operational speeds of many machines  have increased to  the cotent   thai   in 
J some instances    very few machines  are required; for example,  two ..pirati .no ">r  . 'or 
j draw frames each would be sufficient fcr a 10,oo-spindle plant pr-.oucinr 
¡ Ne - 20 cotton yarn.    Considering maintenance pr blems,  any further redu-U.-ti in 
i this small number may show only very small gains. 
* 
I 259. The arguments developed above show that the law of diminishing returns nffVcto 

machine design and influences the development of machines.   Thus the V.'irksh^o 
J considered that greater improvement might be obtainel by a reduction in the pri<-<   ~>r 
1 machines    than in a further reduction of tlfe HOC which are at present already 
I extremely low when absoluta values are compared with conventional m «lern machinery. 

260. During the discussions on »chinery, the Workshop agreed that  an important 
objectiva of industrialisation plans In developing centries wat: the creation   »f 
new Jobs.    In this connexion, two cases had to be considered:    e nun trie 3 where a 
textile industry does not exist, end countries where an obsolet« induatry is in 
existence (Indie, United Arab Republic and Latin America), 

261. As regards the first group of countries, the creation of a new industry, at 
whatever technical level, oust take into account the necessity of offering new Joba. 
Por this group it ves generally considered that the establishment - f such an 
industry should be fairly modern, or rather of »odewi type, adapted to the existing 
operating conditions.   For instance, it was suggested that modern types of machinery 
could be installed and supplemented with automatic devices in the future, if 
required. * 

262. Such development has to be envisaged with the ai« of establishing the best 
balance between fixed and variable costs according to the market, the variable cost 
being primarily represented by wages, while the fixed cost is mainly concerned wtth 
amortization. 

265. For the second group of countries whert an industry p?r«ady exists, it was 
stressed that the essential problem was modernization of the existing pianta end, 
possibly, the eetablishment of new firas.   The situation for such countries it 
rather complicated, because modernization often means a reduction in employment, 

26U. Some participants stated that developing countries should take into account the 
prevailing level of wages when planning a modernization program«.    Cuch a 
reorganization is rendered r.ore difficult in countries where the demand for textiles 
is increasing slowly and where activity ir. other sectors is not sufficient to absorb 
the manpower freed by such modernization. 
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' .   [••    •.;.     •   >..•>••',   !>.•.    ' r'.-.::. p  * ' ..-:  r,   + e   . f  '-'.;<•  ^r.alyoio   unoertnk^n \y t .o 
:•     :.  - i rr.iooi   :.  f  r  L^rle «.'TÍ ^   Ir.   1".   otj.y    r  rhe  textile   induoiry    f 
i'f''¡lt •:• i rr   lii'ferer.t   ryp tr.ei'eo    ,t*  feoLt. >1 o*y -ere c .T.jidere .1  and  their offerte 

r.;'      i     ; - r.   <    cf z  o-er_   oo::eoo^:. 

•'.   I    ',/•.'  ¡. „dr.tr-!  eut  thr4   'hio type    f analysis vac e  useful t ool  fr^m the p..dr.t 
'• vi-:1.;   .:' ec-íi n.i'' polioy •        industrial   level tmtnt policy in general, au1 cr-ul^ 

} r vi ¡o •;..    ver-ail franev r    for the déterminât.! ,n of investment  policy for the 
f.   til    li HK: * ry h.v. fi vh'lc.    1\ vac  p;ir.tel  out,,  hovever,   that  the evaluation of 
l^îividur.l projects sh uld also be  include i within such a renerai programe. 

•'-7.  I;, the  caso   -jf the study referred to abrvc, several situations wer? considered, 
i.e.   -,n>. related  to the existing st:itu¿,  r-C th* equipment and involving better use  of 
e-dotine machinery (hypothesis I), the sec nd related to the reconditioning of SOB» 
machines of the conventional type (hypothesis II) and the third related to 
re-equipment with highly automatic machinery (nypothesis III). 

fO, The characteristics of the machinery «nd labour requirements are set out in th« 
study mentioned above and sty be suBsmarited as follows: 

(a) Hypothesis I does not involve any large-scale replacement of equipment, 
but is based on the introduction of certain administrative »nd organisational 
reforms in the mills that would enable them to e::pand their output by increasing 
labour "productivity and th« unit output of the existing machinery; 

(b) Hypothesis II envisages partial re-equipment with up-to-date machine» of 
the e aventional typ«, such as those used in the average Bill In most Western 
European countries, as well as the reconditioning of existing machinery, whenever 
this is an economically and technically sound proposition! 

(c) Hypothesis III provides for re-equipment with highly automatic machinery 
with a high output capacity, iwh as that BOW being manufactured fcy various 
international firms and used by the best textile mills in Europe and the United 
States. 

269. By means of these hypotheses, It vas possible to make a thorough assessment of 
the situation of industry in Latin America by giving a precise picture of the degré* 
of obsolescence of the industry.   Moreover, this study made it possible to appraise 
the value of applying the different solutions envisaged in the *A> ove-mentioned 
hypotheses, taking Into account investments and amortisation coats, employment, 
final cost« of th« products, etc. 

270. According to the above method, the indices of the e»rt*eoft of a metre of 
cotton fabric comprising the cost of raw cotton, labour and eafltel urnier the 
three hypotheses mentioned were as follows : 

Existing situation 100 100 
Hypothesis I 37 ST 
Hypothesis II S3 32 
Hypothesis  III <fi 52 
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The Workshop reccnr.enüeü that  cue:.  jtu«.Lt_.-  ic . .-. K-,    ar   : m .: ». 
vii. h an eld,   estaclishc1  i¡.,tu3t.ry  G ' ruct ,r-: . 

L.      Der.ree  of aac'.inery spécialisât i n 

271. The J.egree  of machinery specislizs: i  n w • , ' n \°  >-¡•• 
and economic  factors.    Among  the   technical   fn.-<   ro  M" : 

(a)    The  characteristics   )f the raw maturi? 1;  r..-.  r,  j-rt; -ulrr * ;, ;. 
drafting system say be satisfactory f^r short, reas -mr ly ut,if rm t'!ir.>-, •.   ,-,• 
a completely different system will be necessary f >r pr •••,:-.;;ir.o   I  t,    -'nr. .     r 
varying staple lengths; 

j (b)   The characteristics of the final product., vim pnrtírulnr .-n.p;,: .do 
1 whether the process is designed for aasa-censuaed p reluct s   -r faotd u. prendo 
I In the latter case, the coat of greater flexibility, such m; thnt. pr •vt.ud ly 
I quick setting équipaient of a versatile drafting system   -n r- v TO it-i ri:     i'iviir.« 
J be Jmtlfle«?» or» alternatively, it say be preferable tv. use ahuftk- r •-•<-r «h 
$ ahuttleless locus. 

212, Mill balance la 01» of the afcin eeononie facto«.    TV nuKht-r   .f ria- .{í 1..11 » .- 
required la very nearly praportiawuL to yarn count being spun, »r.d thu¿   t-harirtr. 
which can be accoeimodatçd technically may cauce upheavals in the balance    '.  th* 
Bill, both fìra* a Bachine and a Ué>OW tttUl**tlon point of view, adding t.. th*< r<>$t 
of the product. 

273. It It necessary to i**« a elatr lit« of the prêtent and future r^iuinr» ¡do    r 
« particular plant, sine« this would influence the mater ar*i flexibility   0 mfichli.e: 
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XVI.     RfcCi£I¡T TECHIJOIXOICAL DLVELMILUTL' AUL  THEIR 
nl'PLICATIOIJ  Hi DEVELOril."; CCUUTRIEC 

' Y!..   In recent yeors,  textile pr.x.-essing has seen a number of nev; technological 
•i'. ovl »i.r::>.-nt:j,   creating for the  industry new economic  opportunities and altering its 
r   1'iL'ive economic position.    Many factors show that the  industry is presently 
i.i.;.:inr through a peri d  if "renaissance" in techniques.    Traditional articles and 
t-   iniques may constitute the major ¿Meld of activity in developing countries for 
.   ix: yer-rs.    It  is important,  however, to examine the present developments  in the 
t<: .tile industry and evalutfte them in the light of their possible applicability to 
situations in developing countries.    Several reasons, economic as well as technical, 
determine the rate of progress in textile technology. 

f'7ro. Some of the technical factors affecting the development of the textile process 
are 4hv dynamic rate of nev technical developments, the introduction of man-made 
libres and the new techniques in textile processing. 

2?6. Man-made fibres are produced in an increasing amount and variety by the chemical 
industry, and offer new fields far designing a wider range of fabrics.    In the past, 
man-made fibres imitated with varying effects some of the properties of natural 
fibres.   At present, synthetic fibres are produced with characteristics which are 
useful in both traditional and new technological processes.    Some properties of 
»an*iDude fibres are not only an improvement, but also an extension, of the range of 
properties occurring in natural materials.   Examples of these are the 
thermoplastic!ty of synthetics, enabling the use of texturing techniques! the « 
M:;tandardw and "high shrinkage" of acrylic fibres, allowing the production of "high- 
bulk" yarnsî and the low specific gravity of polypropylene fibres.    Suffice it to 
say that constant progress is being made in this field, and new species of synthetic 
fibres are being developed all the time with still more attractive applications, as, 
for example, the use of polyurcthane foam and oriented synthetic foils.    A great 
variety of man-made fibres pmduged at present may also be used in blends with 
natural fibres.    The blends may be successfully processed to produce articles with a 
particular end-use. 

277. Plastic materials in forms other then fibres are the basis of some recent 
technical developments in textile technology. 

A*      Mew production techniques and products 
 unii   11 Huila»   ¡nwmmimmimmMHmmamêi mum jiMii¿iwiÉii*tofc^iiiWiiin^ 

273. The use of many new textile production methods makes possible a much more 
diversified structure of the Industry and a greater assortment of products suited 
to demands and economic possibilities,    Non-wovens, stitch knitted and stitch 
bonded fabrics, foambaeks, tufted carpets, textured yarn products, etc, may all 
be considered new developments of the last few years.    Ron-woven goods are a new 
textile product which does not require any traditional techniques such as spinning, 
weaving or knitting.    By the use of various techniques, a finished product is made 
directly from loose fibres. 
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', '.   The '. rì'.ch  o   r". • 
r^ •ec:".i¡'.L •   induir ry. 
i e' n-t   in rdee  t. .   .- 
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2.0.   Chemi 'al Titres  arc   K it.y   r. r .cessu Ì   in     P..   :..a.'.   i,ii\   .•;'   : •. 
world,     while  chemical fibres   eau le   procens« d  ',:];!•   ut   e .III Inr. 
:   r now spinning mills   (i.e.  by u:;e   :!' conventi -nal  e   t.i 
ai*e  r.e\; techniques  adjusted exclusively to  V.u.'  pr vicini       i' 
conversion of tow and the texturing of yarn are tv- eue!    i1 clinique.-.  p->rt' -, p rl\ 

• worth mentioning.     The c >nverter technique makes use     f tie  naturo!   i"  r» "i i   : 
: fibres by chemical plants.    Converters  are beiiy manufacture I by  many   t^-iib- 
I engineering companies.    This  system may be USPC  for the pr. -run-t i >n .>f  !<'•   -, ,-    , , 
Î man-made fibre yarns,  or the  converted top may be blended with natural   t'ii (•••.•.     ¡ 
! tow transformation by converters has  shewn thai   the  result i ry Oliver quo]¡t.\   i. 
î superior to that attainable with conventional teehnol py.     Thi re-   is al.; • on 
î indication that the converter technique may be applicable  to odd -n-like otiniri::r 
J if some adjustments of draw-boxes are made.    The converter system i^ an .-11 r- -t s v> 
1 technology for authorities considering investment   in spinning planto,  fi- prvtnn; 

chemical fibres. 

231,  Continuous filaments, as,  for instance,  synthetic fibre:-, an   text urei by 
techniques which utilize their thermoplastic properties,    other text uri-i nr metti • 
are available for regenerated fibres, such as acetate.    The import ance of 
texturizinj is seen by the following factors: 

(a) Textured filament yarns eliminate completely the conventi mal process 
spinning and they have properties near to those of yarns spun'of staple- fibre::; 

(b) Articles made of textured synthetic yarn have great ner,thf*ti<- value m, 
well as superior wearing properties. 

n •• 232. Moreover, textured yarns make possible the use   >f man-made fibre::   in a la 
variety of various textile products and thus  Increase substantially ih*- etmani  ru- 
tilóse fibres. 

233. Mention should,be made of thermoplastic techniques,  such an false tvis» . 
stuffer-box, edge-crimping and the non-thermal technique  of air texturi'/.ln, . 

231*. All the above-mentioned aspects of textured yarns, economi*   as well        ;iii 
regard to end-use properties, increase the importance ui   ..heir product i   : ,   '¡¡t 
should not be overlooked by any developing textile industry. 

235. The Workshop also took note with interest of the new development  in the fiel 
of ncn-woven goods.   Extensive studies have been carried out and have led to 
fruitful results.    The production of non-woven textile products was several millier. 
square metres in ICO*.    Cne type of non-woven fabric is replacing articles made <r 
cotton and artificial leather at competitive prices.    In the same croup <a' non- 
woven goods, filtering fabrics  (flat and bulky) are assuming importarlo, un 
filtering material is replacing cotton, wool-woven fabrics and felts.    Another    r  JI 
of non-woven fabrics is created by the shrinking of web-containine therw.¡¡lesti/ 
fibres.    Euch fabrics are resistant to heat and fire and to chemical and aiolo«,)<-nl 
factors. 
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'/.. Tl't;  ni  've-rricnt i jne i examples do not represent an exhaustive list, but are 
Li i r.r,.|(. i   t,-    illu.->t ratr-  'he  tronfie  in textile process   levelopments. 

. .'(.   L'okioo  ir.f     a-,: -un'   present  requirements  of the ".»nsuraer  of textile products, 
in i un i nr Idrati  nn mu.:! aim n >t    nly at a higher commercial value of the 

rr .•<•::;;.-I imi erial, bu;   rr.ujt als~> enhance the physical properties with respect to 
M•<• fi.i-uno,  such a.- resistance to creasing and shrinking or "rash and wear" 
l¡r [erlies.    The c nstantly proving use of man-made fibres,  particularly of the 
p  Lyontor and polyacrylic varieties, partially eliminates these probleos.    Howaver, 
iL mu;;t be concilerei that, nt, present, and in the future, the substantial raw 
material for a larp.e assortiment   ;f apparel goods in »any countries will be cotton, 
wool and rayon.    In this case, the improvement of wearing properties can fee achieved 
by physical and chemical treatment, e.g. the use of theraioset resins and reactants 
for cellulose fibres and the use of modern reducing, chlorinating or cross-linking 
lu-ents for wool. 

;     . Taking into account the present situation of finishing technique! and noting 
Use rates of their Development,  it seeasâ apparent that »o#t mrketed apparel goods 
should have "wash and wear" properties, and these appear ta hm increasingly 
introduced to all new fabrics. 

p.39. Waterproof finishing is also finding- increasing application.    In the flit» toll 
finish was applied only to coatings.   At present, earing to rœwly developed 
impregnating agents, it is also applied to suitings, dress and furnishing fabrics, 
etc., protecting the« not only against staining from aqueous solutions, but tato 
against grease and oil.   The increased use of synthetic fibres has also contributed 
to the importance of waterproof finish©!. 

290. The Workshop noted the increase in pragrasMfig of ioeli dlaeofttittwo» operations 
as finishing, dyeing of loose stock and yarn in pressure machines, dyeing and 
washing of fabrics in dye baths for piece goods anu inversible Jig winches, raising 
of woven and knitted fabrics, hydraulic pressing, and also ti» aggregation of 
separate machines to form continuous automated finishing plants. 

291. Within recent years, much has been done with regard to the aggregation of 
machines. The major achievements in this respect are the continuous bleaching 
for fabrics in rope form and in full width, the fabrics being made of cotton, 
flax or blended with man-made fibres. 

292. In the past, conventional, discontinuous bleaching took »any hour« for caustic 
scouring, t»nd for treatment with hypochlorite and other agents, after »Men the 
material was stocked again for more hours.   All this limited the production r»te to 
an average of about 200 k-, per hour.   Newly developed bleaching agents (hydrogen 
peroxide, sod"urn chloride) have made possible the construction of aggregates working 
continuously at a speed of 100 metres per minute, yielding about 6OO kilos of 
material per hour.    Continuous aggregates for *he processing of loose stock 
represents another ma^or development.    This equipment comprises units, which, 
together with some preliminary and final auxiliary machines, can be listed as 
f allows : 
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(a) Fadders; 

(b) Ctearn chambers   of vtrioutJ   type,   indoor.-  pre^r.r»'  ;•: t oro-r:'-  •'.    ::.•••   - 
recently; 

(e)    Washers; 

(d) Dryers. 

293. Units  of this type can dye almost any kind   >f fibre in 1 oj-   or  in  iv   1'. rr .    bU-\. 
auxiliary chemicals make possible the dyeing  jf creasy w<ol,  thuo eliminai ir:¡    ¡he 
troublesome process of scouring before dyeing. 

2<&. The last machines of the net  (v/ashers and dryers) are u;;ed for varñuo  finni 
treatments, e.g., the shrink-proofing of wool.    The output of such uni ) :•, i:; 
125-200 kg/hr,, Miking possible the replacement of four old disconUmiout-.-pro.-c;;:; 
dyeing machines.   The use of steam has now dropped to 30-35 per rent, nnd lhat. of 
electric power to 90 per cent. 

295. Experience with plants using the continuous system for dyeing has sl:>wn that 
if the lot to be processed is 2CC-6C0 kg., the dyeing costs are approximately the 
sane as with the discontinuous system, whereas with lots larger than (Co kg., the 
cost« are quickly lowered. 

296, Aggregates for piece-dyeing, both woven and knitted, have been developed 
Airing the last two years.   All aggregates follow similar techniques, i.e.: 

(a)   Insertion of the material in the solution of dyestuffs and, auxiliary 
chemicals; 

(»>   Setting of the applied dyestuff by saturated steam, hot tir, or other 
n.<*an3 (melted swtals, fluid beds, aqueous solutions)| 

(e) Rinsing to remove the residual dye which has not been bound by fibres 
and to wash off auxiliary chemicals applied to the material. 

Production lines for the complete finishing of woven aim knitted goods have al.yo 
been introduced.   There has been considerable development of sets of machinan for 
the fuH finishing of woven fabrics and some knitwear.   Ouch lines mainly comprise 
a section for the prinary cleaning of fabrics (usually omitted when fabrics are made 
entirely of synthetics), a dyeing section, or a section where the two methods are 
combined, washing and eventually, drying. 

2$f. Isf*regft*tions of all kinds are applied on wetting machines, or by sprays, which 
also «ay be included in the line of continuous processing, 

298. It is expected that continuous processing lines  for a complete finishing will 
develop further.   The use of such techniques is possible, provided that there is J 
specialisation   of finishing plants and a standardization of assortment groups to 
be finished. 

299. The Workshop noted that experience has shown that foambaefced woven and knitted 
fabrics had good warath-retaining properties, ovine to the polyurethane form, the 
other properties being unchanged.    This diminishes the share of textile fibres used 
for such fabrics.   In view of the fact that foambackire techniques are simple and 
require little special equipment, their application may be of serious economi'- 
importance for sooe countries. 
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XVII.    UTILIZATION OF HE1./ VEBGUS 3ECOND-HAND ¡-UCÜINEhY 

300. The  questi  n tir >zu during; the deliberaliuns  oi' tue './orkshop as  to what 
extent L'cc_nd-hand machinery ccuLJ  be  imported and utilized in the textLle  industry 
in the developing countries. 

301. It was agreed that where a process has becoi.ie obsolete, there is no advantage 
in modernization;  for example,  ring frames are rapidly replacing mules, but there 
are instances of old  ring-opinning frames being very usefully rebuilt by modern 
drafting systems nnd  other superior devices.   This could apply to other existing 
machines as well.    It was considered by the Workshop that wherever a process has 
become obsolete,  the associated machinery should be destroyed also.    It was also 
agreed that if the performance of an individual machine were so improved in 
comparison with machinery in present use, aj in the example of cotton draw frames, 
then consideration should be given to the early replacement of the associated 
machinery which is also becoming obsolete.   The issue, therefore, involves deciding 
whieh machines should be replaced by new machines, and which could fee rebuilt to 
extend their usefulness. 

502. The possibility of mass export of second-hand machinery fro« developed 
countries to developing countries was discussed.   It was felt that while tiler« was 
a danger of importing certain types of second-hand machinery which would quickly 
cause the industry in the developing country to operate uneconomically, there was 
some substance to the proposal to evaluate such machinery or machinery parts for 
their usefulness and permit restricted imports, according to the results of such 
evaluation.   If, for instance, an industry in a developed country acquired highly 
advanced machinery and found it necessary to scrap part of Its useful capacity, 
then some machinery might be rendered surplus in the process, which could still be 
usefully employed in certain developing countries where capital it acaree and 
foreign exchange is short and where such second »hand machinery could produce 
satisfactory products particularly for the home market.   It was, however, pointed 
out that extreme care should be taken to evaluate such plants and machinery before 
they are recommended for use in a developing country*   A syste« of inspection and 
certification would probably be necessary before purchase was authorised,   at 
present, such a system is not generally applied. 

303. The Workshop noted with satisfaction that s meeting of experts wns to fee 
convened in Deceoter I965.   This group of experts wtH deal with the praMeo of 
second-hand machines in ell industrial sectors* 
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XVIII.     AUTOMATIC DEVICE AND MUTCWATICK IH ThE ITXiiLF  IWrU/.PnY 

30^. Many developing countries art  Intent on buildup up tiuir ¡.tonti;.,   f. t- 
mnnufscturirc  yarns and fabrics.    Some are eao-er to ai  ur ti;,-   "   ot   -,. d, n; 
plants which might not satisfy either their desire to absorb the available  labour 
or their ability to compete effectively with the highly developed millo  in 
countries more industrially advanced. 

305. It is useful in the above context to consider autcr.ntic cachinory    r devio, o 
and automation and to differentiate appropriately between theo-. 

A. Automatic devices 

306. These may be designed to achieve either the reduction of labour or the 
improvement of the product, or both. 

3OT. In the first instance, «e&tion may be nade of autotnatic lap-doffing on 
tí» scutcher and can ©r package-changing on draw frames.   It «ay be noted that 
ttm advantage of such devices may ¡tot b« the fact that labour is reduced, but 
that ti» need for an operator to carry out an operation at a particular time is , 
ramoved.   Automatic cleaning devices may both reduce labour and improve quality, I 
•tod art therefore worthy of cartful examination. 

30Ô. Automatic levelling devices do not increase productivity, but they improve 
quality ani may alto reduce the work required in laboratory cheeking,   They 
nava been wry successful in th« worsted syetem vhere they have found universal 
application, but th»y navt not found commercial application in eotton-drawing. 

309. Thera is a ncv tutni towards central «oait^ring of qualities and quantities, 
and electronic devices ara making this possible. 

310. Automatic slub-catchers on winding machines improve quality and increase 
efficiency on th« looms, 

3U. From th« above examples of automatic machinery and devices, it «ay be concluded 
that taeh of these say find applicati on in developing countries and should be 
carefully considered.   Consideration should tate into account the existing 
financial, labour and commercial factors, together with the technical aspects. 
the Workshop fait that the introduction of automatic device» designed to reduce 
tha labour requirements should be considered vary cautiously, «specially in 
countries vit» unemployment.   Whenever «piaUty is definitely being improved, 
such an introduction may be Justified. 

B. Automation 

312, Automation Implies th« manufacture of a product, or part of a product, 
vlth the minimum of human intervention.   The output of an automated syetem 
should be automatically controlled and faults should be automatically corrected. 
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yi'j,  Revolutionary approaches  tj techniques l'or producing yarn,  fabric und  other 
l'in-1 products have been,  and are  beiu<j examined.    It should be  noted, however, 
that  La the  field of c.tton processing, all proposed or existing solutions  to 
;..uto-'iution employ traditional techniques without improving the quality of the yarn 
compri r-d with that obtained with raed e m conventional machines.    Therefore,  a large 
part of the problem is  reduced to that of material handling. 

312*. Over half of the labour required in the spinning process  is to be found in 
the rinii-spinning room.    It is reasonable therefore, to think in terms of reducing 
the labour requirement at this stage of tne process. 

315« Automatic doffing and winding is being developed, as well as creeling 
equipment.   A basic requirement of this type of equipment is that it must be 
extremely efficient if labour is to be saved.    There is a danger that unskilled 
labour will be replaced by a smaller number of highly skilled workers who are not 
available in developing countries.    It should be noted that most of the equipment 
falling under this heading has not yet found application in developed countries. 

3l6. More than twelve systems are already available for processing eotton from 
boles to ring frames in an automatic or semi «automatic manner.   Mone of these 
remove all labour fron this process, and if the entire spinning plant, including 
ring frames, is taken into account, HCK values are reduced up to 25 per cent 
compared with modern conventional machines. 

31?» One of the basic problems when machines are connected it machine interference. 
Thuß, the efficiency of the whole line approximates te the product of tne 
efficiencies of the component machines. It may be that som« part of a linked 
system can be Justified and, therefore, any proposals should be examined from 
this point of view. 

318. The Workshop felt that automation systems, as at prêtent proposed for the 
cotton-spinning sector, should not be advocated for installation in developing 
countries, since the unnecessary advantage of reduced labour can be completely 
offset by the following factors1 

(a) The high cost of introducing the system; 

(b) Tne high quality of management required; 

(e)   the high degree of technical knowledge required, especially of linked 
electrical contrôlai 

(d) The high degne of maintenance necessary; 

(e) The necessity of an adequate supply of spare parts; 

(f) The necessity of rapid fault-finding and correction. 

519. While the above conclusion was considered to be correct for the spinning 
sector, the Workshop agreed that automation in a continuous flow, tension 
controlled finishing plant might be advocated for bulk production. 

320. It was noted by the Workshop that the winding and weaving machines or devices 
introduced recently were largely automatic and thus did not need to be considered 
in the context of automation. 
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XIX.     COUNTRY ^TATBlHflV, 

321. During the deliberations  of the 1/orkohop,   ( urtioipant.       do   .•{:.<<•-  ¡i 
status of the textile  industry in their respective c, untri. : .    ,>  IMO   1   .  ,•    or, 
these  is given in the following pa^ös» 

Argentina 

322. Argentina has established an organization to f »rumiate ;¡   %¡i ri p¡:¡u  r r 
economic activities in the country.    An agency called OONADi1' iJJoii n.l ^ ¡no U 
for Development) has the purpose of establishing targets  l'^r ti:    privati 1,,     win I 
textile industry, which represents 70 per cent of the industry.    Jn<     f to* 
enterprises which is state-owned was established in order t.  provide yorn.   f. r 
handlooms, which exist in some less-developed areac of the country.    It w:i.   n. ¡. i 
that textiles no longer represented the most important industrial activity   ¡¡1 
Argentina.    Mechanical engineering products and the automobile  industry hav. 
surpassed the textile industry in their importance to the economy of  An. country. 
According to the priorities of the over-all plan, nati mol financial a,?.nei. 
provide long-term credits to the Industry.   The country h~~ good faoilitteo  for 
the technical education of labour. 

Brazil 

323«    I» Brasil, a protraiate has been set up which includes incentives for the 
modernization Of tht textile industry, improvement of the textile machinery 
industry, and the aoelloration of the national cotton production.   In tli 
Nordeste (north-east) region, after the determination of technical, economic, 
financia? and adninistrative problems, the official agency for the development 
of that region (SUDINE, Superintendency ef Developme.it of the Korth-east), hut; 
established for the textile industry supervised credits and intensive trainine 
courses for managers and foremen to increase productivity.   In the central-couth 
area of Brasili a survey was made bv the Economic Commission for Latin Amo-rie.-i 
(FOLA) with the support of the Spinners and Weavers Association,  which wao  Vi>. 
basis for a reorganisation and modernization programme of the textile  industry. 
Based on these studies, the Brazilian Government created,  in the Minietry oi 
Industry and Commeree, a special agency named QEVSEC (Executive Group for the 
Textile and Leather Industry) to carry out a development programme for the textile 
industry.   The chief aspects of the proposed action in this field include the 
replacement and reconditioning of equipment, the improvement of organization 
and management, the achievement of higher standards of labour productivity and 
the training of personnel. 

Colombia 

324. The textile industry in Colombia has reached an advanced stage in comp* ricon 
with other Latin American countries.   It dates back t<   the first decader; of thta 
century and has grown spontaneously and according to the expansion of the domestic 
market.    Production closely matches internal demand as to both the total quanUty 
and quality of products.    Cotton,  among other fibres,  predominate:;,  but  in  c--f>.mt 
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y  an.   i..,_  ;;   ,i  uad   synthetic  industries  have  r.iude   important  strides.    The  textile 
i.idu;:ory  •:ncorripasc._c  ab ut 20 per cent  oí' all ¿ros s manufactured output. 

>•;,. Alth.ua'i t:¡    industry has ¿rown significantly in the last twenty to 
t'/mty-five years,   only  recently has  there  been an effort to plan its development. 
;:,tuii^s  had been carried out by ECL/i concerning labour productivity and  the 
co  ticrie  conditions.    However,   it was  not until i960,  when the Government  issued 
a general plan for economic development with emphasis  on industrialization,  that 
a prr^ra.-u,. was proposed for textiles and  other branches.    In order to follow the 
programme,  the association _f manufacturers made a survey of the general 
characteristics  of the textile  industry,   including such aspects as value  of 
pnduction, demand,   equipment,  employment,   capital invested,  availability of 
raw material and forecasts.    During the period from I96I to I965, the industry 
closely  achieved tlie  goals  set. 

326. Following the experience of other Latin American countries, Colombia asked 
the ECLA in I963 to conduct a more detailed study of some specific aspects, such 
as productivity, level and composition of cost, degree of integration of mills, 
etc.    This work was performed by ECLA In close co-operation with the Colombian 
organization of manufactures, and it m*s teen very useful for determining the 
possibilities of the country within the Latin American Free Trade Zone" (LATTA). 

327. The basic instrument used recently by the Government to foster and direct 
the industrialization of the country, is the regulation of imports, which are placed 
ent .rely under official control, 

328. In addition to the above, Colombia is fortunate in possessing highly qualified 
management and responsible manufacturers.   This has resulted in a large increase 
in the productivity of labour, by far the highest in Latin America at present, 

329 • One of the main goals of the industry at present is substantially to increase 
its exports. Although until recently, little progress had been made in the 
liberalization of the Latin American markets for textile goods, the producers 
are trying to obtain preliminary agreements with their counterparts in other 
countries, such as Mexico, Argentina, Brazil and Peru, in order to begin 
intensifying textile trade in accordance with the Montevideo Treaty. 

330. Hie industry has organised an institution for modern personnel management 
methods, which also distributes information on marketing and on the training of 
foremen, and promotes the undertaking of studies on industrial administration, 

331. Another feature of the Colombian textile industry concerns the organisation of 
cotton marketing.   The consumers have organised a co-operativ« which negotiates 
purchases from cotton growers and ensures adequate and proper distribution to 
the mills. 

Czechoslovakia 

332. Czechoslovakia faced the problem of complete modernisation of its textile 
industry efter the Second World War. The industry was nationalized ani organizad 
into large units. Usable machinery was pooled together. The spinning machinery 
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was   reconditioned;  however,   the  creator  ;art     ï  ti.     i    •..   o. r     •   . I-.,-   .  i .   . ,e        • :.• 
machines.    The  process was slow,  and althe .gn  finane i a.-*  ..::.-   ioe^ii'u-i   r. 
considerable contributions were   ¡rade by  t:¡¿   eiigi'ieorLv  rr;i:w..i'.      ¡   t.\     t. \t.b 
mills.     In this way,   the  industry  has   rut   .nl.v   survived,   i ut  i:ae   • L        <• •,.:-. 
stronger.    The  industry/ has been s.   eueeeeei'ui  taut   ¡i   now   , l.i,.        v   -•,   ,       -:    ¿: 
part   in the economy.     The present  policy 'rakes   it   imperative   i\ r  ih       .Lie   t       :.  \, 
a profit,   the  incentive being a share  of the profit,  whkv.  ie   .-it n av.ie.ti-    i a 
foreign currency.    A protrarrne  ef extensive >:udemioatL  i;   Le   unL-r w-.y. 

Hon^ Kcr-g 

533» Hong Kong has virtually no natural  resources  other than its  eh iten i,  d .. r- 
water harbour and advantageous geographic location i' r truie. 

33^« Since 19**8,  the  textile  industry has expanded  rapidly t    its  pre:••  it ¡siti   u 
as Hong Kong's major industry.    The industry undertakes the spinning .)' c tt u, 
rayon,  silk and woollen yarns, and mixtures of artificial and natural fibre:'; 
weaving, knitting, dyeing, printing and finishing; and the rnanufactur»-    i  all 
types of garments and textile goods.    The spinning mills, operating 71*'»000 
spindles at the end of 19$*, are among the moot modern in the world and adi qua tt 
benefits are generally provided for the workers.    Cotton yarn counts    range 
from 10 to 60 s., carded and conned in single or multiple threads,    Product i >n of 
all counts in 1964 was over 261,000,000 lb., the greater part of which wnc 
consumed by local weaving establishments. 

335» la the weaving sector, which has 20,700 looms installed, cotton grey drill, 
canvas,  shirtings, striped poplin, gingham ana other bleached and dyed cl-otl» ami 
prints are the main items*   Production in 1964 exceeded 579*000,000 square y«rdn, 
most of which was exported.   Other products of Mone Kong1 s weaving inductry art 
silk and rayon brocade in traditional Chinese designs, tapes, military webbing, 
lace, mosquito-netting, cotton open mesh, carpets and rugs.    Development in the 
dyeing, printing and finishing of textiles has not been as rapid as in other 
section« of the industry, but some progress has been made in th« past few 
years.    Multi-colour roller and screen printing, pre-shrinking by several processeti 
under licence and polarising for the production of "drip-dry* fabrics are 
undertaken for exported piece goods and for ciotti used by the local garment 
industry.   An almost unlimited variety of garments is manufactured in Hong Kurv, 
such as shirts, silk and brocade house coats and outer coats«    In recent years, 
custom and mail-order tailoring, principally of men*s suits, has rapidly 
developed into an important branch of the industry. 

336. Hong-Kong's knitting mills produee touels, tee-shirts, singlets, underwear 
and nightwear, swiasuits, gloves, socks and stockings, in a variety of fabrics. 
The production of wooll-n knitwear has shown an exceptionally rapid growth in 
recent years.   Backed by a wool and worsted spinning industry which now has an 
annual productive capacity of some 12 million lb., the inductry»s export« have 
grown considerably in recent years.   Reports of woollen knitwear in i-j6k nach 
a value of |37l.Q million, compared with |2?1.6 million in 19* 3« 

337, While the textile industry plays a vital role in the economy of Hong Kong 
and accounts for some 52 per cent b¿y value of domestic exports, the seairh for 
new products, materials and processes continues.   The most recent developments 
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•'•'l-'ì-   '•        r ir.nir., ,   v-irlr.- ini   finijhir.r ->f  polyester/ .'ott-.-n and  polyester/ 
•'»-•   '     ,--rr. mixture-.     ib    'ertile   -nìostryhas  achieved a considerable amount  of 

••'•••••i '.••'.• ti -TI  -Jurin- thv  l-i::t   t--n  yars. 

fr-i; 

-   .  In  Irm,    me   purter  if the cotton textile   industry Is owned by the Governnent, 
,,,n]" U"  Hl1'1"""  tr,  held by  the r,rl/ate sector.    Production at present meets the 
r    i ti r- ":• nt .-.    -r  t.h'î  d-rent l'.-  market. 

-y».   Ih«    • .untry ilso hie -in  iniustry of woollen and worsted  fabrics as veil as 
•>t".        •':» quantities '»f worsted  and silk fabrics are imported in  order to meet 

ft,, 1.r;-:ti .  requirements.    The country is self-sufficient in cotton and,  in í¿~t, 
l/tr   »  curflu.'î   to export. 

Inr-t.-l 

ViO. In Israel,  the Government has show» interest io the development of textil© 
production by proyidlnr long-term loans and financial support for training 
roraonn« 1.    Th*» Government has been guided by the foil wing basic principles t 

(a) The dispersal of th« population, providing for resettlement in 
n**w development areasf 

(b) The atosorjtion and integratici of la»tgrants, coming fro« all 
parts of the world; 

(c) The provi ai-on of employment j 

(a)   The utilization of local raw «tarlai«. 

Quality is maintained by meana of standards established by the Israel Standards 
Institute. 

5>rt. TS» foiiovinc technological and consterei«! institutions are at the dlapoaal 
of the textile l-idustry, with s vie« to rendering assistance and ad vi ce i 

(a) The Standards Inst i tute | 

(b) The Institute for Fibre and Forest Products Sesearefcf 

(c) The Productivity Instituteî 

(d) The Export Institute. 

These institutions render services to the textil« industry on all «attere 
concerai n* ttictwalogieal innovations and scientific research, litar prodtietivity. 
market research, exhibitions, fair«, etc. 
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nini!.••  •. ".Lï i-.', ut 

Japan 

3'L2.  In  Japan,   a lav     nacted   on 1   October   1> 4    --»ntr^lr- t ho 
and will  remain in for -e  for four years.     The r..iin purr -SC  -•'  t hi •  1 re  ir, t 
rationalize the textile industry by repulatlnr the  installati ^   v -.? irmin - 
equipment.    Under this lav,   no installation  of spinning frnr.ef.  ir.  pernit t.--d   mies.: 
it  is  duly registered with the Government.    Moreover,   n-> now  reri;n,rit i uu  -ire 
permitted,  as  there are considerable surplus npindles  in r..,'i s trat i ^ri.    Any i-.-irt 
of the  registered spindles which are dee.r.ed redundant  at the   tim«-    M' .Tia.-tr^rit    M 
this law in the light  of the estimated demand position will  re  fr iren !   r thro** 
years through Joint action  of the enterprises f-on-.-rnel, under inctni/ti m:;  ' i- n 
the Minister of International Trade and Industry (MITI).   As   if 1 (>, t der 1 >   ,,   th.- 
actual  number of frozen spindles vas atout 3,320,000 includine cott m,  -¡un nyin 
and worsted.    In this way,   surplus  capacity has teen frozen,  but an   It   in rnt.¡mated 
that the textile demand will expand to some extent by l-V-li,  the final y.-ar    f   the 
law, it is provided that any spinner wishing to increase his operable   apaity t••> 
meet such a demand «ay instai machinery,  or release It from his fro-en equipment, 
at the rate of one spindle for each two spindles scrapped fr m his  t r » en » juipmi-nt. 
It Is hoped that this provision will act as a stimulus to encourar«* r.rrappim*   *f 
surplus capacity. 

3^3« A total of 1,311,000 spindle« were scrapped between October IX    and June 1% , 
•Août 122,000 new spindles «art installed, and about M?,000 spindles were released 
from freezing durine the same perlai. 

3H4. for the export trade, the *l*j|sort Inspection U»" serves to maintain the good 
quality of those esaps-t gso*» which have bee» éuigmUa by WTÎ (Mtniitry of 
International Trade and Industry). 

J%5. Mnd«o has a const de rat le quantity ©f obsolete equipment Installed, especially 
M regards the traditional sectors of cotton, wool and hene<|«#n (hard fibr* of ttm 
sisal family).   Generally, there exists « surplus capacity of production,   Mmt 
equipment has been Installed to produce man-made fibres efficiently. 

'3k6, Sn order to ioXv* the fr&Umm of the traditional sectors, the following 
measures haw been taken: 

(a) Each fini Intending to modernize its equipment must »cr*p a« 
équivalent obsolete prcduction capacity; 

(b) The purchase of second-hand machinery Is prohibited, sine« it han 
been shown that such purchases do not i nere« se productivity! 

(e)   In certain circumstances the industry can be declared saturated 
km order to avoid unaec ssary allocation of capi tul; 

(4}   The construction of textile «achines under foreign lieene«» for 
the cotton sector te« been initiated; 

(e)   A trade association has been created to promote the export of 
cotton goods; 
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(í ) The Government has purchased part of the henequén industry, in 
r^ior to modernize this branch, vhich is an important outlet for 

manpower; 

(,;)    A Textile Programming Committee has been established,   the principal 
tasks of which are modernization, productivity, business administration, control 
of quality and decentralization of the industry. 

Poland 

•jh'J. Poland has a well founded tradition of textile operations,   including the 
production of textile machinery.    After the Second World War,  over half of the 
textile mills which had existed before the war were destroyed or made inoperative. 
There was also a serious shortage of skilled manpower.    In the reconstructed mills 
there were problems due to absenteeism of peasants who had become textile workers 
and there was also competition for skilled labour from other sectors. 

3'+>• Initial planning, which had to avoid new investments, had the main purpose of 
establishing intensive personnel training, increasing productivity per worker, and 
introducing the concept of multi-shift work. 

J'*9. In'this period, less attention vas paid to the problem of cost and quality of 
products.    These aspects are, however, being carefully considered at present. 

350. Poland imports both raw Materials and sons finished textile articles, but Is 
an important exporter of «ade-up goods. Some man-made fibres are produced in the 
country. 

351. Through the channel of the central plan, the basic needs and problems of the 
Industry are progressively solved.    These include modernization, growth in demand 
and, consequently, selection of productive capacity, the proper use of raw materials 
and Investment priorities. 

United Arab Republic 

3r>2. The first modern textile »111 In the United Arab Republic was erected In 1911. 
The Second World War substantially helped the expansion of the industry.   In those 
years and under the flourishing conditions of a closed market, the industry 
»elected proper machinery maintenance, training of technicians and foremen, labour 
productivity and quality control.   As a result, exports experienced difficulties 
from international competition.   These were overcome gradually after the 
establishment of the Permanent Committee for Consolidating the Cotton Textile 
Industry, the purpose of which vas to promote marketing, impose standard 
specifications, plan a policy for affiled research in cotton textiles, and render 
advice i« the field of training, production costs and rav material utilization. 

355- tturing the early 19*0*8 ti» United Arab Republic faced acute problems, such at 
poverty, unemployment and unequal distribution of income and wealth.   A dense and 
rapidly increasing population was outgrowing limited agricultural production and 
resources.   Rapid industrialization vas therefore considered necessary for economic 
growth. 
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I. i. 

11.".       : ' i  '    • 

•   :•    • H J Y 

y •'•.  The Ministry  -d' Industry e:?taVli.-«he !   th"   TTî-.I!   i. •     • ••...;• •,    • 
tho  dc-'/el or «r.ent   -p    the   textile   inkistry hm.- i  cp.  ('-)  • ... •       •-.     ..     .   •:.,.. : 
ma-'hinery,   preventinf   the  iviport o;'  sc-•> -tvi-har. ! -a-hMnr.       •, •. - , : • ¡ ;.    p- 
units   .perate at   le? ¿-1;  at their mininum .;• • m «-.i --M   r:«*->  -ini   ;J-u.nii     \  • 
production capacity to  suit the  reriirer.ent:-.   M' e-a  a-t   via >-' .-' .-;   (lì 
training '.-entres   for technical and administrate ve   i -.-rrcnn.\i :   ( •)   {•, •: it 
specifications  for  textile products;   (ti)   t.akinr yr d id 1 -.-.>  I-.--.CT---.- •• 
foreign competition; and  (e) locatine: new mills  in ar-ac.  wlu-c-  lar «-,,• 
available and where raisinr the standard of livinr  ic inn-',  urr.i-ntly n 

;;rc>. When most of the  textile  industry was  nati mali /cd,   t ii.- den c-il ¡.-ypii-u, 
Textile Organisation (GETO) was  set up  in l-^'-l to carry   -«ut  '.h.-   i ¡m.-ti-MI:'-   «' 
expansion,  modernization, marketing,   training and quality cmtrl.    Ihco- i-aia-c 
led to a substantial improvement, both in the  technical and econ.;ni--i]    I.I.T  • 
the industry. 

Y)6. The textile  industry statistics of I96U show a significant  increase  in n>a-hit!" 
capacity over the 19r>3 figures.    The number of installed  npindler.  tn.-renr.ed   re-IM 
cll,36k to 1,397,000.    Power looms increased from l'.,7f,0  to L!3,OC>9.    The predT-tinn 
of cotton yarn in 196;! vas 131,230 tonnes as compared to 59,3'0 tonnes in 1 <   >.    in 
19',3 cotton fabric production was 319 million running metre;; and incruuued  t > 
s 32 million in I96U.    Raw cotton consumption increased from fr},%3 tunnes in ir 5 
to l>+3,rA3 tonnes in I96U. 
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ANNLXüS 

AraiX I 

PROGRAMME 

6 September 1965 

9.00 a.m.      -    Registration 

10.00 a.m.      -    Official Opening 

Address by Polish Minister of light Industry, Mr. Z. Wojtkovski 

Address by the Mayor of Lodi, Mr. E. Katstieretek 

Address by Polish Minister K. Olstevsky, Head of the Comittee 
for Co-operation with Foreign Countries 

Agrees by Dr. I.H. Abdel-Rahmen, United Nations Corals eioner 
for Industrial Development 

Reading of Messages 

Election of Chairman and Rapporteur 

Adoption of the Provisional Programme 

2*30 p.m.     .   Working Session So.  1.   Assessment of textile atea« end 
adoption of textil« policies In developing countries. 
Discussion Leader, Mr. V. Eejcl 

by lug. V. Sax!, F.T.I., Lhlted Hat lone Technical Consultant 

fextjle, Cutloefc for the 5|xt;t, by the tfttltai Stete* Deperti 
r («O.   9) of Consserce 

International Cotton Industry (Bo. IS) 

7 September 1963 

9.00 s.a.     -    Working Session Ho. 2.   Aspects of che Internetional setting 
concerning the textile industry.    Discussion leader, 
Frofeasor J. L. Juvet 
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'i   f.'epteraber  1Q( S  (c -ht i ¡un il ) 

Back;;•/ jur.c1   I apers : 

Soge Asr.ef.-ts  ci the  Internali   Inl   ;-, ui,:-   IM-   TVvii ì .     [ •  .     ¡  .¡. 
in Deve 1'-pir..- Countries Iv J. I.   .Havt  (KO. " o Y ~ L• 

International Cotton Industry  Statistic- 
by The International Federati m  of Cotton atd  Allibi  Textil- 
Industries  (lío.   L. ) 

Modern Cotton Industry 
A Capital Intensive Industry (¡In.   o) 

2.30 p.m.       -    Working Session No.   5.    Methods of assessment of nevâr, ani 
formulation of optimum policies  at  the recio.aal and  country 
level.    Discussion Leaders, Mr.   M.   Follner and Mr.   R.   Har.ur 

Background Papers: 

Textile Outlook for the Sixties  (No.  9) 

Policies Rerardira? the Development and Operation of Textile 
Industries in Developing Countries, bv R. Huour fMn. ; VI 

jnjy*! <f th» màS% $**>**> WofltiPK SrotfP on Textile Industries 

Fr^ltM.WPl fy°>P>gf of ti* textile Industry in Utto Africa - 
tyCM.J2f**o - IcoiKMaie ComilBalon for latin Aatrica (Ko,  19) 

ft» fistile Industry In Latin Anerlca. II.    Brazil.    F/CN. L-Vf*?} 
(United Ätlonf^ibiicfttlo«; Ä ¿ : &. U.U.TìJ (No.  io) 

»• AyiCM» Textile Industry • CoMBCtltlon. Structure. 
fmcllltlea. Coat«, bv LU Hn^n  fWr„  111 

fi 

9,00 a.o.      -   Vorklag Ba—lca Bo. ».    The Wool Industry - Haw Materials, 
Froetsaa« and Produeti,   Bisewiaion Leader, Mr. V, ö»xl 

laeMirottnd Patera: 

fñf flMflhaa Qlvlne Additional Mvytttts to Wool Product«. 
by «* fimmmelmr*, International Wool Secretariat (Ite. í ) 

Coacetitlve Operati on of Woollen mad Worsted Planta. 
by J. Matthews, International Wool Secretariat (tto. 25) 

Modern Hethods cf fallaongerfrng. 
by The International Wool Secretariat (No. 52) 
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''- Jenbenbei- 196*3 (continued) 

Meiern Ifcavin.- Techniques. Stylinr:. designing and Fabricaron 
of :.Tool i''cb^'cs, by A.Z. Sliwersiii, International !,*ool 
Secretariat (io.  26) 

Selection of V.'ools in Relation to End-Uses 
by J. Matthews, International Uool Secretariat (ilo. 2k) 

'.jO  p.m. '..'oriunp: Session Ho. 5. Relative importance of domestic manufacture 
versus imports of textiles in developinc countries. 
Discussion Leader, ¡ir. II. Pollner 

BacK/tround Papers: 

Textile Outlook for the girti— (Ho. 9) 

SLgw^wr**«***,nrmm> mmu- 
latin Ac»rica (ile. 19) 

Lides Re sard in? th* ñ«im1< 
CiHlSf "I jkitöTW Ei'»3!i!iti^,TE?3^ 

9 September iffî 

Ô.0O a.m. to 
12.00 p.».   -   Visit to Worsted Spiiuìing Mill of Qwardi* 

Ludowa in Lodz 

2.30 p.m.    - ^BàMâmàP&lPsJs   Bating of rtport on Wei*i«g Sessions 

Visits to noel and eotton worKs in Sitltiio»Bi«lftt Ctme$mt 
Andrychov and Oeviecim 

\\ HPMtftr #? 
9.00 a.m.    - Wortslng Session Ho. 7. Methods of assessment of needs and 

formulation of opti«» policies at the mill level. 
Discussion Leader, Hr. V. Saxl 
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Ih  S zn t eru e r 19¿ J  (continúe') 

Competitive Operation Qt './oollen o..'    ors,ed Plant J , 
by J. Mat Jie\rs,  international 'col .VCAM

1
.' '.at   (¡ ';•*.  .  >) 

2.^0 p.n.     -    V/orKin f Session i o« Ö.    .iaw ^ater ais    ..el.• ¡ in-'  \<vo\ UT,s i .' 
availability and criteria for selce ü.o.i. 
Discussion Leaûer, Dr.  T.  Jedr.'.a 

Bfcc/firounfl Papera: 

The Textile Fibre;    Raw Materials.    Their .»vaila i lit    on.' 
Amplication C^ttt¿§» by Tnstytnt ::io..iennicUm,  Loâz (i!o.  • ) 

tamWft rilara ^r fo&ìifflfrt» b:> J- **^ »^ "»«« ¿-   •'»-»-• 
(Ko. 22) 

, Cesta, b" L.D. Howell, IceficMe Research Servie« THOTTTJ 3StS.  V- 

A Guide to fibras, by E.I. Du Prat Be Reeewfi and Ccnpany, Inc. 

^ by 1. Tsiweâa» Asahi Chemical Co. ltd. 

Developing C^*y||riflf. by P. fkifart (Po, T: I 

mtttt wm *n flrttt rrpftrttff t 
Bwlliigton Industries, Ine« (Mo. zi) 

Fren Crade Oil to jyatteatia Pibres v|th Special Consideration 
€ fitffi* ftmpff fw MartfHr Tm *%«•> '•   D- Wat,,e 

(W7i5F 

jjbrga,, by E.I. öu font fie J*e»ovrs and Company» lue. 

inn Countries. Mpiff- tarffifwyy fftw KrturW fyJ 
by Davi J Biw»>íl«I©sái International Inc. 
Cite« io) 

9.C0 a.m. - WorKlng Session I!o. 9. Textil« processes. Importane« of mill 
balance. Inte crated versus non-integrated »ills. 
Discussion Leader, Mr. F. Greenwood 
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B-JC. .-roui)'1 ¿'lJ¿ei¿: 

¡'cu Finishes Gi/in    Additional Advantages to Wool Products, 
by A.   Ple'iieec.'.ers,  International \ool Secretariat 
(Ho.  2) 

Kcdifications or Textile Products by Chemical or Physical 
Treatment, by Carroll L. Hoffpauir and ]3.K.  Kopacz, 
Agricultural Research Cervice (lío. ¿) 

ilodern Finishing Methods for Cotton Textiles. Including the 
Production of Stretch Fabrics by Usin~ Special Spinning. T-istlng 
or Weaving iiethods, by Carroll L. Hoffpauir and B.M.  Kopacz, 
Agricultui'al Research Service (No. k) 

Surface Styliiv of Textiles by Flocicin ;. 
Farbenfabriken Bayer Ag.  (Ito. 13) 

ìfodern Weaving TechPioues. Stvllna.. Designing and fabrication 
of Wool Pabriea. by A.Z. Slitreraai. International Wool 
(Ko. 26) 

Fabrics. by A.Z. Sliwers:;i. International Wool Secretariat 

Recent Innovations in Textile Finishing by Ralph 
United Merchants and lanufacturers, Ino*  (No. jO) 

Badanbaugh, 

ttabltshing of Textile Industries in Developing Countries: 
Ccamaratl WW *»Study of tfaavln« Costa, by BUfI Machinery tfaria I*td. 

2,j0 p.».   -   Wording Session Ho. 10.    Optima» plant size and economic« of seal« 
in the textile industry.    Discussion Leader, Mr. R. Haour 

Baetoowid Panarsi 

^ffwwtff W ff4f fo fof ?^toft aiming mmmt b^the _ 
Economic Ccmission for Latin A«©rlea (E/CN. 12/1.7).    (No, Iß) 

tJm-mhmim. Countries, by D.*Thom*ann, Hoechst-llide, International 
H (Me. 17) 

in 

Acrylic Fibres, by R. Tsunoda, Asahi Chemical Industry Co. Ltd. 
(»3. 23) 

C6fjf»titivc OFTjtiep of ffifPfft and, '#rfW fW%i> * 
J. üatthevs, International Wool Secretariat 
(No.  25) 
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l6 September 3 965 

9.CO a.m.    -    Wonting Session I:o.  11.    Textile will Controls.    Productivity. 
In-plant and other training proßrairmes. 
Discussion Leaders, V. Saxl and G. Lrsalle 

Background Papers: 

Manufacturing Controls for Textile Mills, 
by Werner Textile Consultants (No. 1) 

Problems and Prospects of the Textile Industry in Latin America 
(E/CN.12/L.6)   United Nations Economic Commission for 
Latin America (No.  19) 

II.    Brazil (F/CN.12/623) (United Nations publication, 
Sales No.: 6U.II.G.2) (No. 10) 

Productivity and Inter-Fini Coaroaxisona in the Cotton Textile 
Industry, by A. ITicol (No. 28? 

2.50 p.m.   -   Marking Session Mo« 12.   Drafting of Report on working Sessions 
ñ.T¡T9%9»Wuá 11 

MLÊÊ^MSSËSSImmàiBii 

Visit to factories in Kalist 

Visit to Fosnan Hone Fair ana various textile and clothing 
industriai enterprises 

Visit to Bast Fibres Textile Research Institute 

20 September 1965 

9.CO a.a.   -   IfflrM Ifffjl°| ffjt II»   Draftinf of Report on Working Sessions 

2*j0 p.n*  •  Ifs^sJB^^yy^o^y^S^jyi 

Equipment and machinery for textile industries in developing 
countries; general considerations. 
Discussion Leaders, Mr. J. Holecei: and Mr. F. Greenwood 

.33. 



''O p^nteinber  196e)  (continued ) 

Bac);proun^  Papera: 

The F.vstemated ¡lili.    Textile  Industries. February 1965 
(no. 7) ~ 

The Textile Industry  in Latin America 
ÏI^    Brazil (E/CH. 12/623) (United Nations publication 
Sales No.:  oli.II.G.2)  (Wo. 10) 

Modern Cotton Industry 
A Capital Intensive Industry (No. Ö) 

Establish um of Textile Industries in Developing Countries: 
Comparative Study of Weaving Coats. RUH Machinery Wor:'s, Ltd. 
(fío.   51) 

International Cotton Industry Statistics or 1<$3- 
International Federation tf Cotton and Allied Textile Industries 

^ (No.  12) 

k 

21 aepteaber 1965 

9.00 a.m.   -    Huilât Session Ho. 15.    Recent teehnelosiciil development and 
tMir Application to developing countries. 
Discus*ion leader, Dr. f. JedryKa 

Bac around Paseras 

Becent Jechiioy cal Achievement, and Possibilities of 
Their Application in Developing Countries.    Inatytut Wloisienniettra, 
lodi (No. 6) 

Surface St.vl 
by Farbenfabriken Bayer AG 
Surface Styling of Textiles by Flocking. 

Hw Finishes Giving WWffr Mvffltf f tojft^ fr#ye|f, 
by A. Pleuneec ers, International Wool Secretariat 
(No. 2) 

y igyUcM of W Prieta bv Cheaic»! or m«i«rt 
Treatment, by Carroll L. ftoffwul* »m* n.M.  »¿y^»   A^i'I»-!»,.^ 
Research Service (Ho. 3) 

ir» Industry, fa |or SffpPla. Hvlfla-é. 
, Thomiann (lío. 17) 

-3U. 
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-1 September IÇ65  (continued) 

2.30 p.m.    -    'JorKing Session To.   l6.    Automat i on i",  the   -.ext ilo  indust- 
and problems connected with it. 
Discussion Leader,  Mr.   F. Greem/oc- 

BacKfiround Papers; 

The Svatcaated Mill.    Textile Industries 
Februar/ I965 (No. 7 ) 

Manufacturing Trends In the Textile Tndimtr^. 
Edgar Schlesinger, United Merchants and Manufacturers. Inc. 
(Wo.  29) 

fteyt Innovations In Textile Finishing. 
by Ralfn Cadenbau^i, United Merchants and Manufacturers, Inc. 
(Bo. 30) 

6,00 a.m. to 
12.00 p.a.   •   Technological itud;  visit to confect on factory 

in Lasx 

2.30 p.m.   -   ffffftjlM flf>iop m' 17'   D«ßr«e of machinery specialiiation and 
laation of new versus second-hand machinery In the textile 

industry in developing countries. 
Discuas ion Leader, Mr. P. Greenwood 

ny Wgar Soniti In §ar, united Merchants and Manufacturers, Inc. 
(No. 29) 

9*00 a.a.   •   WorKing Sessionfta^ 18.   Discussion and drafting of report bated 
- " ruing Session« Hot. la, 15, 16, 17. 

2.30 p.a.   - Working Session Ho, 19.    Discussion and drafting of report beced 
on Wording Sessions Not. Ik, l% 16, 17. 

9*00 a.B».    -   Working Session No. ftp.    Discussion and drafting of report based 
on Working Sessions Not. lkt 15, l6, 17. 

•35- 



?!•  Sep temper I565  (continuel) 

'.jO p.ru    -    'JorKlngc Session. ¡lo. 2J.    Discussion and crafting of report 
based on '.'orbing Cessions Fos. lU, 15, l6, 17. 

WorKln* Session Ho. 22 

Svmmrj and Conclusions - V. Scsi and 
H. Pollner, United Kations 

Introduction of workshop Report by the Rapporteur 

: 

Chairnan of the HorKabop 

Dr. f. Jedryka, Inatytut Wla;iennietva, bete 

Dr. II. BeredJicK, Project Director, United Rat leas Centre 
for Industrial Dewelopeent 

*w p.tt.   *    Fartwau Reception 

Visit te Zelaiova Vola and Metal Deport Company, 
Waraw 

MaSS 

Departure of participants. 

'-Ò6. 
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ANNEX II 

LIST OF PAPERS 

Working; Paper 

1«     textile Indu« trie s in Developing 
Countries 

United Mations 
Centre for Industrial t>v* Aipment by 
Mr. V. Saxl, United Mattana Teehnieal 

Consultant 

I*    Hmt9iTmetvariM Control« for 
'kHI*I3LiI!' 

2*     f^ ^ni*h** Ql/ing Addltlowl 
Au»-•  - ''••• tr    ^Mfrr rai-iaHr fi Ai liihfiiifti  ^^m  m   m ¡ 

itlOM Of textil« 

I». 

6» 

Cotton 
Off*   *  jf-«»|P^gjr  jj   °^<-WM 

Ivxtlle 
AomminMiü'Emj^imij 

^j^^^^^J^R 

Werner textile Consultants 

A. Plcuweerkers 
Internetlofial rfool Seen-tarili 

Cmmêl U Roffpeulr mi 
$«M« R@fM@£f Agrlculturel Research 

Servi <îe 

|*M« Kopecz, Agricultural Research 
Servie« 

Inetytut Wlo^lermictim, Lodz 

Inatytut Wlokiennicti», Lodz 

Countriet 
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ac   'Toui d  Papers  (continued) 

i  o Uystemated Mill 

Modern Cotton Industry 
A Capital Intensive Industry 

9.      Textile Out|oou for tfte Sifitlff 

10- TO* N^.wi^^&§m 
ygrttt   lit  fr«*l 

il.   E* Autrici« tMftift imyftfY 

r^TUHfffi Sqfft 

fcwi influì tr 

rt, 

if. 

16. 

SXBÜMStií 

33FAÏ31Ï7 Iff,5*37' 

tic Ufere Mafrials 

17.    noy»lQtSMnt of m Synthetic flbi 
S'JÜ'U ¿M.' sVt'TJafcT \OTWSBfTZXSz 

à, x y J * * î * i #-^BV " Jk *,_,.   ¡' %Zf W- *. "^- . 

1 •   syyttf tfiof ffil» ¿if m 
Spinning Indu 
($/Ci!.12/wFl 

19. 

». 

is«»!'nKtfL!?_lfÄ ! JÜTííCBT.' 

Assesta Internai 

¡9EÏ K ò li\M3£*î!&3\          

Textile Industries 
February 19^5 

Report by the Special Corani t te e 
for Textiles  (OBCD) 

Study by toe US Départaient 
of Cerane ree 

t/C*. 12/fó) (Cuitad Hâtions 
publication Sales No. t 61*.II.G.2) 

L.D. Hwell 
Sconcale Research Service 

International Federation of 
Cotton MÉ Allied Textile Industries 

FsrbenfairiKen Bayer AG 

P. Seifert, Inventa m 

», latus), targl Gesellschaft für 
e^a^SiiSJP* »jwaeWPasVeHa»wPe•wSHBVSÄ   IrW vf fl w 

lfovld Brown 
Ht 1 iran International tos* 

D. Thoroaim» nos ciis t*Unde » 
International 0*H 

United Hâtions 
for Utin Stries 

United rations Eeont*le Comi ss ion 

ht, Juvet, Professor 
University of Neuchate!. 

'1.    Policies Regarding the Development R. Haour 
and Operation of Textile Industries Cepiec 
in Peveloplnft Countries 



EaCi'.r;.'0'.md Papers (continued) 

22. Synthetic Fibres of Pol"-amides 

23. Acrylic Fibres 

2^*    Selection of Wools in Halation 
to End-Uses 

25. Competitive Operation of Woollen 
and ÎTor«ted Plants 

26. imeim waving Technique«. Styling. 
Designing and Fabrication of wool 
Fabrica 

27. Textile Fibre« and Their Properties 

**• timtmwm ïrmâf in tòt jvmm 

$0'   iJWttò.ftlMTfHfftl Vñ fW^It 

in Developing Countries s 
Ccwparativ« attwjy of having Coat« 

**•    Modern Methods of Fallaongarin« 

53. 

3*. 

J. L;iV- 
Hans J. 'i.rTicr Ail 

!•]. Tsrncda 
Asahi Chemical Industry Co. LM. 

J. Matthews 
International Wool Secretar'nt 

J.  iiatthews 
International Wool Secretariat 

A.Z. SlivrersKi 
International Wool Secretori a. 

Burlinr;ton Industries, Inc. 

A. Mieol 
Productivity Measurement 
Advisory Service 

Edgar Schlesinger 
United iierchants and 
Manufacturers » Inc. 

Ralph fiadenbau";h 

RUTI iiachinery Works, Ltd. 

International Wool Secretarial 

S.I. Du Pont De îîeaours and Co., Inc. 



Country 

Argentina 

Erali1 

Colombia 

Hong Kons 

Indi« 

ïr«n 

tèrmi 

Mexico 

Poland 

United Arato 
Republic 

AÎSJEX III 

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS 

Participants nomina hy r^nwff 

OSEé, 

Prof. Ena. Gerardo Laaalle 

Mr. Alberto Tan§ari 

Mr. Cabriti Poveda 

Mr. Sljnr Jing Sung T«u 

Hr. AMI Chandra Chaudhuri 

Mr. nohaMd Ba$i«r KU 

Mr. Shlomo Goor-Arie 

Mr. Jaine Martine« Benitet 

Dr. T. Jedryka 

Mr. Mohamed Merzban 

MTtMlttffft 

fomer Director Argentine 
Productivity Centre, 
Buenos Airee 

Execvtive Secretar/ 
Executive Oroup fer Htivy 

Mechanical Induttry 

Chief of Technical Department 
The ¡fetional Asaociation of 

Induatrlee (A»l) 

Secretary 
Fany«ng Cotton mil Ltd. and 

Isl«nd Dytin« «nd Printing 
Co» » Ltd. 

Director 
Orfica of the Textile 

CoasUesioner 
Oovern»ent of India 

Member of the Board of 
Director« of Ir«n Factor!«« 

Director of the Textil« 
Industri«! 8«ction of the 
Oov«m»ent of Iren 

Director of Textile and 
Leather Induatrit« 

liiniatry of Comerce and 
Industry 

Official of Beclcnal 
Financier« 

Director 
Textil« Bascaren Inatitut« 

Egyptian Public Organistico 
for Spinning «ad Weaving 
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Experts 

Country dams 

Czechoslovakia   Mr. J. Holecei. 

Franc« 

Japan 

Sv/itterland 

United 1C 

Mr. R. Haour 

Dr. T. I ¡ur ay ama 

Or. J.L. Juvet 

Hr. F. Greenwood 

Ai" ri liât ion 

Comercial Director 
»;0V0 (Foreign Trade 

Corporation for Import and 
Import of Precision 
engineering Products) 

Manager 
Compagnie d'Engineering et de 

Planification 
Industrielle Economique 
et Ccamerciale 

Managing Director 
Japan Spinners Association 

Professor 
University of Neucliâtel 
Switzerland 

Development Director 
Prince, Smith and Stella Ltd. 

B*. H. Beredjick 

lär. ?. Saxl 

Kr* M. Follnor 

Belgiun 

fetherlands 

SfeiSIXSSl 

rj^t 

Mr. 0* Rensart 

Mr. A.J. Pleumeecktrs 

Jnited Kingdom        Mr. J. Matthews 

tei ted Kingdom        Kr. A.Z. SilversKi 

r>o¿«et Director 
Centre for Industrial 

Development 

Technical Consultant 

Bcomnie Cenai ss ion for 
Latin America 

Affiliation 

Director 
¡ !ar:;et Development 

Director of the Technical 
Départent 

Director 
Manufacturing Services Section 

Industrial Officer 
Manul acturing Services Section 
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Poland 

idoine 

Eng. Henry:: Cichowski 

Eng. Kazimierz Uranowicz 

Mrs. Danuta Mordala 

Mr. B. Stasica 

Mr. AndrzeJ M. Witkovski 

Eng. Wlodziniere Kilanova: i 

Affiliation 

Textile Research Institute, 
Lodz 

East Fibres Research 
Institute, Poznan 

Ilanager 
Departaent for Co-operation 

vrlth Foreign Countries 
Textile Research Institute 

Technical Manager 
Textil« Machinery 
Metal Export 

Assistant to Director General 
CETEBE 

Bast fibres Research 
Institute, 
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